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Fabry-Pe´rot resonators are indispensable in modern optical science and
metrology. Such instruments are used to perform high-precision wavelength
measurements in atomic spectroscopy, light scattering, laser physics, astro-
physics, and other physical sciences.
High resolution instruments of this kind would be extremely useful for
measurements in the x-ray range. X-ray Fabry-Pe´rot resonators would be able
to achieve   eV spectral resolution. They could be applied in metrology to
bridge the gap between optical and x-ray wavelengths. They could be used
as interference filters of very high spectral resolution for studying the dynam-
ics of solids, liquids, and macroscopic biological molecules. X-ray resonators
present an exciting and challenging problem.
In this report the results of experimental and theoretical studies are pre-
sented detailing solutions aimed at developing x-ray Fabry-Pe´rot resonators.
In particular, exact Bragg backscattering of x rays is studied. Sapphire crystals
are investigated for use as normal incidence x-ray mirrors. Selected applica-
tions of Bragg backscattering are presented including up to  ppm precise
measurements of x-ray wavelengths and crystal lattice parameters. A new
easily reproducible and precise wavelength standard is introduced for nano-
metrology - the Mo¨ssbauer wavelength standard. The theory of perfect and
imperfect x-ray Fabry-Pe´rot resonators is propounded and provides insight
into the technical challenges that have to be overcome to implement such de-
vices. A test sapphire x-ray resonator for hard x-rays (  
	 keV) with in-
dependently adjustable crystal mirrors has been designed, fabricated and in-
vestigated. The measured time response of the test device agrees well with
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The use of x rays has moved in the forefront of science and technology in the
second half of the 20th century. This progress has been greatly stimulated
by the advent of synchrotron x-ray sources. The dedicated undulator-based
synchrotron radiation sources which have appeared during the last five years
gave a new impetus to such development. The brilliance of the x-ray sources
has increased by 12 orders of magnitude in the last 40 years and this trend
does not show any signs of stagnation. The future x-ray sources based on free
electron lasers driven by linacs which are planned in the coming 5-10 years
will provide sub-picosecond radiation pulses with by many orders of magni-
tude higher brilliance and full transverse coherence (LCLS 1998, Materlik and
Tschentscher 2001). The x-ray sources of the newest generation allow one to
realize more than ever before the great potential of x-ray optics and, as a con-
sequence, to elaborate new sophisticated instrumentation with unprecedented
resolution and eventually to move in new directions of research in fundamen-
tal physics, materials science, life sciences, x-ray technology, etc.
These new sources offer the potential to solve challenging problems in x-
ray optics. X-ray resonators, highly desirable for high-resolution spectroscopy
and interferometry, are among these problems.
Fabry-Pe´rot resonators (or interferometers) are standard instruments in
visible-light optics1. Invented by Fabry and Pe´rot (1899), they have been used
as narrow-bandpass filters for more than a hundred years, as instruments for
measuring very precisely spectral linewidths and wavelength, as indispens-
able elements of lasers, etc. (Born and Wolf 1980, Vaughan 1989). The main
components of a simplest Fabry-Pe´rot resonator are two highly reflecting high
1According to the established nomenclature in optics, Fabry-Pe´rot interferometers with a
fixed gap are called Fabry-Pe´rot e´talons. As the formation of resonance modes is the main and
general feature we shall use the word “resonator” as a generic name for such devices.
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quality plane mirrors with a fixed separation. The system becomes transpar-
ent despite of the high reflectivity of each mirror when the gap
 
between the
mirrors is an integer multiple of half of the radiation wavelength so that the
resonance condition for standing wave formation in the gap is fulfilled. The
free spectral range  , i.e., the separation between two successive transmis-




. For a gap of 1 cm      eV. The spectral width  of the
transmission resonances is smaller the higher the reflectivity  of each mirror:
 ﬀﬂﬁﬃ  . With a reflectivity of   "!#! the spectral width of the
transmission peaks is in the range of sub-microelectronvolts.
Instruments with such a high resolution power would also be highly de-
sirable for interferometry and spectroscopy in the x-ray spectral region. How-
ever, optical mirrors are inefficient for x rays. Unlike the visible spectral region
where backscattering mirrors are easy to produce, this is a central problem for
hard x rays.
To minimize the effect of the finite beam divergence on the resolution of
Fabry-Pe´rot resonators backscattering geometry is essential. Producing nor-
mal incidence x-ray mirrors of high reflectivity is one of the main technical
challenges in the realization of x-ray resonators.
Steyerl and Steinhauser (1979) have proposed a Fabry-Perot-type interference
filter for x rays with a purpose of monochromatization of hard x rays to a band-
width of less than 1 meV. Basically, they have proposed replacing the back
reflection of optical mirrors by the Bragg back reflection from parallel-sided
silicon single crystals. Steyerl and Steinhauser (1979) also have addressed the
problem of parasitic (multiple beam) reflections occurring in silicon crystals
at exact normal incidence to reflecting atomic planes. They have warned that
these parasitic reflections would reduce drastically the mirror reflectivity and
deteriorate the performance of the proposed device.
Steyerl and Steinhauser (1979) have not only pioneered the idea of a Fabry-
Pe´rot-type interference filter for x rays, they have also performed the first the-
oretical analysis, although restricted to exact normal incidence. Caticha and
Caticha-Ellis (1990b) and Caticha et al. (1996) have extended the theoretical
treatment to an arbitrary angle of incidence.
Barbee and Underwood (1983), and Lepetre et al. (1984) have demonstrated
a kind of soft x-ray Fabry-Pe´rot e´talon. Tungsten-carbon multilayer mirrors
at grazing incidence have been used. Because of low mirror reflectivity the
observed resonances were not sharp. The performance of such devices has
been analyzed by Guichet and Rasigni (1997).
An attempt to build a resonator for hard x rays by using Bragg backscat-
3tering from silicon single crystals has been reported recently by Liss et al.
(2000). Though multiple Bragg reflections from the crystal mirrors have been
observed, the intensity of the reflected beams was, however, low, because of
the low reflectivity of silicon crystals in backscattering arising from parasitic
Bragg reflections (Shvyd’ko and Gerdau 1999, Sutter et al. 2001). It has not
been also possible to improve the situation by increasing the mirror thickness.
When we started this project in 1997, our first goals were: i) to study exact
Bragg backscattering and to elaborate techniques for its observation; ii) to find
and to test a single crystal material which could be used for construction of
x-ray backscattering mirrors of high reflectivity in a wide spectral range, iii)
to develop further the theory of x-ray Fabry-Pe´rot resonators, to extend it to
practical cases, and to understand all the technical challenges of realization
of x-ray resonators; iv) to built and study a test device. In the present report
the results of the experimental and theoretical studies are summarized as well
as those detailing technical solutions aimed at developing x-ray Fabry-Pe´rot
resonators.
Bragg backscattering is essential for the realization of x-ray Fabry-Pe´rot
resonators. However, it is not the only reason why it will be encountered so of-
ten in this report. Bragg backscattering has a unique feature of selecting x rays
with a narrow spectral bandwidth. This property underlies many high pre-
cision techniques in x-ray physics. New applications of Bragg backscattering
to monochromatization of x rays, to high precision measurements of radiation
wavelengths and crystal lattice constants, to studies of hyperfine interactions,
and applications to phonon spectroscopy will be presented in this report as
important byproducts en route to the main goal - an x-ray Fabry-Pe´rot reso-
nator.
The organization of the report is as follows. In Chapter 2 the dynamical
theory of x-ray Bragg backscattering and the results of experimental studies
of exact Bragg backscattering are presented. In Chapter 3 we address practical
issues of selecting materials for elements of normal-incidence Bragg reflection
optics. Sapphire (   -Al  O  ) crystals are presumed to play an important part in
the role of normal-incidence mirrors for x-ray resonators, as well as for x-ray
monochromators and analyzers with meV and   eV resolution. Selected appli-
cations of Bragg backscattering are presented in Chapter 4. In Chapter 5 the
theory of perfect and imperfect x-ray Fabry-Pe´rot resonators is propounded,
and the technical challenges of their realization are discussed. An account of
first experiments on x-ray resonators is presented in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 2
Exact Bragg backscattering
2.1 Historical background and an overview of the
field
Bragg backscattering from the viewpoint of the dynamical theory of diffraction
in perfect crystals was first considered in the paper of Kohra and Matsushita
(1972). Already in this publication two outstanding features of backscatter-
ing were pointed out: approaching the Bragg angle of ﬁ   the reflection width
reaches its smallest value on the energy scale and its largest value on the an-
gular scale. Backscattering thus promised to found a basis for x-ray optics
with enhanced luminosity and high energy resolution. These predictions have
stimulated further theoretical (Bru¨mmer et al. 1979, Caticha and Caticha-Ellis
1982, Graeff and Materlik 1982, Caticha and Caticha-Ellis 1990a) and experi-
mental (Graeff and Materlik 1982, Kushnir and Suvorov 1986, 1990) studies of
backscattering, as well as its application in different schemes of high energy
resolution monochromators and analyzers for hard x rays (Faigel et al. 1987,
Burkel 1991, Ishikawa et al. 1992, Mooney et al. 1994, Chumakov et al. 1996b,
Verbeni et al. 1996, Toellner et al. 1997, Toellner 2000, Toellner et al. 2001, Baron
et al. 2001a, Yabashi et al. 2001). Though restricted to angles of incidence devi-
ating from normal incidence to the reflecting atomic planes by

 mrad the
experiments of Graeff and Materlik (1982) and of Kushnir and Suvorov (1986)
have confirmed the two outstanding features of backscattering.
Cusatis et al. (1996) were the first to observe x rays reflected exactly back-
wards from a Si(111) plate at an energy of 1.9 keV. The angular profiles in re-
flection and transmission were studied. Soon afterwards Shvyd’ko et al. (1998)
reported the observation of exact backscattering and comprehensive studies
of its energy and angular dependence in sapphire (   -Al  O  ) single crystals
5
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with well collimated and ideally monochromatic 14.4 keV Mo¨ssbauer radia-
tion. High reflectivity at exact backscattering close to the theoretical value was
observed. A detailed comparison with the predictions of the dynamical theory
of x ray diffraction was made.
A new feature in Bragg backscattering has been observed by Kikuta et al.
(1998), when studying the angular dependence of transmissivity and reflec-
tivity at a Bragg angle near ﬁ   in thin Si(991) crystal plates. It has been as-
certained that, upon approaching exact backscattering, the reflectivity goes
down. This is a general property of exact Bragg back diffraction in crystals
with cubic symmetry. The reduction of the reflectivity happens because of the
transition from two-beam Bragg diffraction to multiple-beam diffraction while
approaching normal incidence. Shvyd’ko and Gerdau (1999), Sutter (2000) and
Sutter et al. (2001) have studied the effects of multiple-beam diffraction on the
angular and energy dependence of the reflectivity at near normal incidence to
the atomic planes (12 4 0) in Si crystals. Kohn et al. (1999) and Sutter (2000)
have investigated this problem theoretically. The multiple beam diffraction ef-
fects may completely suppress the reflectivity in the back reflection channel
(Sutter et al. 2001). Crystals with lower crystal symmetry allows one to avoid
this problem (Shvyd’ko and Gerdau 1999). For instance, sapphire, a crystal
with rhombohedral lattice, allows exact Bragg backscattering with high reflec-
tivity for x rays over a broad spectral range.
In the present report the experimental and theoretical studies of exact back-
scattering together with prospects of its applications in   - and x-ray optics, are
discussed, in detail. The organization of the present chapter is as follows.
Elements of the dynamical theory of diffraction of x rays in perfect crys-
tals with emphasis on the points crucial to the backscattering geometry are
discussed in sec. 2.2. Equations for the crystal reflectivity in backscattering ge-
ometry as a function of angle, energy, time and temperature are derived and
used for the reflectivity and transmissivity of x-ray Fabry-Pe´rot resonators.
The experimental techniques for the observation of exact backscattering are
described in sec. 2.3.
The results of experimental studies of exact Bragg backscattering is pre-
sented in sec. 2.4. Studies of the angular and energy profiles of exact backscat-
tering in the two-beam diffraction case by using sapphire crystals is given in
sec. 2.4.1. The dependence of the peak reflectivity and energy width of the re-
flection curves on the crystal thickness is studied in sec. 2.4.2. The experimen-
tal reflectivities are compared with the predictions of the dynamical theory of
diffraction.
The results of the experimental studies of exact backscattering in silicon
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single crystals are given in sec. 2.4.3 using the example of the (12 4 0) Bragg
reflection. The main purpose was to demonstrate that perfect crystals of cubic
symmetry like Si are not adequate for applications in normal-incidence Bragg
reflection optics. The arguments are supported by the measurements of the en-
ergy and angular dependence of the reflectivity in silicon at normal incidence
to the (12 4 0) atomic planes.
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2.2 Dynamical theory of Bragg backscattering
The dynamical theory of x-ray diffraction in perfect crystals is considered with
an emphasis on the points crucial to the backscattering geometry. The dynam-
ical theory of two-beam diffraction in the backscattering geometry was dis-
cussed by Kohra and Matsushita (1972), Bru¨mmer et al. (1979), Caticha and
Caticha-Ellis (1982), and Graeff and Materlik (1982). Particular cases of Bragg
backscattering influenced by multiple-beam diffraction effects were addressed
by Kohn et al. (1999) and Sutter (2000).
In the subsequent discussion the two-beam diffraction case is considered.
The expressions are derived, which are used further to evaluate the angular,
energy, time and temperature dependence of the crystal reflectivity as well as
for the evaluation of the reflectivity and transmissivity of x-ray Fabry-Pe´rot
resonators. The derivation is based on the concept that the basic equations of
dynamical diffraction theory as derived by von Laue (1931), see also (Zachari-
asen 1945, Batterman and Cole 1964, Azaroff et al. 1974, Pinsker 1978), are also
valid in backscattering geometry. However, the parameter of deviation from
Bragg’s condition, denoted as   , is defined differently. Caticha and Caticha-
Ellis (1982) have derived a new expression for   valid in backscattering geome-
try. A more general expression for   valid for any angle of incidence was given
in (Shvyd’ko et al. 1998) and derived by Shvyd’ko and Gerdau (1999). This ex-
pression allows us to formulate the results of the dynamical theory (e.g., the
dynamical Bragg law) in a generalized form valid for the whole range of glanc-
ing angles without division into “standard” and “backscattering” regimes.
2.2.1 General equations
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which is derived from Maxwell’s equations for a medium with electric suscep-
tibility 2   	 ﬁ . In the derivation of (2.2) it is assumed that the electric field
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inside the crystal remains practically transverse1. 2 ,  is a continuous peri-
odic function in space having the symmetry of the crystal lattice. It can be











are the reciprocal lattice vectors of the crystal. The Fourier compo-
nents of the susceptibility 2 ﬀ  2
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is the atomic scattering amplitude, which is the sum of the atomic form fac-
tor  ﬂ

and the anomalous scattering corrections 
ﬀ
)  and 
ﬀ ﬀ
)  of an atom
located in the unit cell at a point with radius vector 

. The corrections are
energy (wavelength) dependent. Their values can be obtained, e.g., from the
library of anomalous scattering factors computed using relativistic Hartree-





 in eq. (2.5) is known as the square root of the Debye-
Waller factor, cf., Ziman (1969). The Debye-Waller factor measures thermal




































is the mean square displacement of the atom from the equilibrium
position in the unit cell projected on the direction of the scattering vector

.
1In many texts, discussing the dynamical theory, the electric displacement field is calculated
inside the crystal and not the electric field. This choice is dictated by the purely transverse
character of the electric displacement field inside the crystal. However, as long as the electric
field inside the crystal is practically transverse, which is justified by the smallness of , , the
distinction between the electric field and the electric displacement field representation inside
the crystal is not essential. In the following the electric field inside the crystal is denoted by - ,
while the electric field in vacuum is denoted by . .
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The variable 
 in eq. (2.4) is the unit cell volume and   is the classical
electron radius. For hard x rays ( )      A˚) the coefficients 2

are negative
with values typically   

and less.
The classical derivation of eqs. (2.4)-(2.5) is given, e.g., by Zachariasen (1945),
James (1950), Batterman and Cole (1964), Azaroff et al. (1974), Pinsker (1978),
and others. The quantum mechanical derivation with a very thorough account
of the role of lattice vibrations is given by Afanas’ev and Kagan (1967).
The Fourier components of the susceptibility are complex values. In the







, etc, and the imagi-







, etc. The same rule is valid for other
complex values.
















 is a set of three mutually non-coplanar vectors, called the reciprocal lattice
unit vectors. Atomic planes perpendicular to

are denoted as  	  . The
interplanar spacing between the atomic planes  	  is
 

ﬂﬁ 	  (2.8)







































. Substituting (2.9) into (2.2) one obtains after transformations a



























and  in (2.11) take all possible discrete values in-




 as be proportional to the probability amplitude of scattering the plane
wave with wave vector









 . Scattering with momentum transfer equal to a
reciprocal lattice vector is called Bragg scattering. Thus (2.11) is a system of




Bragg scattering in the crystal.
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The system has generally speaking a very large number of equations. How-
ever, as long as the coefficients 2


 are very small only those components
+












$  & . The
latter is often referred to as the resonance condition.
Single-beam case
If the resonance condition is fulfilled for only one wave vector, the system re-
duces to a single linear equation for the component. To be specific it is denoted
with index  . It follows immediately from eq. (2.11) that the magnitude of the
crystal wave vector  ﬀ #&    2 ﬀ  # . The value
 
2





 )  (2.12)
is the complex index of refraction. Since 2
ﬀ
ﬀ
is small and negative, the real part
of the index of refraction is less than unity. Due to this fact the crystal wave
vector  ﬀ is smaller than the vacuum wave vector & . The crystal wavelength
is respectively larger than the wavelength in vacuum ) and equals
)
	















In the subsequent discussion, it is assumed that the resonance condition is







. Here one has to
understand  as a specific rather than a running index. The system composed
of a large number of equations then reduces to a system of two linear equations













































This is commonly referred to as a two-beam approximation.
The in-crystal wave vector


ﬀ is associated in the following with the vac-




is associated with the vacuum wave vector 

of the diffracted (scattered)
wave. Diffraction takes place on the atomic planes of the crystal which are
perpendicular to the reciprocal lattice vector

. The scattering geometry is
shown in Fig. 2.1a. The wave vectors  ﬀ and 

of the incident and scattered

















Figure 2.1: Bragg scattering geometries: a) front surface incidence, b) rear sur-
face incidence.
radiation in vacuum define the scattering plane  #ﬀ 

 . The glancing angle





 ﬁ   

is the incidence angle, which is a measure of deviation
from normal incidence to the reflecting atomic planes. The unit vector   is an
internal normal to the front crystal surface.








differ from those in vacuum 'ﬀ and 

, respectively. The




ﬀ  #ﬀ 

 
 , i.e., the wave vectors differ
only along the surface normal by some value

. A similar relation is valid for
the in-crystal and vacuum wave vectors of the diffracted wave. These relations




























The corrections  ﬀ and 







be determined. As distinct from that,   ﬀ and  

are defined by the scattering
geometry. Here   ﬀ 'ﬁﬀ   %& and  





 & are cosines of the angles
between the surface normal and the wave vectors #ﬀ and #ﬀ 

, respectively.











The corrections  ﬀ and 

are not independent. By using the momentum




















Furthermore, as long as the vacuum is isotropic and Bragg scattering is elastic,

























































































implies that the crystal reflects from virtual planes perpendicular to

ﬀ , rather
than from the real atomic planes perpendicular to

. By virtue of eq. (2.23)
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The dimensionless parameter   (2.21) plays an important role in the sub-
sequent discussion since the reflectivity and transmissivity of the crystal can
be expressed as functions of only this parameter. It will be addressed in more
detail in sec. 2.2.3.
The parameter

(2.22) characterizes how symmetric the wave vectors of the
incident and reflected radiations are directed with respect to the normal of the
crystal surface   . It is therefore often referred to as an asymmetry parameter.
In the subsequent discussion the Bragg-case scattering geometry is considered,
in which the incident and diffracted waves are on the same side of the vacuum-













 , and the asymmetry parameter takes arbitrary negative values. If the
wave vectors of the incident and reflected beams make the same angle with
the normal to the crystal surface, then

  . This is always the case for exact
backscattering (

 ﬁ   ).
Combining all these equations with eqs.(2.14)-(2.15), neglecting terms quad-
ratic with respect to  ﬀ and 



















































































. As long as the primary interest here is backscattering, for which $ ﬂﬃ   

$
 , the following discussion ignores the different polarization components and
the polarization index  is omitted for simplicity.
The compatibility conditions for the set of linear equations (2.26) deter-





















 )(  (2.27)




















It is assumed that the imaginary part of the root in eq.(2.27) is positive and














2.2.2 Wave fields in a crystal and in vacuum.
Front surface incidence
Because of the two solutions for  ﬀ , the expression (2.9) for the radiation field



































































































 has to be used.
For the beam propagating in the forward direction, the boundary condition
















 . There is
no incident beam with wave vector 

at the rear surface. Therefore, for the
















































ﬂ   !  
(2.32)
As a result, the forward  ﬀ   and Bragg scattered 

  components of the
radiation field (2.29) inside the crystal at a depth   are given by






























































The problem is to find general expressions for the transmission and reflection
amplitudes of the system.
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From (2.29), (2.33), and (2.34), the radiation field component propagating
in the forward direction and the reflected radiation field component are given
at the rear and at the front surface by






 ﬀ  
,
 







































































are the transmission and reflection amplitudes measured at the rear and the
front surfaces. They are obtained from eqs. (2.33),(2.34), and (2.35) and by
using
 
     
  as the crystal thickness.
The continuity of the wave fields at the vacuum-crystal interfaces yield the
transmitted and reflected wave fields at an arbitrary point  in vacuum:
 
ﬀ
   ,      






,   ,
 










By using eqs. (2.35) and (2.23), the wave fields in vacuum can be written as
follows:
 









































is the reflection amplitude measured in vacuum from the front crystal surface
side. The transmission amplitudes at the crystal surface and in vacuum are
equal.
Rear surface incidence
For the problem of the x-ray Fabry-Pe´rot resonator addressed in Chapter 5, it










  ﬃ (  ! (2.42)
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with wave vector 

strikes the rear surface of the crystal at   - Fig. 2.1b.























































All other variables are defined as previously. As a result, one obtains for the
field components inside the crystal


























































































































for the transmission and reflection amplitudes measured at the crystal sur-
faces, respectively.
The vacuum wave fields are obtained as follows:
 










































is the reflection amplitude measured in vacuum from the rear crystal surface
side. The transmission amplitudes at the crystal surface and in vacuum are
equal.
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Effect of crystal translations
For the problem of the x-ray Fabry-Pe´rot resonator discussed in Chapter 5,
it is also important to understand how the Bragg reflection and transmission
amplitudes are transformed by crystal translations.
If the scattering medium is shifted by the translation vector   the electric











































In a particular case of the translation vector                   , where
 are the basis vectors of the crystal unit cell, and   any integer, the scalar
product

    ﬁ
	 , where 	   & * &     . Thus, in this particular case















measured in vacuum contain ex-
plicitely the coordinates     and    of the front and rear surfaces, respectively.






















































       are the new coordinates of the front and rear








possess no translational invariance.
2.2.3 Reflectivity of thick crystals
The reflectivity of the crystal is the ratio of reflected and the incident beam
fluxes. Taking into account eqs. (2.40), (2.41), and the asymmetry parameter

,
















































as the extinction length, the reflection amplitude 
ﬀ

does not depend on
 















$ . By using additionally eqs.(2.27) and (2.31)
we obtain the well known expression for the reflectivity in the approximation




























The reflectivity is a function of the parameter $ alone. Furthermore, in the case






 ) there is a region of total re-
flection with

  given by the condition  $  . It is also assumed here





holds, which is true for centrosymmetric crystals. By
using the notation $  ﬂﬃ  












The phase jump 	 varies in the region of total reflection from  ﬁ to 0, as $
changes from   to  .





























The center of the region of total reflection is at    . The width of the region of
















and has an order of magnitude of $ 2

$ which is typically    

for x rays of
energy    keV.
Thus, tiny variations of   and consequently of  

or  produce sizable
changes in reflectivity. These variations leave the components of the electric
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ter the parameter $ practically unchanged. From this, one may conclude that
the reflectivity can be expressed as a function the universal parameter   . If

    is known, then by using the relation     

    derived in the next
section, the reflectivity as a function of the glancing angle

, the photon energy
 , and the crystal temperature  can be obtained immediately.
Parameter of deviation from Bragg’s condition
In this section, the physical interpretation and different representations of the







By using Fig. 2.1 one obtains ﬁﬀ

   &  















which is called Bragg’s law. In the kinematic theory of Bragg diffraction,
see, e.g., James (1950), which takes no multiple scattering effects into account,
Bragg’s law relates the radiation wavelength ) to the glancing angle, termed
Bragg angle

 , at which the radiation is reflected from the atomic planes.




















is termed the Bragg energy. X rays with this energy are reflected backwards
(in the kinematic approximation).
Eq. (2.63) can be regarded as a kinematic Bragg’s law in vector form. It
implies, that those wave-vectors 'ﬀ fulfill Bragg’s condition, which start at
the perpendicular bisector of the vector

, i.e., those wave-vectors 'ﬀ which
start from a facet of the Brillouin zone normal to

.
Bragg’s law provides only a simplified picture of diffraction in crystals. As
will be shown, the dynamical theory strictly speaking gives a different relation
between the glancing angle and radiation wavelength (energy).
As long as eq. (2.64) is fulfilled when     , one can interprete   as a
measure of the deviation from the Bragg’s condition. For the subsequent dis-
cussion it is important to establish the relations between the parameter   and
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the physical parameters of the problem, i.e., the energy (or wavelength) of the
incident plane wave, the glancing angle, and the crystal temperature.












Next, by using definition (2.66) of the Bragg energy, one can establish the fol-
lowing relation between   and the glancing angle

, x-ray energy  , and crys-















Here it was assumed that the interplanar distance
 

   and consequently the
Bragg energy 

   are temperature dependent.




 ﬁ   .
It is the required general dependence       

   for a given value of the
Bragg energy 


















By using Bragg’s law (2.64),   can be expressed in angles:




















$  one can easily derive from (2.70) an approxi-












which is used as a rule in the standard texts of the dynamical theory – see,
e.g., Zachariasen (1945), Batterman and Cole (1964), Pinsker (1978), and others.
However, this expression fails in the region of backscattering:


 ﬁ   .






is applicable for backscattering. This expression is readily derived from the
general expression (2.68), assuming $

$  and $
 $  , where 





is the relative deviation of the x-ray energy from Bragg’s energy 

.
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As mentioned previously, the interplanar distance
 

and the Bragg energy
are temperature dependent. Taking into account that the variation of the Bragg





   




















as the linear temperature expansion coefficient in the direction of

, one can





















    

   . The equation shows that in the backscattering region
  varies linearly both with x-ray energy and crystal temperature and quadrat-
ically with the angular deviation
 
.
Equation (2.75) can be used to establish the equivalence of the variations
of the x-ray energy and the crystal temperature. Those values of  and  are
equivalent which result in the same reflectivity. As long as the reflectivity of x










Center of the region of total reflection
Using eq. (2.69), which is valid in the whole range of glancing angles and pho-














































































Expressions (2.78) and (2.80) relate the radiation wavelength )  (energy   )
and its glancing angle

 at the center of the region of total reflection. The
region of total reflection from (2.78) in the whole of  )

 space is shown in
0 90 180
Figure 2.2: Solid line: the region of total reflection of x rays given by the two-
beam dynamical Bragg diffraction;

is the glancing angle to the reflecting
atomic planes  	  in the crystal with interplanar distance
 

and ) is the
wavelength of the x rays. The curve is given by (2.78). The spectral width of
the curve is defined by (2.84). The enlarged parts of the diagram display the
advantages of backscattering: high reflectivity in a broad angular region with
a narrow spectral width. Dashed line: the trace of the Bragg peak reflectivity
in the ( )-

) space as given by kinematic Bragg’s law (2.64).
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Fig. 2.2. Equation (2.78) looks like Bragg’s law (2.64), however, not exactly.














is positive, it shifts the reflectivity peak to higher angles

 or higher
energies   than it is given by Bragg’s law. Henceforth, relation (2.78) or (2.80),
is referred to as the modified (or dynamical) Bragg’s law. The general expres-
sion for   (2.69) allows us to formulate the dynamical Bragg law in a gener-
alized form valid in the whole range of glancing angles without division into
“standard” and “backscattering” regimes.
The correction  

can be considered constant in a relatively large spectral
range for a given Bragg reflection. The only energy (wavelength) dependence
comes from the anomalous scattering corrections 
ﬀ




, see eqs. (2.5)-(2.6).
E.g., in the spectral range )  A˚ ﬁ)  ﬁ)    A˚ where )   &# A˚,
the anomalous scattering corrections for silicon 
ﬀ
varies at most by &   
about its average value of 0.119 (Deutsch and Hart 1988), and thus  

varies
by less than 
  compared to the leading term 1.
Due to the presence of the correction  

the glancing angle at the center of















for a given wavelength )  . Similarly, for a given glancing angle the radiation






deviates from the wavelength ) given by Bragg’s law. The wavelength of the
reflected radiation determined in the dynamical theory is always smaller, as
if Bragg’s law has to be fulfilled for the wavelength )      

 and not for ) .
This is usually attributed to refraction. However, such an interpretation is too
simplified. Indeed, by virtue of (2.13) the in-crystal wavelength is larger than
the vacuum wavelength. However, the correction in (2.13), although similar, is
not equal to  

. The absence of the )  dependence in  

is the most significant





   )
are these corrections equal.
Spectral width of the region of total reflection







































The equation is valid for all glancing angles except

  . One may think
that the consequence of eq. (2.84) is that the highest relative spectral width is
achieved at exact Bragg backscattering (





value. A more thorough analysis shows that in reality, for a given Bragg re-
flection, the relative spectral width is constant independent of the glancing angle

. Indeed, according to (2.4) 2
 
)


















The Debye-Waller factor as well as the atomic scattering amplitude, which en-
ter 2

have the same )   


dependence and therefore are also constant for a
given reflection.













$   (2.85)
Combining (2.85) with (2.84) and assuming the symmetric diffraction geome-
try (























is the number of reflecting planes within the extinction
length. Thus the relative spectral width of a Bragg reflection is the recipro-
cal of the effective number of diffracting atomic planes contributing to Bragg
diffraction. The general tendency is - the higher the x-ray energy (the smaller
the wavelength) the larger is the extinction length and therefore the smaller is
the relative spectral width.
For x rays with    keV the extinction lengths are typically in the range
of
 
       
  m. Thus the relative energy resolution achievable with
single Bragg reflections in this energy range is          
	 . This corre-
sponds to energy widths of

      meV, respectively. One can improve
on these numbers by using asymmetric Bragg reflections. For more details see
the review paper of Toellner (2000) and references therein.
The relative spectral width of a Bragg reflection with a given scattering
vector

is a constant independent of

or ) . This implies that the absolute
value of the spectral width of the Bragg reflection in terms of energy units
takes its smallest value for the smallest photon energy, i.e., at normal incidence
(

 ﬁ   ). Figure 2.2 illustrates this statement.
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Angular width of the region of total reflection
There is no simple analytical expression for the angular width of the region of
total reflection valid across the whole range of glancing angles. For

 ﬁ  

































  , one can deduce from (2.87) that for a given








. This agrees with Fig. 2.2 in the whole angular range except

 ﬁ   (

 ).
In the backscattering region the representation (2.72) of   should be used.
At the x-ray energy   







 # the center of the angular
range of total reflection is exactly at













As distinct from (2.87) the angular width at exact backscattering is propor-
tional to the square root of $ 2








gular width increases drastically at






 ﬁ   ) as one can clearly see in Fig. 2.2.








The relation is valid at near-normal incidence to the reflecting planes. It demon-
strates one of the most striking features of Bragg backscattering. The angular
acceptance scales with the square root of the relative spectral width! This im-







are still not blurred by an x-ray beam of a       rad divergence.
Summary of the properties of Bragg backscattering
The main results of the dynamical theory relevant to Bragg backscattering
from a semi-infinite non-absorbing crystal are summarized graphically in Fig. 2.3.
In fact it is the part of Fig. 2.2 about

ﬁ   drawn on different axes. The or-




- the deviation of the x-ray energy  from
the Bragg energy 

measured in units of 

. The abscissa is the square of
the angular deviation from normal incidence
 








Figure 2.3: Spectral-angular region of total reflection of backscattering. Note
that the abscissa scales with
 
 .
of total reflection for a perfect non-absorbing crystal - a kind of DuMond di-
agram - is given in this representation by the straight grey strip, according to
eqs. (2.62), (2.72). The width of the grey strip along both axes scales with 2

-
the Fourier component of the electric susceptibility, eqs. (2.3), (2.4).
At normal incidence (
 
  ) x-rays which are reflected backwards are






 # slightly larger than 

. The
relative width of the region on the energy scale is





An important feature of the DuMond diagram for backscattering is that the
angular scale - the abscissa - has a

 dependence, resulting in an unusually








Photo-absorption and finite crystal thickness makes the analysis of the Bragg
reflectivity more complicated. Peak reflectivity, its position    , as well as the






  can be derived by numerical
calculations.








The conclusion that the reflectivity is solely a function of   remains valid.
From numerical calculations one defines

    , peak reflectivity

     , with
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position    and half-width

  . The values and dependence on

  , or  can
be obtained from the valid relation     

     .
The energy and angular dependence of Bragg reflectivity for an absorbing
crystal calculated by the dynamical theory are shown in Fig. 2.4 with solid
lines. The Bragg reflection       in an   -Al  O  crystal is used as an exam-
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= 0 E-E0 = 0
Figure 2.4: Bragg reflectivity of a semi-infinite crystal vs x-ray energy  for a
fixed angle of incidence
 
(left panels), and vs incidence angle

for a fixed
x-ray energy  (right panels). Bragg reflection       in   -Al  O  is used in
the dynamical theory calculations with photo-absorption taken into account
(solid lines). Dashed lines show the results of the same calculations with zero
photo-absorption. At normal incidence to the      # atomic planes (

  )
x rays are reflected at an energy of  ﬀ   	  keV.
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The coefficients are calculated by using the crystallographic data of Kirfel and















weakly-absorbing. Silicon, sapphire (   -Al  O  ), and diamond belong to this
class of crystals, provided hard x rays (

 keV) are considered.
The dashed lines in Fig. 2.4 show the result of the same calculations but





. As is clearly seen, photo-absorption reduces the peak reflectivity
and makes the reflectivity curve asymmetric in the region of “total” reflection.
However, the reflectivity curves have the same width and are practically un-
shifted. This implies that the simple equation (2.78) determining the center of
the region of total reflection for non-absorbing crystals as well as the expres-
sions (2.84), (2.87) for the angular and energy widths can also be used with
high precision for weakly-absorbing crystals.
2.2.4 Asymptotic solutions for parallel-sided crystals
Another case, relevant to the experiments discussed in the present report, is
Bragg diffraction in thin crystals which – as will be clear from the following – is
mathematically equivalent to asymptotic solutions for parallel-sided crystals.








   (2.90)
Physically this means that the crystal thickness is much smaller than the Bragg











 in (2.36) and (2.37) change significantly only if the parameter $ $$
 
 .
This further implies that the Bragg reflectivity profiles are much broader for
thin crystals than they are for thick ones, as in the latter case significant changes
happen for $ $-$    , see sec. 2.2.3. One can apply the condition $ $-$
 
 also to
the parallel-sided crystals of any thickness. The approximations obtained un-
der this condition describe the asymptotics (wings) of the Bragg reflectivity.
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Here we have defined

     
2
ﬀ    






















































































By using the representation (2.69) of the parameter   and the definition (2.79)
of the parameter  



































is the number of reflecting planes throughout the crystal thickness. The reflec-
tivity given by (2.95) has the form of the diffraction function well known in
optics. The solution (2.95) is identical to the result derived by the kinematic





  perfectly coincides with the modified Bragg law (2.78).
The peak reflectivity is proportional to the square of the crystal thickness
 

and to the square of the scattering amplitude $ 2

$
 . Due to (2.98), the peak re-
flectivity is also proportional to

 - the square of number of reflecting atomic
planes. This is typical for coherent scattering.
The width of the reflection curve (2.95) is

 














  $   $
 ) and oscillate
with a period of

 









Thus, the width of the reflection curve

  and the period of oscillation

  are
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Figure 2.5: Bragg reflectivity of a parallel-sided   -Al  O  crystal of thickness
 
 
  m as a function of a) x-ray energy  and b) incidence angle
 
, calcu-
lated for the Bragg reflection       . The solid lines - calculations with rig-
orous expressions of the dynamical theory. The dashed lines - calculations by
using the asymptotic approximation (2.95)-(2.97). At normal incidence
 
 
to the       atomic planes x-rays with energy  ﬀ   	  keV are reflected.
The calculations are performed in the angular and energy ranges correspond-
ing to an equal variation of the   -parameter.
oscillations

) (and equivalently the width





























It is determined only by the number of reflecting planes

. On the energy


























    

 . The thinner the crystal
the larger the width. Thus, unlike the thick-crystal limit, the width of the curve
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in the thin-crystal limit is independent of 2

and extinction length. The width
of the reflection curve is determined by the crystal thickness
 
.
Similarly, eqs. (2.95) and (2.97) describe angular dependence of the reflec-
tivity. However - as can be seen from (2.97) - the oscillations are aperiodic on
the angular scale. The aperiodicity is especially pronounced at glancing angles
close to ﬁ   , i.e., in the backscattering geometry.




  m as a function of a) x-ray energy  and b) incidence angle

,
calculated for the Bragg reflection       . Calculations performed with rig-
orous expressions of the dynamical theory are given by the solid lines. The
dashed lines represent results of calculations using the asymptotic approxima-
tion (2.95)-(2.97). The comparison shows that the approximated expressions
describe perfectly the wings of the Bragg reflection curves. In the limit of a
very thin crystal (2.90) the asymptotic approximation can be applied in the
whole energy (angular) range.
The intensity oscillation is an effect of crystal thickness. It occurs due to
interference of the waves created at the entrance and rear surfaces, see, e.g.
(Azaroff et al. 1974) for more discussion. This effect could be especially well
recognized in the time dependence of Bragg diffraction, as will be discussed
shortly in the following section.
2.2.5 Time dependence
How long does this scattering process, known as Bragg diffraction, last?
The answer to this question is of interest not only on its own. A similar
question arises in conjunction with scattering in x-ray Fabry-Pe´rot resonators,
see sec. 5.3. However, since the components of a resonator are single crys-
tals, one should at the outset be able to answer the former question. There
exists another reason why it is important to address this question. The up-
coming fourth generation synchrotron radiation sources based on free electron
lasers will generate radiation pulses as short as 100 fs (LCLS 1998, Materlik and
Tschentscher 2001). How will the Bragg crystal optics affect such short radia-
tion pulses? This problem was also addressed in publications by Chukhovskii
and Fo¨rster (1995), Missalla et al. (1999), Shastri et al. (2001b), Shastri et al.
(2001a).
The elementary scattering process from a single atom is very short. Typical
widths of atomic resonances are in the eV-range. Thus, from the energy-time
uncertainty relation, one should expect that the typical scattering times are less
than 1 fs, provided the photon energy is close to an absorption edge. Under
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“off-resonance” condition, which is typical for Bragg diffraction, the scattering
time should be even shorter. Note, that the dependence of the collision time on
the proximity to resonance was experimentally investigated by Smirnov and
Shvyd’ko (1989) using the example of long-lived nuclear resonances.
At this point it is important to mention that the distance that light covers
in 1 fs is about 0.3   m, which is much smaller than typical extinction lengths.
Thus, the collision time with a single scatterer is not the main contribution to
the duration of x-ray Bragg diffraction. This is, by the way, very different from
the case of nuclear resonant Bragg diffraction from Mo¨ssbauer nuclei, where
the collision time with a single scatterer determines the time scale of Bragg
diffraction (Kagan et al. 1979, Smirnov and Shvyd’ko 1986, Ru¨ffer et al. 1987,
van Bu¨rck et al. 1987, Shvyd’ko and Smirnov 1990).
The basic physical phenomenon underlying Bragg diffraction in thick per-
fect crystals is multiple scattering. Due to multiple scattering and because of
time delays for the radiation to propagate from one scatterer to another, Bragg
diffraction occupy a finite duration independent of the duration of the ele-
mentary scattering process. One can roughly estimate the typical duration of




   
 for the radiation to cover the pene-
tration length which is determined by the extinction length
 
  - eq. (2.85). By
virtue of the relation
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(cf., eqs. (2.83)) and (2.86)) between















   . This
fact shows that indeed multiple scattering, whose spatial extent is given by
the extinction length, determines the duration of Bragg scattering. These facts
suggest also a technique for the rigorous calculation of the time dependence
of Bragg scattering - the Fourier transform of the energy dependence of Bragg
diffraction.
The time dependence of the reflection amplitude 
ﬀ

  is calculated as a
Fourier transform of the energy dependence of the reflection amplitude 
ﬀ























  represents the response amplitude of the system to the instantaneous
excitation with a

-function type radiation pulse. The time dependence of the







   $
 . Similar
relations can be used to calculate the time dependence of transmission through
a single crystal.
Figure 2.6 shows an example of the numerical dynamical theory calcula-
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Figure 2.6: Left: Bragg reflectivity vs x-ray energy  for crystals of different
thickness
 
. Right: time dependence of Bragg diffraction. It represents the time
response to the instantaneous excitation with a

-function type x-ray radiation
pulse. Bragg reflection       in   -Al  O  is used in the dynamical theory
calculations. X rays are at normal incidence (

ﬁ   ) to the       atomic
planes, ﬀ  
	   keV.
tions for the Bragg reflection      # in   -Al  O  crystals of different thick-
nesses. The extinction length for this reflection
 
      
  m. For clarity,
x rays are assumed to be incident normal (

 ﬁ   ) to the       atomic
planes. The left panels in Fig. 2.6 represent energy dependence of Bragg re-
flectivity with peaks at ﬀ 




, beginning with a thick one
     











       meV, which agrees with 13.0 meV as-
certained from the numerical calculations in Fig. 2.6 (
 
   mm). Similarly,
one can estimate that the response time  

 
     ps. One obtains
practically the same value from the uncertainty relation   

   ps.
However, the duration – full width at half maximum (FWHM) – of the time
response ascertained from the numerical calculations in Fig. 2.6 (
 
   mm)
turns out to be     ps, which is a factor ﬁ larger.





   is valid only for the wave-packets with
Lorentzian energy and exponential time distributions. The energy dependence
of the Bragg reflectivity is nearly rectangular. The Fourier transform of the rect-
angular energy dependence of a width

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   (  

ﬃ !
 with a response time

 (FWHM) given by the




 ﬁ   (2.104)
The oscillation accompanying the subsequent decay has a period of
  ﬁ  

 
By using theses relations one obtains estimates for the response time of Bragg
diffraction,

     ps, and for the period of subsequent oscillations  
 	 ps, which agree with the values obtained from the rigorous numerical




The following expressions can be derived to estimate the energy width and




























ﬀ . In the
case of symmetric Bragg diffraction the latter equals  
	

. Therefore, the re-
sponse time







. Thus, the smaller the
glancing angle (Bragg angle) the smaller is the response time for a given Bragg
reflection.
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The next graph in Fig. 2.6 is calculated for a thinner crystal with
 
  mm.
A remarkable feature appears in this case - an intensity jump at      ps.
This is an effect due to the wave-field being reflected from the rear surface of




 through the crystal. A jump of the same origin is observed at  "  ps
in Fig. 2.6 (
 
   mm) with a more pronounced amplitude. The thinner the
crystal - the larger the amplitude of the field reaching the rear surface, because
of the weaker influence of both extinction and photo-absorption.
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2.3 Backscattering experimental techniques
The observation of exact 180   -scattering has an obvious experimental diffi-
culty. Either the x-ray source or the detector is blocking the reflected or the
incident x rays. There are two possibilities to overcome this problem.
Transparent x-ray source
One option is to use a transparent x-ray source, wiggler or undulator, as pro-
posed by Graeff and Materlik (1982), Caticha-Ellis et al. (1990). The construc-
tion of an exact backscattering beamline was announced by Moncton (1996)
at the Advanced Photon Source (APS) at the 1-ID beamline. The first experi-
ments were performed in 2000 by the High-Resolution X-ray Scattering group
at APS, led by Ercan Alp, with participation of the HfWW group of the Ham-
burg University (NID 2000-2001). A backscattering   -Al  O  crystal was placed
downstream of the 1-ID front end and the Si(111) double crystal high-heat-
load monochromator, see Fig. 2.7. An undulator was used as a source. The
sapphire crystal selected photons with a meV bandpass and sent them back
through the Si(111) monochromator and undulator. The photon beam was ob-
served from the other side of the undulator in the normal incidence diffraction
station (NID-X). The distances from the undulator to the observation point and
to the sapphire crystal were 44 m and 57 m, respectively.
The flux and energy width of x rays using different back reflections were
characterized. We have observed, e.g., 	   

photons/s within an energy
bandpass of 13 meV at 14.315 keV using the   -Al  O ﬂ      reflection. The
Figure 2.7: An exact backscattering beamline at the APS (Argonne). (Thanks
to E. Alp, APS)
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incident flux measured downstream of the high-heat-load monochromator was
   
 




tons/s. The losses in various windows, and air gaps were estimated to sum
up to a factor of four. Thus, about half of the photons available back into the
NID-X station were obtained in the first attempt.
Semitransparent detector
Another possible way, which was implemented by Cusatis et al. (1996), is to
use a semitransparent detector. This technique was used also by Sutter et al.
(2001). In this case the reflected radiation is observed on the strong back-
ground of the incident radiation.
To discriminate against this background Shvyd’ko et al. (1998) have pro-
posed employing a semitransparent detector with good time resolution and





 to the crystal and back to the detector, separated by a distance

, al-
lows one to distinguish between the incident and reflected radiation pulses as
shown in Fig. 2.8.
A semitransparent detector with good time resolution becomes an essen-
tial element of the backscattering experiment - Fig. 2.9. An avalanche photo
diode (APD) EG&G2 C30703F with a 100   m thick sensitive Si wafer serves
as the semitransparent detector3. A sensitive silicon wafer of 100   m thick-
ness absorbs   % of the incident 14 keV photons. The size of the diode is
      mm  with a sensitive area of      mm  . Its time resolution is 0.7
ns. This allows one to distinguish between the incident pulse and the pulse re-
flected from a crystal placed as close as


  m from the detector. The diode
in combination with the timing electronics is able to detect a photon flux up
to     Hz. The application of these APDs for experiments with synchrotron
radiation was recently reviewed by Baron (2000).
Setup
The experiments further described in this Chapter were performed at the wig-
gler beam line BW4 at HASYLAB. Depending on requirements the flight path
2Since 1999 a change from EG&G to Perkin-Elmer occurred. Perkin-Elmer, 22001 Dumberry
Rd., Vaudreuil J7V 8P7 Quebec. However, we continue to refer to EG&G, as all the devices
were purchased from this company.
3We are indebted to Dr. Henri Dautet from the EG&G Optoelectronics Ltd., Vaudreuil,
Quebec, for delivering photodiodes without ceramic stiffener in the back and without back-
cover.
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Figure 2.8: Counts in the semitransparent detector as seen on the time scale.
The detector is placed at a distance of

   m from the reflecting crystal -
Fig. 2.9. Primary radiation pulse at    # ns; back reflected radiation pulse
at   ; back reflected resonant radiation at    .
was varied from

   m (    # ns) to

   m (     ns). The
DORIS-III positron storage ring was operated in five-bunch mode producing
synchrotron radiation pulses from the wiggler every 192 ns. The pulse du-
ration was    ps. A high-heat-load Si(111) monochromator (M) provided
14 keV radiation with   eV bandwidth. The beam divergence was typically
20   rad in the vertical and 80   rad in the horizontal plane.
Monochromatic x rays
The typical energy width of Bragg back reflections is in the meV-range. There-
fore, to study Bragg backscattering one needs radiation of highest monochro-
maticity. Two different techniques were used to generate monochromatic x
rays.
In the first case 14.4 keV Mo¨ssbauer radiation of

	 Fe nuclei was used for
this purpose. The energy spectrum of the Mo¨ssbauer radiation, even for the
largest observed broadening and splitting is within a band of 1   eV width,
which can be considered as quasi mono-energetic relative to the energy widths











Figure 2.9: Schematics of backscattering experiments. (a) M is the Si(111) high-
heat-load monochromator; D is a semitransparent x-ray detector; F is a 10   m
thick

	 Fe foil; V is a vacuum flight tube of 1-10 m length; S is a backscatter-
ing single crystal in an oven;

is the angle between the wave vector 

of the






is the wave vec-
tor of the scattered radiation. (b) The high energy resolution monochromator
(HRM) reduces the incident radiation to a meV bandwidth.
of backscattering reflections. A collimated beam of Mo¨ssbauer photons is gen-
erated by spatially coherent excitation with synchrotron radiation pulses of the
14.4 keV resonance of

	 Fe nuclei placed in a solid state matrix (Hastings et al.
1991). Due to coherent enhancement the ensemble of excited

	 Fe nuclei emits
photons in the direction of the incident beam (Shvyd’ko et al. 1991) with a de-
lay of  20-50 ns. We have used a 10   m thick iron foil (F in Fig. 2.9). The iron
foil was enriched in

	 Fe to a level of 95%. The time spectrum of the radiation
scattered in forward direction is shown in Fig. 2.8. Mo¨ssbauer photons are re-
emitted with a delay, which allows one to discriminate them from the prompt
pulse containing most of the incident photons. Thus the time resolution of the
APD is used twice. First, to distinguish between the incident and the reflected
radiation pulses. Second, to count only 14.4125 keV photons in the 0.5   eV
energy band, scattered by

	 Fe nuclei in the forward direction.
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Being bound to the fixed energy of the Mo¨ssbauer radiation, the standard
measurement of the reflectivity as a function of the x-ray energy  is replaced
by the equivalent reflectivity measurement as a function of the crystal temper-
ature  . The    equivalence relation is given by eq. (2.76). Let us consider as
an example the    	  & back reflection in   -Al  O  crystals. As will be shown,
this reflection matches the 
		   keV Mo¨ssbauer radiation at       K.
By using the value of the temperature expansion coefficient of sapphire in the









The second and more general way of monochromatization uses so-called
in-line nested monochromators proposed by Ishikawa et al. (1992). By using
this technique one could obtain x-ray beams with a bandwidth of  " meV.
Recent advances in this field were reviewed by Toellner (2000). The high en-
ergy resolution monochromator used in the experiments at HASYLAB built
with channel-cut Si(4 2 2) and Si(12 2 2) crystals in a nested geometry was de-
signed by E. Gerdau, R. Ru¨ffer and H.D. Ru¨ter in 1992 for experiments with
14.4 keV Mo¨ssbauer radiation. It reduces the energy band of the incident beam
from   eV to   meV. The energy of transmitted x rays can be tuned over a
range of 160 eV.
Depending on the situation we use one of these methods of monochroma-
tization.
Temperature control
The most important part of the setup is the backscattering crystal. At least
two parameters must be controlled - the crystal temperature and the angular
orientation of the atomic planes to the incident beam.
The temperature determines the crystal lattice constants and thus the spec-
trum of the backscattered radiation. The precision of the temperature control





of the chosen reflection and
the temperature expansion coefficient

  of the crystal in the direction of the
scattering vector
















    

	 for the backscattering reflections in Si with












obtains the following estimation

    K. Thus the accuracy of the temper-
ature control should be in the mK range. In the experiments described in this
report this was achieved by placing the crystals into ovens or cryostats. The
technical design of an oven or of a cryostat was aimed at allowing temperature
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homogeneity within a few mK. The temperature in the oven was stabilized
with an accuracy of 1 mK by using computer control (Lucht 1998). A platinum
resistor PT100 was used as a temperature sensor.
The ovens for the backscattering experiments were specially designed and
built in the Institut fu¨r Experimentalphysik, Uni. Hamburg. It was possible to
change the temperature from 285 to 470 K, and in a special case up to 800 K.
The continuous flow cryostat (KONTI-cryostat for x-ray measurements, Kom.
Nr.:5974) was designed specially for backscattering experiments by CryoVac4
to access temperatures from 4 to 300 K.
Searching for back reflections
Finally, the crystal maintained at the required temperature should be adjusted
in such a way that the reflecting atomic planes are normal, or nearly normal,
to the incident beam. Very often the reflecting atomic planes are not parallel to
the crystal surface. How then does one adjust the crystal? A typical situation
which is encountered in the experiments is explained by the following exam-
ple. Backscattering of the 14.4125 keV Mo¨ssbauer radiation from the    	  &#
atomic planes in an   -Al  O  crystal is sought. The crystal plate is cut parallel
to the (0 0 0 1) atomic planes.
At first the

    ! crystal axis is oriented parallel to the incident beam by
detecting the exact back reflection (0 0 0 30) of x rays with energy   14.315 keV
(crystal at room temperature). For this, all photons are counted except those
incident at      ns, see Fig. 2.8. Then the    	  & atomic planes are set
perpendicular to the incident beam by detecting the exact back reflection of
the 14.4125 keV photons. It is known from the crystal structure that the angle
 
between the [0 0 0 1] and [1 3 4¯ 28] directions is 22.091
 
. There are other 5
reciprocal vectors equivalent to [1 3 4¯ 28]. They lie on the surface of a cone with
opening angle
 
and rotation axis parallel to [0 0 0 1]. Back reflections corre-
sponding to these reciprocal vectors are found easily by directing the incident
beam at an angle of
 
to the [0 0 0 1] axis and by rotating the crystal around the
[0 0 0 1] direction. The angular position of the crystal, at which it reflects these
x rays back into the detector with maximum intensity, is taken as the reference
point for exact backscattering -

 ﬁ   or

  . The smaller the solid an-
gle of the detector seen from the crystal the more exact the reference point can
be determined. One can increase the precision by installing a pinhole straight
after the detector or by increasing the flight path

.
4CryoVac Gesellschaft fu¨r Tieftemperaturtechnik mbH & Co. KG, D-53842 Troisdorf,
Heuserweg 14, Germany.
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At this stage of the adjustment procedure the Mo¨ssbauer photons gener-
ated in the iron foil do not necessarily fall into the energy band of the    	  &#
back reflection. As a next step the temperature of the crystal is scanned un-
til the events within a time window of 20-120 ns are detected - Fig. 2.8. This
signals that the crystal reflects Mo¨ssbauer photons backwards.
A similar procedure is used if the photons are monochromatized with a
high energy resolution monochromator. Only the last step is different. Instead
of tuning the crystal temperature the monochromator is tuned.
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2.4 Experiments on exact Bragg backscattering
Bragg backscattering close to normal incidence, though not exactly at normal
incidence, have been studied in numerous experiments starting from the pio-
neering work of Graeff and Materlik (1982). In almost all investigations Si or
Ge single crystals were used. Cusatis et al. (1996) took advantage of the (1 1 1)
reflection to study angular dependence of the exact Bragg backscattering with
1.9 keV x rays. The choice of this reflection was not accidental. Together with
the other low-order (2 2 0) Bragg reflection, these are the only two reflections
in Si and Ge and other crystals with the diamond structure which belong to the
two-beam Bragg diffraction case. All other reflections belong to the multiple-
beam reflection case, as discussed in the following sec. 2.4.3.
To avoid multiple-beam diffraction systematically, crystals possessing lower
than cubic symmetry should be applied. Rhombohedral sapphire (   -Al  O  )
single crystals are of this kind. In the present section the energy and angu-
lar dependence of Bragg reflectivity at normal incidence are studied by way
of the example of   -Al  O  single crystals. The results presented are based on
the original publications of Shvyd’ko et al. (1998) and Shvyd’ko and Gerdau
(1999) and on some unpublished material.
2.4.1 Temperature and angular dependence
The Bragg reflection from the    	  &# atomic planes in   -Al  O  was chosen.
Exact backscattering of the

	 Fe 14.4125 keV Mo¨ssbauer radiation is predicted
for this set of planes at a crystal temperature of    K. The extinction length
is
  
    
  m. Sapphire crystals of 1 mm thickness were employed in the
form of a 15 mm disk cut perpendicular to the axis

    !
5. The dislocation
density in the crystals was typically about    cm   , see sec. 3.4.
A sapphire crystal was placed in the oven on a four-circle diffractometer
at the end of the vacuum flight tube, Fig. 2.9a. The incident radiation was
monochromatized by using nuclear resonant scattering from

	 Fe nuclei in the
iron foil. As the photon energy was fixed, the variation of the photon energy
was replaced by the variation of the sapphire crystal temperature. The APD
was placed as close as possible to the incident beam. The deviation from ex-
act backscattering in this geometrical arrangement can be chosen as small as
0.2 mrad, which in the present case is almost equivalent to exact backscattering
since the widths of the measured angular dependence are typically 1 mrad.
5These particular crystals were obtained from ESCETE B.V. Single Crystal Technology,
Schiffstraat 220, NL-7574 RD Enschede, the Netherlands.
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Figure 2.10: Temperature dependence of Bragg scattering of 14.4125 keV pho-
tons with 0.5   eV bandwidth from an   -Al  O  crystal measured at different
angular deviations

from normal incidence to the    	  & reflecting planes.
Solid lines are fits with Lorentzians. The width of the curve at
 
  mrad
is 100 mK (equivalent to a 9.4 meV x-ray energy bandwidth).
Temperature dependence
Figure 2.10 shows temperature dependence of the reflectivity recorded at dif-
ferent angular deviations

from normal incidence to the    	  & planes.
At

   mrad (i.e. almost at normal incidence) the maximum reflectivity
is achieved at 

     	 &    K 6. The width of the reflection curve is
100 mK corresponding to an energy width of  ! 	 meV. This is more than the
5.9 meV expected theoretically.
With increasing

the temperature width changes insignificantly. This
6The temperature values given here are based on the calibration of the PT100 provided
by the producer. With the PT100 sensor calibrated at Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt
(PTB) a slightly different value was measured -  	
 K, cf., sec. 4.6.
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Figure 2.11: Reflectivity of   -Al  O  (circles) vs. the crystal temperature  at
almost exact backscattering (
 
   mrad). The upper scale is the photon
energy variation equivalent to the temperature change. The solid line is the
calculation according to the dynamical theory for an ideal crystal of   -Al  O 
1 mm thick and an incident monochromatic plane wave. The dashed line is a
Lorentzian with a width of 6.2 meV.
agrees with the dynamical theory which predicts that for a given Bragg re-
flection the relative energy width, i.e., also the relative temperature width is























- a very weak angular dependence in agreement with the ex-
periment.
The temperature dependence of almost exact backscattering was measured
in sapphire single crystals grown in different ways. The width and the form
of the temperature dependence served as a test of crystal quality. Czochralski
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Figure 2.12: Angular dependence of Bragg backscattering of monochromatic
14.4125 keV x rays with 0.5   eV bandwidth measured at different tempera-
tures  of an   -Al  O  crystal utilizing the    	  & reflection.

is the angular
deviation from normal incidence of the x rays to the    	  &# reflecting planes.





=372.40 K. Solid lines are fits using the dynamical the-
ory of Bragg diffraction.
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grown crystals showed energy widths of typically about 40-50 meV. Sapphire
crystals grown using heat-exchange method (HEM) (Schmid et al. 1994, Khat-
tak and Schmid 2001) showed significantly narrower reflection curves with
widths from 20 meV down to the nearly theoretical value of 6.2 meV, see
Fig. 2.11. The factors influencing the energy width will be addressed in more
details in sec. 3.4.
Yet another interesting feature can be observed in Fig. 2.10. With increasing

the peak reflectivity shifts to higher energies as 


 . This square depen-
dence is a property of backscattering. It has has a remarkable consequence,
namely an extraordinarily large angular acceptance of the Bragg back reflec-
tions.
Angular dependence
Figure 2.12 shows the angular dependence of Bragg scattering of 14.4125 keV
resonant radiation measured at different temperatures  of the same   -Al  O 
crystal. The angle

of deviation from normal incidence was varied in one
direction from normal incidence. Because of the symmetry with respect to

  this is equivalent to a variation in any other direction.
Below 





   Bragg scattering scarcely takes place.
Approaching 

Bragg scattering builds up with its maximum of reflectivity at

  and the largest angular width of 1.7 mrad at

   (full width at half
maximum). With a further increase of the temperature the peak reflectivity
shifts off normal incidence, the rocking curve narrows, and gradually acquires
the form known in conventional Bragg scattering. Nevertheless, the width of
the Bragg reflection at
 
 ﬂ& mrad still has the extraordinarily large value of
0.24 mrad.
Peak reflectivity at normal incidence
The peak reflectivity is constant at different deviations

from normal inci-
dence, see Fig. 2.12. To measure the absolute value of the peak reflectivity at
normal incidence, a high energy resolution monochromator was installed, see
Fig. 2.9(b). This reduces the flux without loss of ’good’ photons to such a low
level that it allows one to place the semitransparent detector into the incident
beam. The iron foil in this measurement is placed upstream of the detector.
Now, the time spectrum of nuclear forward scattering from the iron foil ap-
pears twice in the detector with a 

 
 separation in time. The ratio of the
time integrated count rates of both time spectra gives the reflectivity of sap-
phire multiplied by the transmissivity of the detector. The transmissivity is
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easily measurable. The reflectivity of the sapphire crystal for the 14.4125 keV
nuclear resonant radiation is found to be 64%. This value applies to the sample
used in the measurements shown in Fig. 2.10 and Fig. 2.12. This value is fairly
close to the value of 87% calculated for perfect crystals.
Evaluation of data and discussion
Temperature dependence
All measured temperature dependences of backscattering can be fitted by
Lorentzian curves (cf. Fig. 2.10) having a width larger than predicted for a
perfect crystal. The only exception is the temperature dependence in Fig. 2.11.
The width and the central part of the experimental curve fits well to the the-
oretical Darwin-Prins curve calculated with the dynamical diffraction theory.
However, the tails tend to fit more closely to a Lorentzian.
The Lorentzian distribution which are observe cannot be caused by an en-
ergy or angular distribution of the incident beam, as our measurements were
performed with almost monochromatic and well collimated x rays. This is
an unusual line form which differs significantly from the Darwin-Prins curve
predicted by the dynamical theory of diffraction in perfect crystals. Most prob-
ably the Lorentzian line shape is a result of crystal imperfections. As is shown
in the next section, the reflectivity curves of the better quality crystals do not
show this Lorentzian behaviour. Still, the challenge to theoretically account for
the observed Lorentzian distribution remains.
Angular dependence
The results shown in Fig. 2.12 were compared with the angular dependence
calculated by the dynamical theory. Certain assumptions were made to re-
produce the observed broadening of the temperature and angular curves. A
simplified model of crystal defects causing the broadening was used. It was
assumed that the defects subdivide the crystal into blocks of finite but different
thicknesses. The signals originating from different blocks were added incoher-
ently. The thinner the block the broader is the partial reflectivity curve. It was
found that the calculated angular dependence homogeneously averaged over




  m describe satisfactorily the
experimental results shown by the solid lines in Fig. 2.12. Still, the fit is not
perfect and the tails of the experimental dependence decay more slowly than
those of the theoretical curves.
The following parameters were used in the calculations:   
		   keV,
2

    & 	

 !#   

	 , 2     	 	

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Figure 2.13: Bragg reflectivity vs x-ray energy  of parallel-sided   -Al  O  crys-
tals of different thicknesses: (a)
 
  #! mm , (b)
 
 & 	 mm, and , (c)
 
   mm. X rays are at normal incidence to the       atomic planes,
 ﬀ 
	   keV. Solid lines are dynamical theory calculations for the incident
plane wave packet with an energy bandwidth of (a) 6 meV and (b-c) 2 meV.
2.4.2 Energy and thickness dependence
In the following examples the energy dependence of reflectivity under exact
Bragg backscattering conditions were studied in   -Al  O  crystals of different




	 keV at T=295 K. The expected peak reflectivity for a thick crystal is 95%,
the energy width

     meV, and the extinction length
 
 #   
  m.
The dynamical theory calculations for this Bragg reflection in thin and thick
crystals are shown in Figs. 2.4 and 2.5, respectively.
To measure the energy dependence, the nested monochromator was em-
ployed - see Fig. 2.9b - which provides photons with a 7 meV bandwidth. The
HEM sapphire crystals with low dislocation density were used, see sec. 3.4.
Figure 2.13 shows the energy dependence of reflectivity under exact Bragg
backscattering conditions. The thicknesses of the samples used to measure the
reflectivity curves in panels (a), (b) and (c) were    !   ,      , and 2.5 mm,
respectively. The first two values were obtained by theoretical fits of the mea-
sured reflectivity curves. The measured peak reflectivities are   & ,  &  and
 &# , respectively.
The experimental results show that the thicker the crystal the higher the
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L=63.2 0.1 m, R=0.871
Figure 2.14: Bragg reflectivity vs x-ray energy  of parallel-sided   -Al  O  crys-
tal of a thicknesses
 
 #  mm. X rays are at normal incidence to the
      atomic planes, 
ﬀ
 
	 keV. Solid line is a dynamical theory




and the smaller is the energy width observed. This obser-
vation agrees with the dynamical theory calculations. The only disagreement
observed is for the peak reflectivity of the thickest crystal, which is measured
to be 10% smaller than the theoretical value. This can be attributed to the fact
that the bandwidth of the incident photons is too broad compared with the
energy width of the reflection curve.
Another remarkable feature observed in Fig. 2.13a and 2.13b is the inten-
sity oscillations in the tails of the reflection curves. The thicker the sample,
the shorter is the period of these oscillations. In Fig. 2.13b they are less pro-
nounced than in Fig. 2.13a since the period of oscillations becomes comparable
with the bandwidth of the monochromator. On the right tail of Fig. 2.13b they
are hardly visible at all. The latter could be due to residual crystal defects. No
oscillations can be resolved on the reflection curve of the 2.5 mm thick crys-
tal. All these observations are in a good agreement with the dynamical theory
calculations for perfect crystals.
As was mentioned in sec. 2.2.4, the intensity oscillations on the tails of
the Bragg reflection curves are due to the interference of the radiation fields
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reflected from the front and rear surfaces of a parallel sided crystal. They
can be refered to as “thickness” oscillations. The thickness of the samples








       . Alternatively, an absolute energy calibration of the
monochromator can be performed if the crystal thickness is known.
The thickness oscillations have been observed earlier for the angular de-
pendence of the Bragg reflection curves by Batterman and Hilderbrandt (1967)
and Batterman and Hilderbrandt (1968). They have been observed as a func-
tion of crystal thickness by Hashizume et al. (1970) and compared with the
dynamical theory by Wilkins (1978). These oscillations should not be mixed
up with those originating from the Pendello¨sung effect, which takes place in
the Laue-scattering geometry, see, e.g., (Pinsker 1978). The oscillating angular
dependence of Laue-case rocking curves has been used by Teworte and Bonse




The thickness oscillations are observed both on the energy (wavelength)
and the angular scale. According to eqs. (2.95)-(2.97), they are described uni-
versally via the   parameter which contains both the energy (wavelength)
and angular variables. With todays technology, angular measurements are
extremely precise. The aforementioned universality could be therefore em-
ployed to carry out very precise wavelength calibrations of monochromators
or wavelength-meters. To do so, the Bragg reflectivity curve should be mea-
sured twice. First - as a function of incidence angle

, and second - as a func-
tion of x-ray wavelength ) . These curves could be translated one into another
by using eqs. (2.96)-(2.97) and thus the relative wavelength (energy) scale cal-
ibration could be performed. If the Bragg energy is known the relative cali-
bration could be converted to the absolute one. The backscattering geometry
is most favorable for such measurements, due to the 
 

 stretching of the
angular scale.
In summary, the results of the present section demonstrate that sapphire
single crystals can be used as normal incidence mirrors of high reflectivity.
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2.4.3 Multiple-beam effects in Bragg backscattering
As was originally pointed out by Steyerl and Steinhauser (1979), for crystals
with the diamond structure, e.g. Si, Ge, etc., and for the exact backscattering
condition, parasitic reflections occur for all allowed orders of reflection. There
are only two reflections which are not influenced by multiple beam diffraction.
These are the (1 1 1) and (2 2 0) reflections.
For crystals with cubic symmetry the following rule is observed. The wave
vector #ﬀ of the incident radiation fulfilling Bragg’s condition for backscattering
with diffraction vector

always originates at an intersection of facets of one
of the Brillouin zones of the reciprocal lattice – Fig. 2.15. The intersection point
is marked with   in Fig. 2.15. As a result, the condition for Bragg scattering
is automatically fulfilled for other diffraction vectors  ,  , etc, which are per-














Figure 2.15: Multiple-beam effects in Bragg backscattering from a two-
dimensional square lattice.

,  ,  are reciprocal lattice vectors. The
white lines are perpendicular bisectors of the reciprocal lattice vectors, which
compose the Brillouin zones. 'ﬀ is the wave vector of the incident radia-





  #ﬀ 

  . Scattering channels are open not only with wave vector


but also with wave vectors   and  .
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nels become open not only for the back reflected radiation with wave vector


  #ﬀ 

  , but also for the radiation with wave vectors   ##ﬀ   ,
  #ﬀ   , etc. In crystals with cubic symmetry, exact backscattering thus
co-exists with multiple beam Bragg scattering.
This particular case can be generalized to any reciprocal lattice. To discuss
this point, we shall use the kinematical approximation. By using the kinemat-
ical Bragg law in vector form *#ﬀ       , as given by eq. (2.63), and the
Bragg backscattering condition 'ﬀ  

  , one can find the following rela-
tion between the diffraction vector

for the back reflection and the diffraction






The relation is valid in the kinematical approximation for any reciprocal lattice.
It is still an open question, whether for a certain vector

there exist any vector
 fulfilling (2.107). However, if a such vector exists, relation (2.107) implies
that the vectors

,  , and

  compose a right-angle triangle with a right
angle between the vectors  , and

  as illustrated in Fig. 2.15. Moreover,
if the relation (2.107) is valid for the vectors





 is valid for the reciprocal vector  

  . Thus, if a back reflection with
diffraction vector

is accompanied by a parasitic reflection with diffraction




   (2.108)
Such “conjugate pairs” of the parasitic reflections were discussed by Sutter
(2000) for a particular case of normal incidence to the (12 4 0) planes in Si. Our
analysis shows that this is a general property independent of the reflection and
crystal symmetry.
Parasitic reflections appear always in conjugate pairs, whereas the vectors

,  , and  compose a right-angle triangle. The latter implies that the para-
sitic reflections appear systematically in rectangular reciprocal lattices. How-
ever, they can also appear in non-rectangular reciprocal lattices, if a rectangu-
lar lattice occurs as a sublattice. Such a case is shown in Fig. 2.16 by example
of a hexagonal lattice.





The wave vectors   and 

are exactly opposite to each other. In other















Figure 2.16: Multiple-beam effects in Bragg backscattering from a hexagonal
lattice. Notations as in Fig. 2.15.
directions. This is also clearly seen in Figs. 2.15 and 2.16. This property could
be used to generate coherent photons propagating in opposite directions.
One can ascertain numerically by using eq. (2.107) whether for a given back
reflection with diffraction vector

there exist any parasitic reflections with
diffraction vector  . For example, for the (12 4 0) back reflection in Si, another
22 reflections are allowed simultaneously: (0 2 2), (0 4 0), (4 2 6), (4 8 0), (6 0 6),
(8 8 0) etc. Thus, approaching normal incidence to the (12 4 0) planes, new
reflection channels for x rays open up. One expects a reduced reflectivity in
the backscattering channel and a complicated energy dependence.
The results of studies of Bragg scattering at normal incidence to the    	 
atomic planes are shown in Figs. 2.17 and 2.18 (Shvyd’ko and Gerdau 1999).




	 	 & keV by using the high energy resolution monochromator as
shown in Fig. 2.9b.
The two-dimensional angular dependence shown in Fig. 2.17 and a one-
dimensional angular dependence measured at

2
  shown in Fig. 2.18 demon-
strate a mrad-broad region of high reflectivity which collapses while approach-
ing normal incidence. The angular range of low reflectivity is &   mrad.























Figure 2.17: Two-dimensional angular dependence of the reflectivity of a Si
single crystal for incoming x rays close to normal incidence to the (12 4 0)
atomic planes and a schematic of the experimental setup for its observation





are deviations from normal incidence to    	  in the

   !

  	  ! plane and
in the plane perpendicular to it, respectively. The x rays are monochromatized
to an energy band of 7 meV width. The semitransparent detector D is placed
at a distance of 0.8 m from the Si crystal.
The reflectivity at normal incidence is about half of its maximum value at

   mrad. The effect becomes even more pronounced if it is observed
by using incident radiation with a smaller bandwidth. Sutter et al. (2001) have
observed nearly zero reflectivity at normal incidence of x rays with 2 meV
bandwidth.
In addition, while approaching normal incidence the energy dependence































Figure 2.18: Energy (A),(B),(C),(D) and angular (E) dependence of the reflec-
tivity of a Si single crystal for incoming x rays close to normal incidence to the
(12 4 0) atomic planes with

2
  . A,B,C and D in (E) mark the

angular
positions at which the energy spectra (A),(B),(C) and (D) are measured. Solid
lines in (C) and (D) are fits with 8.5 meV broad Gaussians.
cidence the energy dependence shows a few meV-wide narrow single peak,
Fig. 2.18(D). At normal incidence the spectrum changes drastically and dis-
plays a triple peak structure, Fig. 2.18(A), which is most probable due to multiple-
beam diffraction.
This very interesting mode of Bragg scattering deserves comprehensive ex-
perimental and theoretical studies of its own. However, they are beyond the
scope of this report. Theoretical studies of the Si(9 9 1) backscattering case
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were presented by Kohn et al. (1999). Comprehensive experimental and theo-
retical studies by examining the Si(12 4 0) backscattering case were presented
by Sutter (2000) and Sutter et al. (2001).
One should note additionally that a similar drastic suppression of reflectiv-
ity have been observed also in experiments for the (777), (991) and (975) Bragg
back reflections in Si. These results definitively suggest that Si single crys-
tals are not suitable for normal incidence x-ray mirrors because of their low
reflectivity. A recent attempt by Liss et al. (2000) to build an x-ray resonator
consisting of silicon mirrors by using the (888) Bragg back reflection confirms
this statement as well. After the first two bounces most of the incident radi-
ation, i.e.,  !#! !
 
according to Fig. 3 of Liss et al. (2000), disappears in side
channels.
Chapter 3
Normal incidence x-ray mirrors
In the present chapter we address practical issues of selecting materials for
elements of Bragg back-reflection optics. It will be shown that sapphire (   -
Al  O  ) crystals are advantageous for this role. Sapphire crystals are presumed
to play an important part in the role of normal incidence mirrors for x-ray
resonators, high energy resolution monochromators and analyzers with meV
and   eV bandpasses. The quality of commercially available sapphire is also
assessed.
3.1 Why not perfect Si?
Among commercially available single crystals those manufactured of Si have
the highest quality. Their use in high resolution crystal x-ray optics is well
established. It turns out that for Bragg reflection optics at normal incidence
hexagonal crystals Be, BeO, rhombohedral   -Al  O  (sapphire), hexagonal or
rhombohedral polytypes of silicon carbide (4H-SiC, 6H-SiC, 15R-SiC, etc) are
a better choice. There are several reasons for this.
The main reason is the suppression of reflectivity at normal incidence be-
cause of multiple-beam diffraction, as discussed in sec. 2.4.3. However, there
exists another reason why Si or any other crystal with a diamond structure,
e.g., C, Ge, GaAs, etc., is not so favorable for this role.
First, it is difficult to find Bragg energies in these crystals matching the














where   is the lattice constant, and 	     are Miller indices. It is easy to see that
the same value of
 

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14.32 14.36 14.4 14.44 14.48
Figure 3.1: Bragg backscattering spectra of Si and   -Al  O  single crystals. Cal-
culations are performed by the dynamical theory of diffraction for single crys-
tal plates of 1 mm thickness. The height and width of the peaks result from
the convolution of the energy profile of the theoretical reflectivity curve with
the energy profile of the incident radiation, which is assumed to be 2 eV broad.
Peaks corresponding to  -times degenerate Bragg energies are taken to have
 -times greater height. The insets show expanded spectra in the range 14.3-
14.5 keV.
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belong to reflections with different Miller indices. The Bragg energies in cubic
crystals are therefore highly degenerate and the number of different Bragg en-
ergies is rather low. Typically there is only one Bragg energy per         eV
interval in the range      keV. This is illustrated in Fig. 3.1(Si), which shows
the spectrum of Bragg energies in Si. A measured backscattering spectrum will
be presented in sec. 4.7, Fig. 4.9. Matching an x-ray energy to the nearest Bragg
energy is equivalent to tuning of the lattice constant which for practical reasons
means a variation of the temperature. The temperature expansion coefficient
in Si at room temperature is














    & eV/K
for 

  keV. To shift 

by 100 eV, the temperature would have to be
changed by an unrealistic 2600 K. Therefore, one can conclude that Si single
crystals allow backscattering only in limited regions of the x-ray spectrum.
Secondly, their relatively low reflectivity hampers further the application
of Si crystals as backscattering mirrors. Peak reflectivity of all allowed Bragg
back reflections exceeding the 10% level in Si with Bragg energies 

in the
range from 0 to 50 keV are shown in Fig. 3.2(Si). The upper left panel shows
the results of calculations at crystal temperature    ! K. Two distinctly
separate sets of points represent even (higher points) and odd (lower points)
reflections. It is clearly seen that a reflectivity of more than 90% is achievable
at room temperature for x-rays only in the range from 3 to 8 keV.
Calculations were performed for crystal parameters at    ! K using dy-
namical theory. The crystals were assumed to be infinitely thick. The
$
-factor
in the expression for the Debye-Waller factor (2.7) was taken to be  	   A˚ 
(Deutsch and Hart 1985). This value corresponds to a Debye temperature of
 
ﬃ




is a consequence of the relatively large
$
-factor. The
latter physically corresponds to large amplitudes of thermal vibrations in Si.
The crystal is too “soft”. One could partly improve the situation by cooling the
crystal. This is demonstrated by the results of calculations at crystal tempera-
ture   	 K in the upper right panel of Fig. 3.2(Si).





These aforementioned problems can be circumvented by choosing crystals
i) with lower crystal symmetry, ii) with higher Debye temperature and iii)
with low photo-absorption. Hexagonal Be, BeO or rhombohedral sapphire
(   -Al  O  ) crystals, hexagonal and rhombohedral polytypes of silicon carbide
(4H-SiC, 6H-SiC, 15R-SiC, etc) are the materials of choice. In the following,
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we shall discuss the properties of sapphire, since the quality of commercially
available sapphire crystals is the best of these materials.





















































Figure 3.2: Peak reflectivity of Bragg back reflections in Si (upper panels) and
in   -Al  O  (lower panels) at    ! K (left) and at   	 K (right), respec-
tively. All allowed reflections are shown with Bragg energies 

in the range
from 0 to 50 keV and reflectivity exceeding 10%.
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 (No. 167). It is usually specified with hexagonal axes of
reference  ,

,  , where the  -axis is directed along the 3-fold symmetry axis,
see, e.g., (Burns and Glazer 1978). There are two independent lattice constants
  and 
 (   

). For convenience, one uses four Miller indices  	   , to specify
atomic planes in the hexagonal basis, where the additional index  is redundant































less degenerate in the rhombohedral lattice (of   -Al  O  ) than in the cubic lat-
tice (of Si). Sapphire single crystals allow exact backscattering with a density
of reflections of at least one per  15 eV in the range 
    keV and even
more often for harder x rays, see Fig. 3.1(Al  O  ). A measured backscattering
spectrum is presented and discussed in sec. 4.7, Fig. 4.10. By heating or cool-
ing   -Al  O  by no more than 100 K from room temperature one can fulfil the
backscattering condition for any x-ray energy above 10 keV.
As was already discussed in sec. 2.4.1, there are much less systematic prob-
lems with multiple-beam diffraction and consequently with suppression of re-
flectivity at normal incidence in non-cubic sapphire crystals. There exist many
more two-beam Bragg back diffraction cases in   -Al  O  than in Si.
Peak reflectivity of all allowed Bragg back reflections exceeding the 10%
level in   -Al  O  with Bragg energies 

in the range from 0 to 50 keV are
shown in Fig. 3.2(Al  O  ). The left panel shows the results of calculations at
a crystal temperature    ! K. Calculations were performed by using the
dynamical theory for an infinitely thick crystal. Crystal parameters (coordi-
nates of atoms, thermal parameters, lattice constants) were used based on sin-
gle crystal measurements of Kirfel and Eichhorn (1990) at room temperature.
Similar crystal parameters were reported also by Brown et al. (1992) based on
powder diffraction measurements. The anisotropy of the thermal parameters
in   -Al  O  is small (Kirfel and Eichhorn 1990, Brown et al. 1992). As a re-
sult, to a fairly good approximation the
$




    ! A˚  ,
$

   	 A˚  . These values were used to
calculate the Debye-Waller factors at room temperature. By using these val-








   !#!  K. These temperatures will be used in the subsequent consid-
erations to extrapolate the Debye-Waller factors to other temperatures in the
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framework of the Debye model (Ziman 1969).
The energy dependent parts of the structure factor - eqs. (2.5)-(2.6) - were






obtained from the library of anomalous
scattering factors (Kissel and Pratt 1990, Kissel et al. 1995).
Reflections with a peak reflectivity of more than 90% are observed in a
broad range from 5 to 35 keV. For Si this is not possible even at   	 K.
The much higher peak reflectivity is first of all due to the smaller amplitudes
of thermal vibration in   -Al  O  . The crystal lattice of   -Al  O  is much more
rigid than that of Si. At 	 K the high reflectivity range extends even more up
to 45 keV, as can be seen in the right panel of Fig. 3.2(Al  O  ).
Figure 3.3 shows the energy width

 of Bragg back reflections in Si (up-
per panel) and in   -Al  O  (lower panel). All allowed reflections are shown
with Bragg energies 

in the range from 0 to 50 keV and peak reflectivities
exceeding 10%. The plots of the energy widths demonstrate another advan-
tage of   -Al  O  crystals. For a given Bragg energy 

, they offer reflections
with energy widths both larger and smaller than those of the Si crystals. The
choice of reflections in   -Al  O  is more versatile, which makes it easier to find
the right one for a certain application. This property is due to strong structure
factor variations resulting from the more complicated structure of   -Al  O  .
All the aforementioned facts confirm that sapphire single crystals are more
attractive for x-ray crystal optics applications than Si crystals. Higher reflec-
tivity values can be achieved over a broad spectral range. It is easy to match
Bragg energies and desired x-ray energies. These crystals offer more versatile
properties, such as higher tunability of energy widths of the Bragg back re-
flections. Sapphire could be considered as a new material with great potential
for x-ray crystal optics, especially attractive for Bragg backscattering mirrors
of x-ray resonators, high energy resolution monochromators and analyzers.
There are also drawbacks to   -Al  O  . The most serious one is the insuf-
ficient perfection of commercially available crystals. The quality is inferior
to that of Si crystals. However, one should not regard the situation too pes-
simisticly. Industrial society’s dependence on solid-state microelectronics ad-
vances not only semiconductor technology. Sapphire crystals are of great im-
portance in modern optics and microelectronics. Sapphire is widely used in
scientific, industrial, and military applications as an excellent optical material
(Schmid et al. 1994, Khattak and Schmid 2001). In the microelectronics in-
dustry, sapphire is a widely used substrate material for epitaxial growth, for
example, in blue laser and light emitting diode technologies (Ambacher 1998).
Crystal growth techniques are also improving steadily. However at present,
applications of   -Al  O  in x-ray crystal optics would still require careful in-
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spection and selection of samples. In sec. 3.4 we address techniques of quality

































































Figure 3.3: Energy width

 of Bragg back reflections in Si (upper panels) and
in   -Al  O  (lower panels) at    ! K (left) and at   	 K (right), respec-
tively. All allowed reflections are shown with Bragg energies 

in the range
from 0 to 50 keV and reflectivity larger than 10%. The diameter of each point is
proportional to the peak reflectivity of the corresponding back reflection. The
smallest point corresponds to a reflectivity of 10% and the largest to 95%.
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assessment adequate for applications of sapphire crystals in x-ray optics.
Another problem is that the crystal data for   -Al  O  are not well known. In
particular, predictions of the Bragg energies are greatly hampered by the lack
of precise data on the crystal lattice constants in   -Al  O  at different temper-
atures. To improve the situation, we have performed    ppm-precise mea-
surements of crystal lattice parameters in   -Al  O  . The results are presented
in sec. 4.5.





as a universal meV-monochromator
In the previous section it was argued that   -Al  O  single crystals offer a greater
diversity of possibilities compared to Si crystals. According to Fig. 3.1 it should
be easy to find a matching Bragg back reflection in   -Al  O  for any desired x-
ray energy above 10 keV. The back reflections select x rays with a very small
energy bandwidth – see Fig. 3.3. To select photons with narrow bandwidth,
one has not necessarily use exact backscattering. But to render simultaneously
significant angular acceptance, especially at high x-ray energies, one has to use
exact backscattering. With a single   -Al  O  crystal in backscattering geometry
one could access practically continuously different photon energies (by chang-
ing Bragg back reflections and crystal temperature) and select photons with a
narrow spectral bandwidth. Thus, a single sapphire single crystal could serve
as a universal high energy resolution monochromator with large angular ac-
ceptance tunable over a broad energy range. Such a monochromator would be
extremely useful, e.g., for nuclear resonant scattering experiments with syn-
chrotron radiation, which operate at special photon energies. In particular, we
mention the potential of such monochromators for nuclear resonance hyper-
fine spectroscopy in the time domain and for phonon spectroscopy by using
nuclear resonance inelastic scattering; see (Gerdau and de Waard 1999/2000)
for review papers. This statement will be illustrated here by example of Mo¨ss-
bauer photon energies, whose values are scattered over the range from a few
keV to about 50 keV.
Table 3.1 shows selected Mo¨ssbauer transition energies  . Not all known
Mo¨ssbauer photon energies are included. Only those are given whose values
are known precisely enough. For each selected energy we provide Miller in-
dices  	   of atomic planes for   -Al  O  which back reflect photons with such
an energy. Also, the attendant crystal temperatures 

are provided at which
the back reflection takes place. In this report, 

is referred to as the Bragg
temperature which clearly applies to a selected set of atomic planes  	  and
to a selected x-ray energy. For each reflection the table provides the calculated
angular width
 
, the energy bandwidth

 , the peak reflectivity, the extinc-
tion length
  
 # - eq. (2.85) - and the variation of the reflection peak position





The calculations were performed using the dynamical theory for an in-
finitely thick perfect crystal. The coordinates of atoms in the unit cell were
taken from the measurements of Kirfel and Eichhorn (1990). The Debye-Waller
factors at different temperatures were calculated in the framework of the De-
bye model with the effective Debye temperatures
 
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76.0 88 .10 .80 2.13 -.028
Table 3.1: Mo¨ssbauer photon energies  for selected Mo¨ssbauer isotopes and
matching Bragg back reflections  	   and temperatures 

in   -Al  O  . For





 , the peak reflectivity, the extinction length
  
 # - eq. (2.85)






!#! K (see sec. 3.2). The crystal lattice parameters in the relevant temperature
range were taken from the recent measurements of Shvyd’ko et al. (2002) (see
also sec. 4.5) and Lucht et al. (2001). It is noteworthy that the values of the
lattice parameters are now known to a greater accuracy due to the mentioned
publications, and ,therefore, one can predict back reflections and relevant crys-
tal temperatures matching a certain photon energy more precisely than before.
For this reason, the values in table 3.1 are somewhat different from those given
earlier by Shvyd’ko and Gerdau (1999), which were based on older data for
thermal expansion coefficients (Aldebert and Traverse 1982) and lattice con-
stants (Kirfel and Eichhorn 1990).
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According to this table, for x rays matching the 14.4125 keV Mo¨ssbauer
transition in

	 Fe nuclei, the    	  & back reflection can be predicted at


=371.6 K with an angular acceptance of 1.0 mrad, an energy bandwidth of
5.9 meV, and 87% reflectivity.
It is remarkable that even for x rays with relatively high energy, e.g., the
46.4837 keV Mo¨ssbauer transition in
 

 W, sapphire offers a reflection with
high reflectivity, with an angular acceptance much larger than the divergence
of radiation from present day undulator based x-ray sources, and with an en-
ergy bandpass as low as      eV. However, for this to be realized, a perfect
sapphire crystal more than 5 mm thick and kept in an environment with mK-
stable temperature has to be used.
The higher the photon energy the easier it is to find a back reflection with
matching Bragg energy and temperature. Generally speaking, more than one
set of reflecting atomic planes matches each selected photon energy. Data are
presented for only one set with the highest reflectivity and with the Bragg
temperature falling into the temperature range from 	 K to 	   K. In some
cases the data for another reflection are presented as well, if this reflection is
encountered later.
At high photon energies however another problem appears - lower peak
reflectivity. The solution is known - the crystals should be cooled – see Fig. 3.2.
A very interesting case would be, e.g., the Mo¨ssbauer resonance in

	 Ni at
  	 keV. However, we do not list back reflections for photon energies above
50 keV. The photon energies should be known accurately to correctly select
a Bragg reflection with significant reflectivity and reasonable Bragg tempera-
ture.
The high energy limit of photons which can be selected with the backscat-
tering sapphire monochromator is estimated to be    keV. Above this limit,
even at 4 K, the reflectivity of the strongest reflections decreases to    % and
the extinction length increases to  
  mm.
Table 3.1 demonstrates that one single   -Al  O  crystal can monochroma-
tize x rays at energies of the Mo¨ssbauer transitions in the range from 6 to at
least 50 keV with meV and sub-meV bandwidths. To select a new photon en-
ergy, one has only to rotate the crystal and change its temperature. Such a
monochromator could be a very effective alternative to the multibounce high
energy resolution monochromators (Ishikawa et al. 1992, Toellner 2000). The
latter require for each Mo¨ssbauer transition energy a new set of specially cut
crystals. Besides, it is difficult to make them applicable at energies higher than
30 keV. The highest photon energy at which they presently operate is 25.6 keV
(Chumakov et al. 2001, Baron et al. 2001a). The most effective use of such
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monochromators would be at backscattering beamlines, whose prototype was
described in sec. 2.3.
The first applications of   -Al  O  crystals as a universal high energy resolu-
tion monochromator will be addressed in secs. 4.8 and 4.6. A broader applica-
tion is hindered at the moment by the lack of millimeter thick perfect sapphire
crystals. We are hopeful of finding the solution of the problem in the near
future. Altogether, whatever application of   -Al  O  crystals in x-ray crystal
optics is considered, the assessment of their crystal quality acquires great sig-
nificance.
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Two x-ray diffraction techniques are used for the quality assessment of sap-
phire crystals: (i) reflectivity and energy width measurements of Bragg back
reflections, and (ii) white beam x-ray topography. The first technique is the
most appropriate for our purposes. Essentially, it was presented in secs. 2.3
and 2.4.1. However, it requires monochromatic x rays, and it is time consum-
ing. X-ray topography, especially white beam backscattering x-ray topogra-
phy, is much faster and requires minimum instrumentation. Yet, a priori, it is
not clear whether it gives adequate information. The results presented here of
the application of white beam x-ray topography to the quality assessment of
sapphire crystals are based mostly on the original publications of Chen et al.
(2001b) and Chen et al. (2001a).
Sapphire crystals grown by different techniques are commercially available
(Dobrovinskaya et al. 2002). Our very first studies (Shvyd’ko et al. 1998) have
indicated that the crystals grown by the heat-exchange method (HEM) have
on average a better quality. It is for this reason that they are predominantly
studied here. For comparison, samples grown with the modified Czochralski
method (MCM) are inspected as well.
The heat-exchange method has been developed to grow high-quality sap-
phire crystals of large size for industrial applications (Schmid et al. 1994, Khat-
tak and Schmid 2001). Crystals of different quality are available from the
producer: HEMEX, HEMLITE, etc.. The premium grade HEMEX sapphire
is grown from CSI ultra high purity material1 and selected by the producer
using visible light optical techniques. However, visible light optical tests are
not sufficient to characterize crystals destined for applications in x-ray crystal
optics. For this one has to use x-ray diffraction techniques as well.
3.4.1 Preparation of samples
Before going into the details of the crystal quality studies, a few words should
be mentioned about the preparation of the sapphire samples for the x-ray mea-
surements.
The crystal surface is treated by chemical polishing in order to remove any
possible defective layers or stresses which have been introduced due to pre-
ceeding mechanical treatment (cutting, polishing, etc.). Typically      m of
the surface layer are removed. The polishing is performed in a 1:1 H  SO   :
1HEMEX, HEMLITE, etc., and “CSI ultra high purity” are trademarks of Crystals Systems,
27 Congress Street, Salem, MA 01970, USA.
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H  PO   solution at 560 K, as described by Reisman et al. (1971). The tempera-
ture of the solution is controlled with an accuracy of 1 K. The removal rate in
the

    ! direction is about &    m/hour (for each side of the sample). The
polishing in this solution is anisotropic. More experimental details including
the setup for chemical polishing have been presented by Lerche (2000).
3.4.2 White beam x-ray topography technique
X-ray topography is a fast non-destructive technique, which can provide a
map of the strain or defect distribution in crystals, such as dislocations, pla-
nar defects, stacking faults, domain walls in ferroelectric and magnetic mate-
rials, growth defects or large precipitates, see, e.g., Bowen and Tanner (1998).
In white beam mode under weak absorption conditions this technique is sen-
sitive to strain fields extending over more than several microns. The white
beam backscattering x-ray topography technique was introduced by Tuomi et
al. (1974). In addition, when used in Bragg reflection mode, one can obtain
depth information for defect distributions inside the sample by examining dif-
ferent reflections, as the penetration depths for different reflections differ from
each other. It can provide depth information from several to several hundred
microns from the sample surface.
White beam backscattering x-ray topography is recorded like a usual Laue
diagram in backscattering geometry - Fig. 3.4. Each spot on the photo plate
corresponds to a certain Bragg reflection  	   . The spot dimensions is given
by the incident beam cross-section. Each single spot is a topograph. The spots
are not equivalent, since Bragg reflections show different sensitivity to defects
of different origin. Examples of such topographs are shown in Figs. 3.5-3.10.
The geometrical resolution of x-ray topography depends on a number of
factors, including angular source size, the source to sample distance and the
sample to photo plate distance. For the conditions used in this experiment the
resolution usually lies in the micron range.
The synchrotron x-ray topography experiments were performed at HASY-
LAB (DESY), Hamburg, at the bending magnet beamline F1 utilizing the con-
tinuous spectrum of synchrotron radiation from the DORIS-III storage ring.
The beam size for the “large area” topography experiments was about   
   mm  . The distance from sample to photo plate was 45 mm. For “small
area” section topography in transmission geometry the beam was limited by
a vertical slit of height approximately 20   m and length 1.5 mm. The distance
from sample to photo plate was set to 80 mm.
The aforementioned large area Bragg patterns of topographs were recorded
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Figure 3.4: Schematic of the backscattering white beam x-ray topography tech-
nique. The topography spots corresponding to different Bragg reflections
 	   are recorded on a high-resolution photo plate (left) in backscattering ge-
ometry (right). The spot size is determined by the incident beam cross-section.
on Geola VRP-M photo plate2 having an emulsion grain size of about    m.
Spatial resolution of the photo plate is      lines/mm. The small area sec-
tion topographs were recorded on Kodak Industrex SR photo plate. The pic-
tures, which appear in this report, have been generated on a system compris-
ing of a CCD camera, frame-grabber and appropriate software.
Dislocation distribution and density
X-ray topographs show that dislocations exist in most of the sapphire wafers.
However, in all samples discrete dislocation lines can be discerned, which in-
dicates the relatively low dislocation density and high sapphire quality. The
2VPR-M Green Sensitive Emulsion, Slavich, PO Box 343, Vilnius 2006, Lithuania,
geola@post.omnitel.net, www.slavich.com
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dislocation density in the studied sapphire can vary significantly from sample
to sample, especially between samples produced with different methods.
a b
Figure 3.5: Back-reflection topographs of HEMEX sapphire wafers cut from
different boules show different dislocation densities: (a)     cm   , (2 2 4¯ 24)
reflection; (b) much lower dislocation density, (3 0 3¯ 18) reflection. Sample area
illuminated by x rays is        mm  .
3b0 3b3
Figure 3.6: Back-reflection topographs of HEMEX sapphire crystals with no
dislocations, (2 2¯ 0 16) reflection. The thickness of the sample is 0.04 mm.
Sample area illuminated by x rays is        mm  . These crystals were used
in the first experiments with the x-ray Fabry-Pe´rot interferometer - sec. 6.3.
The nominally highest quality HEMEX sapphire shows typically a disloca-
tion density in the order of    cm   - see Fig.3.5(a). In samples cut from a
different boule a much lower dislocation density was detected - see Fig.3.5(b).
In some regions of these samples no dislocations were detected at all - see
Fig.3.6. Pendello¨sung fringes were observed in the corresponding transmis-
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sion section topographs (Fig.3.7), which confirms the very high quality of the
sapphire wafer.
Figure 3.7: (0 1¯ 1 1) transmission section topography at a region in HEMEX
sapphire with no dislocations. Sample thickness is 0.1 mm. (Note: the black
spots in the image are due to defects in the photo plate)
a b
Figure 3.8: Back reflection topographs of a MCM sapphire wafer at regions
with different dislocation densities: (a) Center part of the wafer, (2 0 2¯ 14)
reflection ; (b) Edge part of the wafer, (3 0 3¯ 18) reflection. Sample area illumi-
nated by x rays is       mm  , the thickness of sample is about 0.3 mm.
The topograph of Fig.3.8(a) was taken from the center part of a MCM wafer.
The dislocation density is high:  !      cm   . It can be observed from
Fig.3.8(a) that two sets of dislocations exist in this wafer, which run roughly
in the direction of [0 1 1¯ 0] and [1 1¯ 0 0] respectively. An examination of the
edge region of the same wafer indicates a higher crystal quality, as a lower dis-
location density  	    cm   was detected in its corresponding topographs
- see Fig.3.8(b).
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where 
 is the volume of the sapphire wafer exposed to the x rays during
the experiment and

is the total dislocation line length in that volume. 
 is
calculated using the extinction length (penetration depth) and the beam size.
Determination of the Burgers vectors
When examining dislocations in different reflections from the same sample,
one may notice that their contrast changes with each reflection. Occasionally,
the dislocation contrast disappears in certain reflections. Examples of this fact
are shown in Figs. 3.9 (a)-(c). Dislocation A appears in the (2 1¯ 1¯ 0) reflection,
but disappears in the (2 0 2¯ 1¯) and (3 0 3¯ 0) reflections. Similarly, dislocation B
appears in the (2 0 2¯ 1¯) and (3 0 3¯ 0) reflection, but disappears in the (2 1¯ 1¯ 0)
reflection. By applying the criterion


  , where

is the X ray diffraction
vector and

is the Burgers vector of the dislocation, one can in principle de-
termine the Burgers vector of individual dislocations. The Burgers vector of
some dislocations in the sapphire wafers are calculated, which are [1¯ 1¯ 2 0],





Figure 3.9: Dislocation contrast variations with different reflections (a) (2 1¯ 1¯ 0),
(b) (2 0 2¯ 1¯), and (c) (3 0 3¯ 0). The sample thickness is about 0.05 mm.
Stacking faults
One prominent feature observed in the sapphire samples is the occurrence of
numerous stacking faults. Stacking faults are found in most topographs and
in all wafers inspected in this study. Some topographs of the stacking faults
are shown in Fig. 3.10(a)-(b), which comprise of two reflections from the same
experimental spot. If the phase shift   (    ﬂﬁ

 , where  refers to the fault
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vector) between the diffraction vector and the stacking faulted region is not an
integer times ﬂﬁ (Bowen and Tanner 1998), the fault contrast in the topographs




















Figure 3.10: Stacking fault (SF) features in a sapphire wafer as seen in reflec-
tions (a) (3 3 6¯ 30), and (b) (1 1 2¯ 12). The sample thickness is about 0.05 mm.
In some samples, no dislocations were detected, but many stacking faults
were discernible - see Fig. 3.6.
3.4.3 Bragg reflectivity vs. dislocation density
Figure 3.11 shows energy dependence of the reflectivity of two sapphire crys-
tals for x rays at normal incidence to the (0 0 0 30) atomic planes. The extinction
length for this reflection is     m. The x rays were monochromatized to an en-
ergy band of 7 meV width and scanned around 

 
	 keV by using a
high energy resolution monochromator described in detail in sec. 2.3. The re-
flectivity curve shown in Fig. 3.11a was measured for the same region of the
HEMEX   -Al  O  crystal where few dislocations were detected - as shown in
Fig. 3.5b. The reflectivity curve shown in Fig. 3.11b was measured from the
same region of the MCM   -Al  O  crystal where the high dislocation density
was detected - see Fig. 3.5a. The HEMEX sapphire shows a high peak reflec-
tivity of  &#
 
and a small width of 13 meV (FWHM) which fits well to the
profile (solid line) calculated with the dynamical theory of x ray diffraction in




and a large width of    meV (FWHM).
Another example is shown in Fig. 3.12 where the reflectivity was measured
for x rays of the higher energy 

      keV at normal incidence to the
(1 1 2¯ 45) atomic planes. The measurements were carried out at the undulator
beamline 3-ID at the Advanced Photon Source (Alp et al. 2000a). The x rays
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Figure 3.11: Energy dependence of the Bragg reflectivity of sapphire crystals




(a) HEMEX low dislocation density sapphire; its topograph is shown in
Fig. 3.5b. Circles are measured values, the solid line is the calculated profile
from the dynamical theory of diffraction for perfect crystals (b) MCM sapphire
with high dislocation density; its topograph is shown in Fig. 3.8a.
were monochromatized to an energy bandwidth of 1 meV and scanned around
     keV by using a high energy resolution monochromator designed by
Toellner et al. (2000).
The dynamical theory predicts a peak reflectivity of 84.2% and an energy
width of 1.5 meV. The extinction length for this reflection is  	 	   m, which
is much larger than in the previous case. One should expect that a higher
crystal quality would be required to achieve theoretically predicted values of
the reflectivity and energy width.
The reflectivity curve shown in Fig. 3.12a was measured from the same
region of the HEMEX   -Al  O  crystal where the standard (     cm   ) dis-
location density was detected - see Fig. 3.5a. The reflectivity curve shown in
Fig. 3.12b was measured for the same region of the HEMEX   -Al  O  crystal
where few dislocations were detected (Fig. 3.5b). The HEMEX sapphire with
standard dislocation density shows a low peak reflectivity of   
 
and a
broad reflection curve with a width of   & meV. The HEMEX sapphire with
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Figure 3.12: Energy dependence of the Bragg reflectivity of sapphire crystals
for x rays at normal incidence to the (1 1 2¯ 45) atomic planes, 

     ! keV.
(a) HEMEX standard dislocation density sapphire, its topograph is shown in
Fig. 3.5a; (b) HEMEX low dislocation density sapphire, its topograph is shown
in Fig. 3.5b. Circles are measured values, the solid line is the calculated profile
from the dynamical theory of diffraction for perfect crystals. The dashed line
in (b) is a fit with a Lorentzian.
lower dislocation density shows a peak reflectivity of   
 
and the reflection
curve - circles in figure 3.12b - with a width of 2.5 meV. In both cases the theo-
retical values for a perfect crystal are not achieved. Yet, the HEMEX sapphire
with lower dislocation density shows much better performance.
A comparison of the reflectivity and topography results thus shows that
the white-beam x-ray topography technique provides information which cor-
relates with the reflectivity measurements. This allows one to use the more
rapid white-beam x-ray topography technique to assess the quality of the sap-
phire material for backscattering x-ray mirrors.





In this chapter we present some applications of Bragg backscattering. These
deal primarily with precise measurements of lattice constants and radiation
wavelengths in the x-ray spectral region, as well as with applications of sap-
phire crystals for a high energy resolution x-ray monochromator.
Diverse techniques exist to measure lattice constants and radiation wave-
length in the x-ray spectral region. Whatever technique is used, it should rely
on some length standard. Up to the 1980s, the set of wavelengths of the K  
characteristic x rays of atoms was used for this purpose (Bearden 1965, 1967).
Since the 1980s, the silicon lattice constant took over the role of the most pre-
cise and reliable length standard for atomic scales (Deslattes and Henins 1973,
Becker et al. 1981, Basile et al. 1994, Mohr and Taylor 2000). In sec. 4.2 we
argue, why nevertheless a precise and easy reproducible wavelength standard
is still required, and why the wavelength of the

	 Fe Mo¨ssbauer photons can
fulfill this role.
A backscattering technique is introduced in sec. 4.3 for measuring radia-
tion wavelengths and lattice constants relying on the Mo¨ssbauer wavelength
standard. This technique is applied in the following sections to measure the
wavelength of Mo¨ssbauer photons and lattice constants of   -Al  O  .
First, the absolute value of the wavelength ) of the

	 Fe Mo¨ssbauer radi-
ation must be ascertained with sub-ppm accuracy. Two independent experi-
ments by Shvyd’ko et al. (2000a) and Xiaowei et al. (2000) have reported such
results. Xiaowei et al. (2000) have measured )  with a relative uncertainty of
0.6 ppm using the method of Siddons et al. (1988) by comparing )  with the
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lattice constants of different silicon crystals. The averaged value reported by




Shvyd’ko et al. (2000a) measured ) with a relative uncertainty of 0.19 ppm
using almost exact Bragg backscattering of x rays from a calibrated reference
silicon crystal kept in an environment with precisely controlled temperature





m. The details of this experiment are presented in sec. 4.4. Some popular
scientific journals have reported these new developments in nano-metrology
(Irion 2000, Burgess 2000, Chin 2000).
The values reported in the two publications differ by 1.1 ppm. This is a re-
liable base for precise absolute measurements with the new wavelength stan-
dard. It is applied in the following sections.
As was argued in the previous chapter, sapphire crystals have the potential
to become the workhorse of high energy resolution Bragg back-reflection x-
ray optics in the 10-50 keV spectral range. For this purpose precise data on
crystal lattice constants are required. We present in sec. 4.5 measurements of
the lattice constants of   -Al  O  crystals in a temperature range from 286 to
374 K. All measured values are expressed both in units of )  and in meters.
A precise knowledge of the lattice constants in sapphire across a broad tem-
perature range as well as the ability of sapphire crystals to back-reflect x rays
of any energy in the 10-50 keV spectral range is used in sec. 4.6 to determine







Dy. The wavelengths are measured with sub-ppm accuracy. The wave-
lengths of these Mo¨ssbauer photons provide a set of reference wavelengths in
the hard x-ray range with a uniquely small uncertainty and easy reproducibil-
ity.
Powder diffraction is a powerful tool in x-ray crystallography. In sec. 4.7
we study the potential of this technique in backscattering geometry.
The first applications of sapphire as a backscattering monochromator are
presented in sec. 4.8. With its help, nuclear resonant scattering of synchrotron
radiation from the 25.6 keV level of
  
Dy is studied by employing two tech-
niques: nuclear forward scattering (NFS) and nuclear incoherent scattering
(NIS). NIS energy spectra reveal scattering with participation of phonons in
Dy  O  . Electron spin dynamics in Dy-metal in the slow-relaxation regime is
observed and studied using NFS.
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4.2 Why do we need a new wavelength standard?
Precise length measurements are of great importance in natural science.
The definition of the meter as a standard for length measurements evolved
with our growing knowledge of the basic laws of physics. In 1799 a platinum
bar made equal as closely as possible to the one ten-millionth part of the polar
quadrant of the earth passing through Paris was defined as one meter and
deposited as a reference in the French National Archive. Replaced in 1899
by an ’International Prototype Meter’ in the form of an alloy bar of platinum
(90%) and iridium (10%), it served as a length standard until 1960, when the
wavelength of the orange line from a 

Kr standard lamp took over its role.
Since 1983, the meter has been defined as the distance traveled by light in
1/299 792 458 of a second. The speed of light 
 is made a fixed constant and
a wavelength standard )  is established via the measured frequency   of an
iodine stabilized He-Ne laser such that )  
    . This becomes possible due to
the ability to measure laser frequencies relative to the
 
  Cs standard second,
due to the narrowness of the laser radiation line itself and due to the ability to
stabilize its frequency to a few parts in  
  
.
However, the 633 nm wavelength of the He-Ne laser is too long to be
used to measure interatomic distances, which are typically 10000 times smaller.
Therefore, a secondary shorter length standard is necessary for such purposes.
Bonse and Hart (1965b) proposed the use of a combination of Michelson
visible-light and triple-Laue-case (LLL) x-ray interferometers to measure the
lattice constant of high quality silicon single crystals in terms of the wave-
length of the He-Ne laser. In the following years the Si lattice constant as a
secondary length standard was measured in a series of experiments of Deslat-
tes and Henins (1973) and Becker et al. (1981) with steadily increasing accuracy,
which now has reached a relative uncertainty of 0.029 ppm (Basile et al. 1994).





m at     
 
C is accepted nowadays as a length standard for interatomic
measurements (Mohr and Taylor 2000).
However, to reproduce its value even with a moderate relative uncertainty
of 1 ppm is not effortless. Chemical purity, crystal perfection, absolute tem-
perature and pressure have to be precisely controlled. This is possible in well
equipped laboratories but otherwise is not trivial. Besides, to gauge inter-
atomic distances, one needs radiation with a well-defined wavelength rather
than an etalon of a well-defined material.
Thus, it is desirable to have access to an easy reproducible wavelength stan-
dard for atomic scales. In fact the solution to this problem is known. It is re-
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lated to the Mo¨ssbauer effect and Mo¨ssbauer radiation, widely known since
1958 to have an unprecedentedly narrow spectral line and both precise and
stable wavelength.
The most famous is the Mo¨ssbauer radiation originating from the decay of
the first excited state of

	 Fe nuclei. The energy of the excited state and the
energy of the Mo¨ssbauer photons is    
	 	 keV. The radiation wavelength




m is perfectly suited to use as a wavelength standard for
atomic scales.
The spectral linewidth  of the

	 Fe Mo¨ssbauer radiation, determined by
the lifetime of the excited state    
	 ns via the uncertainty relation      ,
is as small as 	 &  
 

eV. Thus the relative uncertainty of the radiation en-
ergy is         
 
 and the same relative uncertainty corresponds to the
Mo¨ssbauer wavelength ) . A potential source of line broadening originates in
interaction of the nuclei with the environment, e.g., the electrons of the atomic
shell. These so-called hyperfine interactions may deteriorate the spectral pu-
rity of the Mo¨ssbauer radiation by a factor of about 100. Thus, even if nothing
is known about the hyperfine interactions, the relative uncertainty and repro-
ducibility is still    
  
. This outstandingly small uncertainty is a gift of
nature and makes Mo¨ssbauer radiation an attractive wavelength standard.
To use such a wavelength standard, one needs easily available, strong and
well collimated sources of Mo¨ssbauer photons. 35 years ago Bearden consid-
ered the possibility of introducing a   -ray wavelength standard, attempting to
measure the wavelength of 14.4 keV Mo¨ssbauer radiation of

	 Fe nuclei with
a relative accuracy of 10 ppm (Bearden 1965). His conclusion was: to make
the Mo¨ssbauer standard experimentally feasible the brightness of the radioac-
tive source would have to be increased by a factor of 100 beyond his 200 mCi
activity (Bearden 1965, 1967).
Until recently this was a problem. The brightness of radioactive sources is
limited by self-absorption. This limitation can be overcome if one uses syn-
chrotron radiation as a source. Mo¨ssbauer photons are filtered from the syn-
chrotron radiation spectrum by coherent nuclear resonant scattering, see Ger-
dau and de Waard (1999/2000) for a review. Any

	 Fe-containing substance
exposed to synchrotron radiation in the 14.4 keV spectral range becomes a
strong source of Mo¨ssbauer photons preserving the collimation of the incident
beam. Such a source is free of radioactive contaminations. Since the pilot ex-
periment of Gerdau et al. (1985) in 1984 the rate of the 14.4 keV Mo¨ssbauer
photons available has increased from 0.1 Hz to      Hz within a solid an-
gle of      rad  at modern third generation synchrotron radiation facili-
ties. The synchrotron-based sources of Mo¨ssbauer photons are already  


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times brighter than the 200 mCi radioactive source used by Bearden and will
be much brighter with forthcoming x-ray free-electron laser facilities (Materlik
and Tschentscher 2001). The availability of such sources has stimulated our
attempts to establish this standard.
After realizing the potential of the Mo¨ssbauer wavelength standard, an im-
portant first step leading to practical use is the precise measurement of the
absolute value of the wavelength1. There are at least two options. One could
measure the Mo¨ssbauer wavelength directly in terms of the wavelength of the
He-Ne laser. Another less direct way, is to measure the Mo¨ssbauer wavelength
with respect to the silicon lattice constant, using silicon as a transfer standard.
We have chosen the second approach.
1At the beginning of these studies, the wavelength, and thus the energy of the
 
Fe
Mo¨ssbauer radiation was acknowledged to be known with a relative accuracy of only 10 ppm:

 	 	 
 		  	  eV (Firestone et al. 1996).
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4.3 Measuring lattice constants and wavelengths
Before going into details, a technique which enables precision measurements
of lattice constants and wavelengths to better than 0.1 ppm is presented, which
relies on the Mo¨ssbauer wavelength standard ) . It is based on the publica-
tions (Shvyd’ko et al. 2000a, 2002).
Basic principle
The basic idea underlying the experimental technique exploits the fact that the
spectrum of the radiation reflected backwards from the atomic planes with

















This expression is derived from Bragg’s law (2.78) under the assumption of a
small angular deviation from normal incidence:

 ﬁ   






 , where 




    

 is valid even for a relatively coarse angular setting.
E.g., for
 
   
  rad it yields a relative uncertainty of better than 
     .
This property is used to transfer the regular
 

pattern onto the scale of
the instrument which selects and measures x-ray wavelengths, the ) -meter.




can be determined in terms of ) . If the crystal structure and












 are known, the lattice constants can thus be ascertained.






 are known, the radia-
tion wavelengths can be measured using the ) -meter.
Determination of lattice constants
In the following, the theoretical background and sources of possible uncertain-
ties of the measurements of lattice constants in terms of )  are discussed.
The ) -meter in our experiments is a silicon channel-cut crystal calibrated
in units of )  , see, e.g., Fig. 4.1 of the next section. X rays are reflected from
atomic planes of the ) -meter with the interplanar distance
 

  . At a certain
glancing angle

they are reflected within a spectral range centered at )  , as
given by the modified Bragg law - eq. 2.78.
)  is changed by rotating the ) -meter. The variation of the rotation angle
 




are identical only if the
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to the reflecting atomic planes. If
 
and  are the angles of deviation from





















. Combining this expression with eq. 2.78 one obtains the relation
between the rotation angle
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    

 
 . It is assumed to be constant in the spectral range )  





) ﬀ varies in this range at most by &    about its average value
of 0.119 (Deutsch and Hart 1984, 1988), and thus  

  varies by less than   









of the ) -meter at which it selects x rays matching the























This relation is obtained by inserting eq. (4.1) into eq. (4.2) and introducing





















 *) , and  )   
 

. Here we have neglected the small correction

 in
eq. (4.1). As was already mentioned, a deviation from normal incidence even
by an angle of, e.g.,

   mrad, changes the wavelength of the reflected
radiation by only   
 

)  . If necessary, it can be taken into account.
Equation (4.2) allows one to determine the rotation angle
 
 at which the
















, is measured in the experiment. By using









































 ,  , and
 
are unknowns
which should be determined.
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are necessary for this.
The number of unknowns and thus the number of measurements can be re-
duced to four provided the ) -meter is well aligned. As is ascertained by the
numerical analysis of eq. (4.5) the parameter
 
can be omitted without chang-


















. The ) -meter in the experiments presented in the follow-
ing sections was aligned better.









between the interplanar distances and lattice constants. This should be the
case in absolutely perfect crystals. Defects violate the periodicity of the crystal








 . The validity of the relation and the




for more back reflections  	  than required by the number of unknowns in
the set of equations (4.5). Several independent sets of equations (4.5) can be
then composed to determine the values of the lattice constants. The dispersion
of lattice constants determined from the independent sets will give an error
in the periodicity averaged over the crystal volume and the uncertainty in the
determination of the lattice constants by this method for the particular sample.
Determination of wavelengths
The backscattering condition (4.1) can be used to measure a radiation wave-
length. Following the procedure described in the pervious section, one deter-
mines for which reflection  	  and at what crystal temperature exact back
reflection occurs for the radiation in question and then measures the crystal




the wavelength is readily determined by (4.1).
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4.4   -ray wavelength standard for atomic scales
The absolute wavelength value ) of the

	 Fe Mo¨ssbauer radiation is mea-
sured in terms of the silicon lattice constant   by using the experimental tech-
nique presented in sec. 4.3.
4.4.1 Setup
Figure 4.1 shows the schematic of the experimental setup. As a reference a





m has been calibrated against a silicon standard crystal (Becker et al.
1981) with a relative uncertainty of 0.07 ppm at    
 
C in vacuum. To repro-
duce this value of   in the present experiment the crystal is kept in an evac-
uated thermostat at     
 
C (295.650 K) with an accuracy of   mK and a
stability of   mK (Lucht 1998). The thermostat is installed on a 4-circle go-
niometer and can be oriented to allow back reflections of x rays which have
passed the ) -meter ( ) ). We use back reflections with 
 

close to ) : (11 5 3),
(12 4 0), and (9 9 1) - Fig. 4.2. Any pair of these reflections allows one to cali-
brate the ) -meter in terms of the lattice constant   .
An   -Fe foil (F) was installed in the beam to generate the Mo¨ssbauer pho-













Figure 4.1: Schematic of the experiment: the radiation after a high-heat-load
premonochromator (not shown) passes through the vertical slits S1 and S2, ) :
) -meter; F:

	 Fe foil used as a source of Mo¨ssbauer radiation; D: semitrans-
parent avalanche photo-diode with 1 ns time resolution; A: 4 mm aperture, Si:
reference silicon single crystal with (110) surface in an evacuated thermostat
on a 4-circle goniometer. The distances from the APS source are given.
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tons. The foil is 6   m thick, enriched to 95% in

	 Fe. At some angle of the ) -
meter the wavelength of the transmitted radiation coincides with )  - Fig. 4.2.
At precisely this angle resonant excitation of the

	 Fe nuclei occurs and pho-
tons are re-emitted with a delay of typically 140 nanoseconds relative to the
incident synchrotron radiation pulse. The delayed emission permits discrim-
ination and provides a clear signal of nuclear resonant excitation. Once the
Mo¨ssbauer wavelength is also measured using the ) -meter, the relation be-
tween   and ) can be established.
The detector is a semitransparent APD, as described in sec.2.3.
The ) -meter in our experiment is a silicon channel-cut crystal. Its tempera-
ture is kept at 303.8 K with a stability of 2 mK. The symmetric Bragg reflection
(777) is used. The wavelength ) at the exit of the ) -meter varies as a function of
the angle of incidence

of the beam to the (777) atomic planes. The variation
of the wavelength is performed by rotation of the channel-cut crystal mounted
on a high-angular resolution rotation stage (KOHZU KTG-15) with a step of
25 nrad. The rotation angle
 
is measured with a Heidenhain ROD800C an-
gle encoder and AWE1024 interpolation electronics, which has a resolution of
0.175   rad. Figure 4.2 shows the detected back-reflected radiation as well as
the Mo¨ssbauer radiation on the
 
-scale.
The intrinsic relative width of the (777) reflection on the wavelength scale
for x rays with )  ﬂ&  A˚ is

) *)      

	 . The center of the reflection
profile can be determined much more exactly. This allows one to measure
wavelengths with a relative uncertainty of better than   
	 using a third re-
flection. To achieve this precision two conditions have to be fulfilled: i) the
divergence of the incident beam in the plane of dispersion should be less than
the angular width of the (777) reflection - 1.2   rad, and ii) the direction of the
incident beam should be kept constant independent of the wavelength of the x
rays. To ensure this a system of two slits S1 and S2 of appropriate widths at a
large mutual separation is used.
As was discussed in sec. 2.4.3, at exact Bragg backscattering in silicon,
multiple-beam scattering takes place and more complex equations should be
used in place of (4.1). To avoid this problem, we perform the measurements
off normal incidence at

  mrad where the multiple-beam effects van-





  mrad offset is adjusted with the help of a 4 mm




of the ) -meter at which it transmits x rays matching
2Due to the   -dependence in (4.1) a deviation from normal incidence by   	 
  mrad
changes the wavelength by only  
		
	 .
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Figure 4.2: Back-reflected and Mo¨ssbauer radiation in the detector vs the ro-
tation angle
 
of the ) -meter. The wavelength scale is calculated according to
eq. (4.2)
the backscattering reflection  	  is calculated by using eqs. (4.2) and (4.1).
Eq. (4.2) allows one to determine the rotation angle
 
 at which the ) -meter








































This expression is a particular case of eq. (4.5) valid for backscattering from
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$  $  $    mrad). It was ascertained by numerical analysis of eq. (4.6) that
 
in this case can be taken as zero without changing the value of

  by more
than   

  . Thus for the determination of





has to be measured for
two independent reflections  	    .
4.4.2 Experimental details and discussion
The experiments with

	 Fe Mo¨ssbauer nradiation were performed at two syn-
chrotron radiation facilities.
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At the wiggler beamline BW4 at HASYLAB (DESY, Hamburg) the vertical
source size was   & mm. A compromise between high count rate and small
beam divergence allowed us to use only relatively large vertical apertures 
  
  m for the slits S1 and S2, separated by a distance of 19.9 m. The vertical
divergence of the beam was   &    rad, derived from the width of the angular
dependence of transmission of Mo¨ssbauer photons through the ) -meter. The




values were measured for
the    	  and  ! !   back reflections at different temperatures of the reference
crystal. Results of the evaluation of

  are given in Fig. 4.3 (full circles). They
fit well to the solid line, given by the thermal expansion of silicon (Okada
and Tokumaru 1984). The value of





    	   &# (average over 4 measurements). The 1.3 ppm uncertainty is due
to the relatively large divergence of the beam and low count rate.
To improve this result, another experiment was carried out at the undulator
beamline 3-ID at the Advanced Photon Source (Argonne). The source size was
120   m (FWHM). A system of two roller-blade slits S1 and S2 , similar to those
describe by Libbert et al. (1997), was used at a distance of      m to collimate
the beam. The smallest beam divergence of 	    rad was achieved with vertical
apertures of the slits of    	    m and        m, respectively. The smaller
divergence and the higher count rate (  
  Hz for Mo¨ssbauer photons) in
this experiment allowed one to achieve a higher accuracy for

  . Open circles
in Fig 4.3 represent results of evaluations of the APS measurements by using
the pair of    	  and  ! !   back reflections. The crosses show the average
for three independent pairs of back reflections:      ,    	  and  ! !   .
The dashed lines in the inset limit the significant error corridor for the APS





     	 & &       (4.7)
This value agrees with the value determined from the HASYLAB measure-
ments and is 7 times more accurate. By using the value of   for the reference
crystal, we obtain





for the wavelength of the

	 Fe Mo¨ssbauer radiation, and
    




for its energy    	
*)  with Planck’s constant 	  	   #          
 
eV s
(Mohr and Taylor 2000). It is noteworthy that our value    
	 	  	!    eV
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Figure 4.3: The ratio

  of the lattice constant   of the reference silicon crystal
to the wavelength ) of the

	 Fe Mo¨ssbauer radiation in silicon measured at
different temperatures of the crystal. Full   and open  circles represent the
results of evaluations of the HASYLAB and APS measurements respectively
by using the pair of    	  and  ! !   reflections. The crosses    show
the results of evaluations of these measurements by using three reflections:
     ,    	  and  ! !   . The solid line is the temperature dependence of  
(Okada and Tokumaru 1984). The dashed lines in the inset limit the significant
error corridor for the APS data.
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agrees much better with the value 
	 	  	    ! eV used in the previous sev-
enth edition of “Table of Isotopes” (Lederer and Shirley 1976) derived from the
35 year old measurements of Bearden (1965), than with 14413.00(15) eV from
the newest edition (Firestone et al. 1996).
The accuracy can be improved by at least an order of magnitude if the
beam divergence is reduced to a sub-   rad level. Future x-ray free-electron
laser sources with much better emittance will certainly allow this.






As was argued in chapter 3, sapphire is a potential new material for x-ray crys-
tal optics, especially attractive for backscattering mirrors for interferometers,
high energy resolution monochromators and analyzers, since it permits (un-
like silicon) exact Bragg backscattering with high reflectivity for x rays in the
10-50 keV spectral range. Precise values of the sapphire lattice constants and
their temperature dependence are required to predict the Miller indices  	 
of back reflections and relevant crystal temperatures for desired x-ray energies.
However, lattice constants and thermal expansion data for   -Al  O  reported
in the literature (Kirfel and Eichhorn 1990, Brown et al. 1992, Aldebert and
Traverse 1982, Lewis et al. 1982, Yim and Paff 1973) differ by up to 100 ppm.
This imposes large uncertainties in the predicted back reflections and relevant
crystal temperatures. To ensure more precise predictions the lattice constants
of sapphire have been measured here with a relative uncertainty of up to 0.1
ppm in the temperature range from 286 to 374 K. Recently these measurements
have been extended to the 4-290 K range (Lucht et al. 2001). The experimen-
tal method was presented in sec. 4.3, the experimental details are described in
sec. 4.5.1 and the results are presented in sec. 4.5.2 All the measured values are
given both in ) units and in meters.
4.5.1 Experimental details
The experiments were performed at the undulator beamline 3-ID at the Ad-
vanced Photon Source (Argonne). Practically the same experimental setup
was used as outlined in sec. 4.4, Fig. 4.1. The differences are presented in the
following.
The reference Si crystal is replaced by an   -Al  O  single crystal in the fur-
nace on the 4-circle goniometer. Exact Bragg backscattering (
 
  ) is em-
ployed. The Bragg back reflections in   -Al  O  used in the experiment are listed
in Tab. 4.1. The sapphire crystal grown by the heat-exchange method (Schmid
et al. 1994) is employed in the present studies. The dislocation density in the
sample is       cm   as measured with white beam backscattering x-ray
topography ( sec. 3.4). The lattice constants are measured at different crys-
tal temperatures in the range from 286 to 374 K. The crystal in the furnace is
maintained at a fixed temperature with a stability of   mK.
A PT100 thermo-resistor is used for the measurement of the crystal tem-
perature. It has been calibrated in the Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt
(Braunschweig, Germany) over the temperature range 291.3–299.2 K with an
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 	   )
 










	    !


[pm] [degrees] [degrees] [meV]
(0 0 0 30) 86.60572 0.0 0.0 13.2
(1 6  22) 86.07066 43.2162 52.4109 1.8
(1 3 	 28) 85.97935 22.0934 46.1021 6.1
(2 6 & 20) 85.81588 48.6577 46.1021 4.5
Table 4.1: Miller indices  	   of selected reflections in   -Al  O  with backscat-
tering wavelengths ) 
 

    

 close to )  . The ) values are calculated
by using the lattice constants at    &  K as obtained in the present studies.
The angular deviation of the diffraction vector from the main crystallographic
directions as well as the expected theoretical energy widths are given as well.
accuracy of better than 10 mK, and at 373 K with an accuracy of 10 mK. Using
this calibration a linear correction was applied to the  

 characteristic curve
of the PT100 thermo-resistor as given by the IEC751 standard.
The ) -meter is the same Si(777) channel-cut crystal. As previously men-
tioned, the channel-cut crystal is mounted on a high-angular resolution KO-
HZU KTG-15 rotation stage with a step width of 25 nrad. The rotation angle
 
is measured with the new IK320 interpolation electronics, rendering an im-
proved angular resolution of 43 nrad.
Although the same roller-blade slits are implemented at the same distance
of    m, the actual divergence was measured to be !   rad. It is twice as large
as in the previous experiment and four times as large as one would expect
from the opening of the slits and their separation. Presumably, this higher
divergence results from scattering on Be-windows which are installed between
the experimental hutches. This larger than expected divergence deteriorates
the accuracy of the measurement.
A semitransparent detector was placed immediately after the   -Fe foil and

  m upstream from the backscattering crystal. The detector’s aperture
was          mm  . Thus only those x rays which deviated from exact




  	 mrad were detected. The





&   
 , cf. eq. (4.1), and was neglected in the data evaluation.
For each temperature of the sapphire crystal the angles
 

as well as the
reference angle
 
 of the ) -meter were measured. For a perfectly stable setup
 
 should be constant. Figure 4.4 shows the values of
 
 from run to run. The
typical duration of one run (measurements at one temperature) is 4-5 hours.
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This relatively long duration was due to the slow motion of the high-angular
resolution KOHZU KTG-15 rotation stage. The graph demonstrates the stabil-
ity of the experimental setup.












Figure 4.4: Relative variation (from run to run) of the reference angle
 
 - the
angle of the ) -meter at which it selects the Mo¨ssbauer radiation.
4.5.2 Data evaluation
Sapphire has a rhombohedral lattice, which can be specified in hexagonal axes
of reference with two independent lattice constants   

and 
 . The inter-
planar distance in a hexagonal lattice is given by eq. (3.2). Thus the three un-









has to be measured for at least three different back





for four Bragg reflections are measured, as listed in Tab. 4.1.
This allows us to compose four independent sets, each with three equations of
type (4.5), yielding a solution for the three unknowns.
From the four independent solutions the averaged values of   and 
 and
their standard errors are computed. However, the solution resulting from the
combination of       ,    &   , and      # reflections is ignored, since
it yielded systematically significantly different values. This is attributed to the
fact that the    &   and      # atomic planes are nearly parallel (only  
 
apart, see Tab. 4.1) which – in combination with the insufficient crystal quality
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 
[K]   [  ]   [  ]  [ ˚
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Table 4.2: Lattice constants of Al  O  in the temperature range 286.1–374.3 K.
– may cause a large error. Mean values and standard errors of   and 
 are
given in Tab. 4.2 for different temperatures, in units of ) and A˚. The errors of
  and 
 are primarily due to the averaging process, as described above. Other
error sources, namely the uncertainties in  and ) , are about two orders of
magnitude smaller.
A   -order polynomial was used to fit the experimental data. The polyno-
mial coefficients are given in Tab. 4.3. One should note that these formulae are
not suitable for extrapolation of the lattice constants outside the 285.9–374.3 K
temperature range, and do not correspond to any theoretical model for ther-
mal expansion. Mean values of the lattice constants and the polynomial fit are
shown in Fig. 4.5.
By using the polynomial fit, one can calculate at room temperature  
 ! " K the lattice parameters
 





    !#! &# 	
˚
	 (4.11)



























The relative deviations of the measured data from the values calculated
with the interpolation formula is shown in Fig. 4.6. Large deviations of the
data calculated by using the ignored combination of       ,      # , and
   &  reflections is clearly seen here. Table 4.2 and Fig. 4.6 also reveal larger






































































Figure 4.5: Lattice constants   and 
 of   -Al  O  . Solid line is a    -order poly-
nomial fit with the parameters given in Tab. 4.3.
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Table 4.3: Interpolation formulae for lattice constants of   -Al  O  in the tem-
perature range 285.8–374.3 K.
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errors for   and 
 at lower temperatures. This is attributed to the stronger
variation of the reference angle of the ) -meter,
 
 , at the beginning of the
experiment (see Fig. 4.7). The smaller relative error in the determination of 

compared with that of the   lattice parameter is evidently due to the fact that
all reciprocal lattice vectors of the back reflections used in the measurements
are much closer to the 
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Figure 4.6: Relative deviation of the   -order polynomial fit (Tab. 4.3) from the
  and 
 values evaluated from: U –    	  &# ,      # , and        back
reflections; V –    	  & ,       ,    &   back reflections; W –    	  & ,
   &  ,        back reflections;  –       ,      # ,    &  back
reflections (ignored in the calculation of the average values). The average of
the U0XV and W values is shown by   .
4.5.3 Discussion and conclusions
A   -ray wavelength standard was used to measure the lattice constants of
  -Al  O  in the temperature range from 286 to 374 K by using exact Bragg
backscattering. All the measured values are given both in )  units and in
meters. Therefore, should the ) value be refined, the values of the lattice
constants could be recalculated. Lucht et al. (2001) have recently extended
these measurements into the 4-290 K temperature range.
The relative experimental uncertainty in the determination of the lattice
constant 
 of   -Al  O  is in the range 0.4-0.1 ppm. The relative uncertainty in
the determination of the lattice constant   is in the range 2-0.6 ppm. The main
factors, which have deteriorated the accuracy were: (i) the divergence of the
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beam (9   rad instead of expected 2   rad), and (ii) the lack of crystal perfection
of the   -Al  O  sample. A perfect crystal would have allowed 10 times more
precise measurements.
The measured temperature dependence of the lattice constants of   -Al  O 
are important for the design of high energy resolution monochromators and
analyzers. The data obtained allow one to predict more precisely Miller indices
of back reflections and relevant crystal temperatures for desired x-ray energies.
As an example, Tab. 3.1 lists Miller indices  	   of atomic planes and atten-
dant temperatures 

of   -Al  O  for which the energies of peak reflectivity at
normal incidence match energies of selected Mo¨ssbauer transitions.
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4.6 Wavelengths of the   Eu,   ! Sn, and    Dy Mo¨ss-
bauer photons
Precise values of the sapphire lattice constants, as presented in the previous
section, as well as the ability of sapphire crystals to back-reflect x rays of any







Dy Mo¨ssbauer radiations. Mo¨ssbauer radiation
of different nuclei can provide a set of reference wavelengths in the hard x-ray
range with a uniquely small uncertainty and easy reproducibility. In current
crystallography studies, x-ray and nuclear spectroscopy use the set of wave-
lengths of K   characteristic x rays of atoms (Bearden 1965, 1967). A set of
Mo¨ssbauer wavelengths can take over this role as brilliant Mo¨ssbauer radia-
tion sources are available at synchrotron radiation facilities worldwide. Mo¨ss-
bauer radiation has at least  

times smaller spectral width and is much less
perturbed by variations of external conditions. However, the relative uncer-
tainty in the knowledge of the absolute values of the wavelengths other than

	 Fe Mo¨ssbauer radiation is in the best cases about   ppm: (Kikuta 1994, Le-
upold et al. 1996, Koyama et al. 1996). The results of measurements with a
relative uncertainty   &   	 ppm are reported here for the wavelengths of






Dy nuclei. They are based on
the publication of Shvyd’ko et al. (2002). All the measured values are given
both in ) units and in meters.
4.6.1 Experimental details
Figure 4.7 shows the schematic of the experimental setup for the observation
of Bragg backscattering of Mo¨ssbauer radiation. The experiment is a continua-
tion of the measurements presented in the previous section. Synchrotron radi-
ation pulses from the undulator are monochromatized at Mo¨ssbauer energies
to a bandwidth of   eV width with a diamond high-heat-load monochro-
mator (not shown in Fig. 4.7). The radiation is further aimed at the target
(T) containing the Mo¨ssbauer nuclei. For selected nuclei Tab. 4.4 provides the
energy  , lifetime   , natural spectral width       of the relevant excited
nuclear state, and the target used to generate Mo¨ssbauer photons.
The nuclei excited by 150 ps radiation pulses emit photons in a narrow
energy band of   (5-50 neV) with a delay    (10-150 ns). The detector is
installed slightly off the incident beam axis, so as not to be overloaded with
the high photon flux of the 1 eV beam. The prompt and the delayed radiation
components hit the sapphire crystal.
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Isotope     Target
[keV] [ns] [neV]





Eu 21.5 13.8 47.5 EuO
  




Dy 25.6 41.0 15.7 Dy (at 20K)
Table 4.4: Excitation energy  , lifetime   , natural energy width  , and target
composition of selected Mo¨ssbauer nuclei (Firestone et al. 1996) .
In accordance with the selected isotope, the atomic planes  	   of the   -
Al  O  sample as given in Tab. 4.5 are adjusted to a position almost normal to
the incident beam by observing the corresponding Bragg back reflections. The
angular deviation from exact backscattering is





   &   
 in eq. 4.1 is ignored in the following.
The energy widths of the back reflections are in the meV-range: Tab. 4.5.
The temperature variation of the backscattering energies in   -Al  O  is typi-
cally   eV/K. Thus to observe backscattering of the prompt radiation com-
ponent having an energy bandwidth of 1 eV the crystal temperature should be
correct within    K, which is easy. However, to observe backscattering of
the Mo¨ssbauer radiation the crystal temperature must be tuned to the correct
temperature with mK-accuracy.











Figure 4.7: The schematic of the setup for observation of backscattering of the
Mo¨ssbauer radiation. The target (T) contains Mo¨ssbauer nuclei which are ex-
cited by the incident radiation pulse. The Mo¨ssbauer photons emerging from
the target are reflected from the sapphire single crystal   -Al  O  and detected
by the avalanche photo-diode (D).
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[K] [mK] [meV] [meV]

	 Fe    	  & 371.582(8) 66 6.5 5.8
  
Eu     	  287.125(8) 67 8.3 0.6
  
Sn      	  286.968(10) 109 14.5 1.1
  
Dy      # 374.624(40) 46 7.6 0.7





 (as measured and as expected from the dynamical the-










tons is observed and their widths

 are given in Tab. 4.5. The correspond-
ing energy widths

 are computed from





values as obtained in sec. 4.5. The experimental energy widths of the back
reflections are an order of magnitude larger than the expected theoretical val-
ues. This is attributed to a relatively high dislocation density in the crystal
used. The crystal quality is a serious factor that deteriorates the accuracy of
the present measurements.
The nuclear resonance in
  
Dy was observed in another experiment at the
undulator beamline PETRA-1 (DESY, Hamburg) with a similar backscatter-
ing setup and with the same sapphire crystal, see sec. 4.8 or (Shvyd’ko et al.
2001). Backscattering of the
  
Dy Mo¨ssbauer radiation was observed from the
       atomic planes in sapphire at a temperature which was

   	    K
above the temperature of backscattering of the

	 Fe Mo¨ssbauer radiation from
the    	  & atomic planes. This precisely known temperature difference to-
gether with the crystal temperature for backscattering of the

	 Fe Mo¨ssbauer
radiation obtained in the present experiment (Tab. 4.5) are used to determine




4.6.2 Wavelengths of the 	  	 Eu, 		  Sn, and 		 Dy Mo¨ssbauer ra-
diation
With the measured lattice parameters of sapphire (Tabs. 4.2, and 4.3), the tem-
peratures for backscattering of the Mo¨ssbauer radiation (Tab. 4.5), and using






Dy Mo¨ssbauer radiation. The results are presented in Tab. 4.6.
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Isotope

















	 Fe 1.0 0 0.86025474(16) 1.9 14412.497(3)
  
Eu 0.66905978(28) 4.1 0.57556185(27) 4.7 21541.418(10)
  
Sn 0.60355158(43) 7.1 0.51920811(39) 7.4 23879.478(18)
  
Dy 0.56186073(18) 3.3 0.48334336(19) 4.0 25651.368(10)







Mo¨ssbauer radiation as determined by exact backscattering from   -Al  O 
crystal. The ) and  data for

	 Fe are from (Shvyd’ko et al. 2000a).
The major source of the errors for the

) values expressed in ) units are the





 . The uncertainty of
) given in meters and of  given in eV includes additionally the uncertainty
of ) .
Our results agree well with the Mo¨ssbauer energy values previously re-
ported by Koyama et al. (1996):   	  	!   eV and Leupold et al. (1996):
   	      eV for
  
Eu, by Kikuta (1994) for
  
Sn:   &  !   # eV, and
by Koyama et al. (1996) for
  
Dy:        !   eV. The relative accuracy
of our data is better by more than one order of magnitude.
4.6.3 Discussion and conclusions





Sn: 51.920811(39) pm, and
  
Dy: 48.334336(19) pm. All the measured values are given both in )  units
and in meters. Therefore, should the ) value be refined, the values of the
wavelengths can be recalculated.
The relative uncertainty achieved in the determination of the wavelength
of Mo¨ssbauer radiation is in a range of 0.4-0.7 ppm. The main factors, which
have deteriorated the accuracy were: (i) the divergence of the beam (9   rad in-
stead of expected 2   rad), and (ii) the lack of crystal perfection of the   -Al  O 
sample. Perfect crystals would have allowed 10 times more precise measure-
ments.
The measured wavelengths of the Mo¨ssbauer photons could be used as a
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set of reference wavelengths in the hard x-ray range of the electromagnetic
radiation spectrum providing a uniquely small uncertainty and easy repro-
ducibility.
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4.7 Powder Bragg backscattering spectroscopy
Powder diffraction is a powerful tool in x-ray crystallography. The poten-
tial of this technique in extreme backscattering geometry has been studied by
Shvyd’ko et al. (2000b) and is presented in this section in more detail.
Powder backscattering spectroscopy means that in contrast to standard
powder diffraction technique the scattering angle is kept fixed at 180
 
and
the x-ray energy is tuned. One expects several advantages in comparison to
the standard technique. The simple geometrical arrangement of backscatter-
ing with only one path for the incoming and outgoing beams enables access
to samples with very small angular aperture. This is important if the samples
are placed in a pressure cell, cryostat, or furnace, etc. As the scattering geom-
etry does not change the extinction corrections are not required. The highest
possible momentum transfer and thus the highest possible spatial resolution
is achieved in backscattering.
Another important point is that a very simple Bragg’s law for backscatter-
ing (4.1) may be used for simple and accurate measurements of crystal struc-
ture parameters as well as for x-ray wavelengths. In most cases one can use
the simplest relation 
 

 ) without account of the incidence angle

. As
distinct from the single crystal measurements presented in the previous sec-
tions, it does not require tedious angular adjustment of the samples and, what
is of even more importance, it does not require single crystal samples. The
payoff for this is clearly a lower accuracy of measurements than with single
crystals. This is illustrated in Fig. 2.13. The thinner (or the smaller) the sample
the broader are the diffraction peaks and thus the smaller is the accuracy in
determination of their positions.
The accuracy of measurements is limited:
1. By the angular deviation

from normal incidence, which is also defined
by the detector aperture.
 
can be easily made less than     , so that the ac-
curacy of the backscattering relation 
 

 ) can be made better than 1 ppm,
cf. eq. (4.1).
2. By the energy resolution of the ) -meter which selects and tunes the wave-
length (energy) of the incident x rays. Presently it can be chosen in the range
from   eV down to   meV.
3. By the energy width of the backscattering reflections. For thick single crys-
tals it is in the meV range. However, for small (     m) powder particles the
energy width may increase to about 1 eV.
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k
H
Figure 4.8: The schematic of the experiment. M: tunable high heat load dia-
mond C(111) monochromator used as ) -meter; D: x-ray detector with a time
resolution of    ns; V: vacuum flight tube; S: powder sample;

: angle be-
tween the wave vector








The experiments were performed at the undulator beamline 3-ID at the APS
(Argonne). Figure 4.8 shows the schematic of the experimental setup. A dia-
mond C(111) high-heat-load monochromator, used as the ) -meter, transmits x
rays with a bandwidth of 1 eV and is tuned in the range of 14 to 15 keV.





 . This leads, however, to an enormous background and thus
hinders the performance of experiments in the backscattering geometry. The
problem is solved by exploiting the pulse structure of the synchrotron radi-
ation and by using a detector with good time resolution. Because the back-
ground arises from the incident pulse going to the sample and the signal con-




tween the background and the signal. This enables the discrimination of the
signal from the background, cf. sec. 2.3 and Fig. 2.8.
The detector employed in the experiment consists of two avalanche photo-
diodes, with a time resolution of   ns, as described in sec. 2.3, placed 2 mm
above and below the incident beam, at a distance of

  m upstream from
the sample. Under these conditions
 
  	 mrad and     	  ns.
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4.7.2 Results and discussion













Figure 4.9: Bragg backscattering spectrum from Si powder sample (circles).
As the lattice constant of silicon     	   !# A˚ is precisely known a fit of
the theoretical backscattering spectrum (solid line) to the experimental points
determines the energy scale    of the ) -meter.














Figure 4.10: Bragg backscattering spectrum from   -Al  O  powder sample. The
solid line was calculated with program package BASS.
Figures 4.9 and 4.10 show results of measurements of the standard NIST
powder samples of Si and   -Al  O  , respectively. The radiation flux was 
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 
 
 photons/s. The spectral lines in case of the Si sample are more intense
and the signal to noise ratio is much better, since Bragg reflections are strongly
degenerate. The data at each point were collected for about 0.5 s in case of the
Si and 3 s in case of the   -Al  O  sample and normalized to the incident flux.
To average the orientation of the powder particles, the samples were rotated
about an axis perpendicular to the beam. The spectra recorded without rotat-
ing the sample show the spectral lines at the same positions but with changed
strengths.
The strength of the spectral lines is given by eq. (2.95), which describes the
reflectivity of a thin crystal. The strength is proportional to $ 2

$
 and thus to
the square of the structure factor


, which contains crystal structure informa-
tion. Thus, the backscattering powder diffraction spectra provide information
similar to that of the usual angular dispersive powder diffraction.













Figure 4.11: Difference in values of the x-ray energy of the KOHZU high-heat-
load monochromator read-back    and the x-ray energy     obtained from
the fit of the Si backscattering spectrum in Fig.4.9.
The line form is very close to a Lorentzian. This is typical for Bragg backscat-
tering spectra in non-perfect crystals, see sec. 2.4.1. The linewidth is typically
4 eV. This is more than the 1 eV width of the incident radiation. Presumably
it is determined by the size of the particles. To cause such a broadening the
particles should have a diameter of    nm, see eq.(2.102).
The evaluation of the spectra was performed with the program package
BASS (Shvyd’ko 1998). The lattice constant of silicon is well known. This al-
lows one to ascertain the energy scale of the ) -meter from the fit of the experi-
mental spectrum - Fig. 4.9. Figure 4.11 shows the difference between the fit val-
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ues and the internal calibration of the monochromator. This is in fact a demon-
stration of a technique by which it is possible to calibrate x-ray monochroma-
tors in a simple way and is much more exact than using the K-edges.
The best fit of the   -Al  O  Bragg backscattering spectrum is achieved for
the lattice parameters    	   !  	 , 
   "! !     . The accuracy is 
  ppm, which is high for a powder diffraction technique. It is limited by
the 4 eV linewidth and the capability of measuring the position of lines with
better than 0.2 eV accuracy. The data are in agreement with the single crystal
data at      K of sec. 4.5. The other crystallographic parameters obtained
from the fit of the intensities of lines – positions of atoms in the unit cell and
anisotropic thermal parameters – are in agreement with the angle-dispersive
powder diffraction measurements of Brown et al. (1992).
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4.8 Nuclear Resonant Scattering from    Dy
The sapphire backscattering monochromator is employed here to study nu-
clear resonant scattering of synchrotron radiation from the 25.6 keV level of
  
Dy. Two techniques are used: nuclear forward scattering (NFS) and nu-
clear incoherent scattering (NIS). NFS time spectra of Dy-metal are measured
at temperatures ranging from 15 K to 80 K. They reveal electron spin relax-
ation in ferromagnetic Dysprosium with long relaxation times of       ns.
NIS energy spectra of Dy  O  at room temperature are measured with meV-
resolution. Scattering accompanied by phonon excitation is observed. The
results presented here are based on the original publication of Shvyd’ko et al.
(2001).
4.8.1 Overview of the field
Mo¨ssbauer studies with Dy nuclei have been performed since the early 1960s.
Dy compounds are attractive due to their magnetic properties. Dy metal shows
a helical-type arrangement of atomic moments (Wilkinson et al. 1961, Andri-
anov et al. 1991). The hyperfine magnetic field at the nucleus due to the 4f
electrons is about 600 T and is among the strongest static magnetic fields ob-
served (Ofer et al. 1965, Bowden et al. 1967). Dy metal possess unusual thermal
properties at magnetic phase transitions (Gschneider et al. 1997).
The
  
Dy isotope is favorable for Mo¨ssbauer spectroscopy. Its natural iso-
topic abundance is 18.8
 
. There are several nuclear excited states which can
be used. Most attractive is the first excited state with an energy of 25.6 keV
which decays via an E1 transition to the ground state. (Firestone et al. 1996).
The natural linewidth of the transition 

   neV deduced from the life-
time of  

 	   ns is only about three times larger than the width of the
famous 14.4 keV transition in

	 Fe. High resolution hyperfine spectroscopy is
therefore possible. However,
  
Dy Mo¨ssbauer sources are strongly broadened
to about      

. Still they allow one to observe the huge magnetic hyperfine
splittings of about &     

caused by the extremely large hyperfine magnetic
field. Dramatic line-broadening effects due to strong spin relaxation phenom-
ena were also observed by Khurgin et al. (1970), Loh et al. (1974), and Tappert
et al. (1996). However, studies of hyperfine interactions with a natural-width
resolution (  

) in Dy compounds were not possible. Nuclear resonance of a
natural linewidth and “soft” relaxation phenomena in the nanosecond range
were never reported to our knowledge.
The problem caused by broadened sources could be overcome by using
  
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pulsed synchrotron radiation instead of radioactive Mo¨ssbauer sources. Very
short       ps radiation pulses are available at modern synchrotron radi-
ation facilities. They make possible high resolution hyperfine spectroscopy
in the time domain, pioneered by Gerdau et al. (1986) and Hastings et al.
(1991). See also review articles in (Gerdau and de Waard 1999/2000). Time
spectra of nuclear forward scattering (NFS) provide information similar to
that of Mo¨ssbauer absorption spectra. The resolution of this technique at low-
frequencies is only limited by the width of the time window of observation of
the nuclear response after excitation with synchrotron radiation pulses. Addi-
tionally, synchrotron radiation sources allow phonon spectroscopy by measur-
ing energy spectra of nuclear incoherent scattering (NIS), pioneered by Seto et
al. (1995) and Sturhahn et al. (1995). See also review articles in (Gerdau and
de Waard 1999/2000).
The first observation of the excitation of the 25.6 keV level of
  
Dy with
synchrotron radiation was reported by Koyama et al. (1996). However, no
spectroscopy studies were performed.
The present studies aim to demonstrate the feasibility of hyperfine spec-





The measurements were carried out at the undulator beamline of the 12 GeV
storage ring PETRA (DESY, Hamburg); see the paper of Franz et al. (2000) for
more details on the beamline. The beam from the undulator was monochroma-
tized to a bandwidth of about 2 eV with a high-heat-load monochromator. Two
diamond single crystals in a Laue geometry were used with the (220) Bragg
reflection. The energy calibration of the monochromator was performed with
the absorption K-edge of Ag at 25.514 keV (Bearden and Blurr 1967). A band-
width of 2 eV is still much larger than the   eV spectral range of the nuclear
resonance. Also a photon flux of   
  
photons/s after the monochromator is
too high to be handled with a detector in forward scattering geometry. To re-
duce the photon flux further monochromatization to a meV-band is necessary.
Milli-electronvolt monochromatization is also required for measurements of
phonon spectra with nuclear incoherent scattering.
To achieve monochromatization of a few meV we used almost exact Bragg
backscattering from a   -Al  O  single crystal. As was argued in sec. 3.3, sap-
phire single crystals allow exact Bragg backscattering for x rays in the 10 - 50
keV spectral range with high reflectivity, small energy bandwidth and large
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Figure 4.12: Experimental setup: a beam from the undulator (not shown)
passes through the high heat-load monochromator consisting of two diamond
crystals C(220) in Laue geometry (L1 and L2). Further monochromatization
to meV-bandwidth is achieved by Bragg backscattering from a sapphire single
crystal (   -Al  O  ), reflection      # . (a) Setup for nuclear forward scatter-
ing (NFS), (C) a cryostat with a Dy-metal foil as sample, (D) detector: a stack
of four APDs. (b) Setup for nuclear incoherent scattering (NIS) with a Dy  O 
sample and a single APD as detector (D).
angular acceptance. The      # Bragg back reflection in sapphire at 
 	" K fits to the nuclear transition energy of
  
Dy, see Tab. 3.1. The calculated
energy bandwidth of the reflection is 0.66 meV. The backscattering energy and
the energy of the nuclear transition can be perfectly matched by tuning the
crystal temperature. From the temperature dependence of the lattice constants
of sapphire (Shvyd’ko et al. 2002) one obtains that the temperature variation




    # meV/K. For
a proper performance of the monochromator, mK-stability of the crystal tem-
perature is required, as described in sec. 4.3. A sapphire crystal grown by
the heat-exchange method (Schmid et al. 1994) with a dislocation density of
   
 cm   was used.
The setup for nuclear forward scattering measurements is shown in Fig.
  
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4.12a. The beam passes through the sample, a 25   m thick polycrystalline foil
of Dy metal. The sample was placed in a closed-cycle cryostat downstream of
the diamond monochromator. The temperature of the sample was changed in
the range from 15 K to 80 K. Four avalanche photo diodes (APD), each with a
100   m thick sensitive Si wafer inclined at an angle of 72   , served as detector.
APDs of the type EG&G C30703F were used, see sec. 4.3. The time resolution
was 0.8 ns and the overall detector efficiency 40
 
.
The setup for nuclear incoherent scattering measurements is shown in Fig.
4.12b. As distinct from the case of the NFS setup, the sample has to be placed
downstream of the sapphire monochromator. A Dy  O  powder sample was
used. A single APD was placed close to the sample to detect isotropic nuclear
resonance fluorescence.   -resonant absorption in
  
Dy followed by internal
conversion yields the 6.4 keV L   and the 7.2 keV L   fluorescence line of Dy-
atoms (Bearden 1967). The fluorescence was detected with the Si-APD with an
efficiency of about 85
 
.
While measuring NFS time spectra the energy (temperature) of the sap-
phire monochromator is fixed at the energy of the nuclear resonance. While
measuring NIS energy spectra, the energy of the monochromator is scanned
across the nuclear resonance by changing the temperature of the sapphire crys-
tal.
The performance of the sapphire monochromator was tested with the help
of the NFS setup. Delayed photons from the Dy-foil reflected from the   -Al  O 
single crystal were counted as a function of the crystal temperature (Fig. 4.13).
The largest reflectivity was observed at a temperature of 

   	" 	  	  K.
This value was ascertained in the following way. Backscattering of the
  
Dy
Mo¨ssbauer radiation was observed at a temperature which was

   	    K
above the temperature of backscattering of the

	 Fe Mo¨ssbauer radiation from
the    	  & atomic planes. This precisely known temperature difference to-
gether with the crystal temperature for backscattering of the

	 Fe Mo¨ssbauer
radiation obtained in the experiment described in sec. 4.6 were used to deter-




The energy of x rays selected at the temperature 

ws associated with the
energy 

of the nuclear resonance in
  
Dy. The width of the curve is 46 mK,
corresponding to an energy width of 7.8 meV. It is  
 times larger than the
expected theoretical width. The main reason for this is a relatively high dislo-
cation density in the sapphire single crystal used.
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Figure 4.13: Number of delayed 25.6
keV photons vs. the temperature
of the sapphire crystal as measured
with the NFS setup (Fig. 4.12a). 


 	"  	  	 # K. The energy scale is
calculated by using the conversion
0.17 meV/mK valid for the reflection
       in   -Al  O  .
- 0 [meV]
Figure 4.14: NIS energy spectrum
of a Dy  O  powder sample at room
temperature (circles). The dashed
line is the instrumental function of
the sapphire monochromator as in
Fig. 4.13.




Figure 4.14 shows the NIS energy spectrum of a Dy  O  powder sample at
room temperature. The dashed line is the instrumental function of the sap-
phire monochromator equivalent to that in Fig. 4.13. The observed additional
intensity in the wings of the NIS spectrum is caused by excitation (annihila-
tion) of phonons in Dy  O  in the process of nuclear resonant scattering. The
effect is more pronounced at photon energies above the nuclear resonance
energy, at which phonon creation takes place. Typical phonon energies are
  meV. The inadequate energy resolution of the monochromator, however,
does not allow us to resolve details in the spectrum. The high-quality crys-
tals are badly needed to achieve the potentially high energy resolution of the
sapphire backscattering monochromator.
In the recent publications of Chumakov et al. (2001) and Baron et al. (2001a)
an energy resolution of 1 meV and 0.5 meV, respectively, was achieved by us-
ing in-line nested silicon monochromators for 25.6 keV x rays. Such a high en-
ergy resolution have allowed the authors to study with high precision phonon
spectra in a Dy metal and in a Dy  O  powder.
At this point is is important to stress once more, that despite deficient per-
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Figure 4.15: NFS time spectra of metallic Dy at different temperatures. Solid
lines are fits with the NFS theory.
fection of the commercially available sapphire crystals, the sapphire backscat-
tering monochromator has a great potential because of it universal applicabil-
ity in a broad x-ray energy range, as was discussed in sec. 3.3.
4.8.4 NFS time spectra of metallic Dy
NFS time spectra of metallic Dy at different sample temperatures are shown
in Fig. 4.15. The time response is an almost exponential decay function with
superimposed quantum beats. Both the period of the quantum beats and the
decay rate increase with temperature. The most drastic effect is observed for
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Figure 4.16: Number of counts in the time window 20-200 ns vs. the temper-
ature  of metallic Dy (circles). The spin relaxation time scale     relates to 
via eq. (4.20). It is deduced from the fit of the observed curve to the theoretical
one - solid line - calculated with the stochastic relaxation model.
the time integrated count rate of NFS, which drops exponentially with sample
temperature, see Fig. 4.16.
The Lamb-Mo¨ssbauer factor  

can not account for such a drastic effect,
as it changes in accordance with the Debye model, by less than 10% in this
temperature range. The decreasing count rate can be a consequence of the
increasing decay rate. Both effects can be attributed to electron spin relaxation.
Spin-relaxation broadens the nuclear resonance line and thus leads to a faster
time response and a decreased count rate. The influence of spin relaxation in
magnetically ordered rare-earth compounds on the line shape of Mo¨ssbauer
spectra was first reported as early as 1966 by Nowik and Wickman (Nowik
and Wickman 1966).
The measured spectra in Fig. 4.15 are compared to the time spectra calcu-
lated by using the NFS theory taking into account spin relaxation. Following
(Shvyd’ko 1999) the time spectrum      is
   
 
$    $





























with &   as the nuclear time correlation function,
 
as the effective reso-
nance thickness parameter;  indexes all possible hyperfine nuclear transitions,

  represents the nuclear transition amplitude, and &     the time correla-
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is the magnetic field at the nuclear site, 

is the nuclear spin,  

is the nuclear magnetic moment, 	

is the magnetic quantum number in the
excite )  e or in the ground )  g state, respectively, and  is a joint index for












(Shvyd’ko 1999) and (Shvyd’ko 2000).
Electron spin relaxation is taken into account in the framework of the Kubo-
Anderson stochastic model (Abragam 1961) in the presentation of Wickman
(Wickman et al. 1966, Wickman 1966, Nowik 1967). Relaxation between the
two lowest ionic sublevels    & #  of Dy   split by exchange interaction is
considered therein. The relaxation times of the sublevels are     and    , respec-
tively. For a magnetically ordered material one expects         . The popula-









































By using the rate equations of Wickman et al. (1966),Wickman (1966), and
Nowik (1967) we have derived the following time correlation function:
&
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These expressions are consistent with those derived by Wickman et al. (1966),
and Wickman (1966) to describe the nuclear resonance absorption spectra.
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The code MOTIF (Shvyd’ko 2000) is used to fit the time spectra with the
time correlation function given by eqs. (4.16)-(4.19). A set of hyperfine param-
eters reported by Bowden et al. (1967) are used as initial values for the fit. The
energy spectra of NFS, calculated by using the parameters obtained from the
best fit of the time spectra are shown in Fig. 4.17. They reveal hyperfine split-
tings as large as

   	   

, which is in agreement with the experimental
observations of Bowden et al. (1967). This should result in a beat period of
ﬂﬁ  

     ns. Our detector allows us to resolve beat periods   & ns
corresponding to nuclear transitions split by less than    

, e.g., those at the
center of the spectra. The calculated time spectra in Fig. 4.15 are convolved
with the detector instrumental function. As a result, the fast quantum beats
are not resolved there as well. Because of the convolution, the time spectra are
practically insensitive to the quadrupole interaction.
The parameters
 
    and      ns were obtained from the fit of the
spectrum at     K and were kept constant in all other calculations. The
parameters
$
,     , and   

were fitted for each temperature independently. The






  of the first
Figure 4.17: Simulation of the NFS energy spectra of metallic Dy. Hyperfine
parameters are used as determined from the fit of the NFS time spectra.
  
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20 578.9(2) 0.78(5) 27(1) 0.0068
31 577.6(4) 0.76(2) 16(1) 0.0118
49 554.7(5) 0.74(2) 11(1) 0.0164
Table 4.7: A set of the best fit parameters.
The time-integrated NFS intensity in Fig. 4.16 can be also simulated by the
aforementioned model. The theoretical curve is calculated as a function of



















      meV and        # K. The fits to the time spectra in Fig. 4.15
and those in Fig. 4.16 provide consistent values for the relaxation time     . If
the temperature dependence of the spin relaxation times given by eq. (4.20) is
also valid at temperatures lower than   K, then the formula predicts the spin
relaxation time        ns in Dy metal at    , i.e., spin relaxation in Dy metal
does not cease even close to absolute zero.
The results of the calculations demonstrate the sensitivity of the time spec-
tra to spin relaxation in Dy metal. It should be noted, that the influence of
spin relaxation has not previously been reported for the Mo¨ssbauer absorp-
tion spectra in bulk Dy metal in this temperature range (Khurgin et al. 1970).
Mo¨ssbauer absorption spectra have revealed only a slight change of the hyper-
fine splitting (Bowden et al. 1967). Spin relaxation was observed only in the
antiferromagnetic phase between 85 K and 178.5 K (Khurgin et al. 1970, Loh et
al. 1974). In the ferromagnetic phase it was observed recently in very thin lay-
ers of Dy in the FeDy multilayer system (Tappert et al. 1996). However, much
shorter relaxation times -      ns - were reported.
4.8.5 Conclusions
In summary, we have demonstrated the feasibility of hyperfine spectroscopy
with
  
Dy nuclei in the time domain by using pulsed synchrotron radiation as
a source. Spin relaxation is observed in ferromagnetic Dy metal with relaxation
times as long as 27 ns, which have not been reported previously. This example
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shows the very high sensitivity of time domain spectroscopy with synchrotron
radiation.
Energy spectra of nuclear incoherent scattering of Dy  O  have been mea-
sured by using the sapphire backscattering monochromator with an energy
resolution of 7.8 meV. With this resolution we were able to resolve inelastic
phonon scattering. The development of   -Al  O  backscattering monochroma-
tors with improved energy resolution is in progress.
Chapter 5
Theory of x-ray Fabry-Pe´rot
resonators
5.1 Introduction
Steyerl and Steinhauser (1979) pioneered the idea of a Fabry-Pe´rot-type in-
terference filter for x rays and performed the first theoretical analysis. They
have applied the dynamical theory of Bragg diffraction. A matrix approach of
matching boundary conditions was employed. A particular case of exact nor-
mal incidence to the reflecting atomic planes was considered. The transmis-
sion energy spectrum with a single sharp transmission peak was calculated at
17.4 keV for the (14 6 0) reflection in silicon. The calculated resolution of the
transmitted peak was  

     
	 . Interestingly, the first theory of the
x-ray Fabry-Pe´rot resonator by Steyerl and Steinhauser (1979) was developed
at a time when there was no consistent theory of Bragg backscattering.
Caticha and Caticha-Ellis (1990b) extended the theoretical treatment to an
arbitrary angle of incidence. They also introduced an additional parameter
allowing for the possible relative shift of the crystal plates. A similar matrix
approach was used to match the boundary conditions. The matrix technique
for a system of

thin parallel crystals diffracting at near-normal incidence was
formulated. Numerical simulations of the energy dependence of the transmis-
sivity of the x-ray Fabry-Pe´rot resonator were performed. It was shown that
for crystal plates with low absorption, the transmission function has sharp res-
onances of defined energy that can be controlled by tuning the gap of the x-ray
resonator. The theory of a thermal neutron resonator of Fabry-Perot type was
presented by the same authors (Caticha and Caticha-Ellis 1996). The matrix
technique is convenient for numerical calculations and it can be easily applied




To overcome this drawback Caticha et al. (1996) applied a geometrical ap-
proach, which is often used in theories of the optical resonator (Born and Wolf
1980, Vaughan 1989). A summation of the multiple reflection amplitudes from
the crystal plates was used to calculate the reflectivity and transmissivity of
the system. The reflection and transmission amplitudes of the resonator ele-
ments - the crystal plates - were calculated by the dynamical theory of Bragg
diffraction (Caticha and Caticha-Ellis 1990a). The transmission spectra of the
x-ray resonator were also calculated.
Unfortunately, numerous misprints do not allow one to reproduce reliably
the results of the paper. An attempt to calculate the reflectivity of the x-ray
resonator by using the formulae of Caticha et al. (1996) lead to altogether non-
physical effects. For this reason, Shvyd’ko and Gerdau (1999) revised the the-
ory of Caticha et al. (1996). Additionally, a very important phase factor was
introduced that was lacking in the previously mentioned theories. Numerical
calculations for an x-ray Fabry-Pe´rot resonator built of sapphire single crystals
were performed. Both transmission and reflection intensities were calculated
as a function of x-ray energy and incidence angle. The validity of the newly
incorporated phase factor was rigorously substantiated by Kohn et al. (2000).
Kohn et al. (2000) have developed the theory of the x-ray Fabry-Pe´rot reso-
nator as a particular case of the dynamical theory of x-ray Bragg diffraction
in layered crystalline systems. It has been shown that the performance of the
x-ray resonator is similar to that of the optical Fabry-Pe´rot resonator. Both
show a fine resonance structure in the transmission and reflection dependence.
However, for the x-ray Fabry-Pe´rot resonator this occurs only inside the region
of the Bragg back diffraction peak. The influence of possible imperfections,
such as the roughness of the crystal plate surfaces and the error in the paral-
lelism of the atomic planes has been discussed. Numerical estimations for the
sapphire x-ray resonator have been given.
In the present report the theory of the x-ray Fabry-Pe´rot resonator is de-
veloped following the results of the original papers of Shvyd’ko and Gerdau
(1999) and Kohn et al. (2000). Initially, a perfect x-ray resonator, is considered:
the x-ray Fabry-Pe´rot resonator built as a system of two perfect crystal plates
parallel to each other, playing the role of resonator mirrors. The derivation of
the mathematical expressions for the transmissivity and reflectivity of the per-
fect x-ray resonator uses the geometrical approach based on the summation of
the probability amplitudes of multiple reflections from the crystal plates. The
single reflection and transmission amplitudes of the crystal plates are calcu-
lated using the dynamical theory of x-ray Bragg diffraction, as described in
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sec. 2.2.2. A detailed analytical analysis of the obtained expressions is per-
formed. In particular, the position and width of the Fabry-Pe´rot transmission
resonances are estimated analytically as a function of the gap between the mir-
rors, the x-ray energy, the angle of incidence, and the temperature. Numerous
results of computer simulations of the energy, time and angular dependence
are presented to illustrate the performance of the x-ray Fabry-Pe´rot resonator.
A new problem, which was not addressed in the theoretical papers, the
time response of the x-ray Fabry-Pe´rot resonator, is described in this report.
This new aspect is of particular interest as the time response plays an im-
portant role in the experiments on x-ray Fabry-Pe´rot resonators presented in
sec. 6.3. An analytical expression for the time response of an x-ray Fabry-Pe´rot
resonator to an excitation with a short radiation pulse is derived. Examples of
numerical calculations of the time response are also presented.
The influence of possible imperfections, such as roughness of the crystal
surfaces, error in the parallelism of the atomic planes, and unequal crystal
temperatures is discussed in sec. 5.4. It is shown that these factors may signif-
icantly deteriorate the performance of the x-ray resonator. Analytical estima-
tions are given.
In conclusion to this chapter, some model applications of x-ray Fabry-Pe´rot
resonators are discussed.
Before going into detail, it is worthwhile to recall the theory of the optical
Fabry-Pe´rot resonator and to discuss especially the effect of multiple-beam in-
terference underlying this theory. This will allow us to reveal similarities and
differences between the optical Fabry-Pe´rot resonator and its x-ray counter-
part and thus to gain deeper insight into the physical nature of the theoretical
results.
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5.2 Multiple-beam interference in optics
Multiple-beam interference is the main distinguishing feature of Fabry-Pe´rot
resonators.
The purpose of this paragraph is to give a short account of the theory of
multiple-beam interference in visible-light optics and, based upon that, high
resolution interference filters. A more detailed treatment can be found, e.g.,
in the standard optics texts such as Born and Wolf (1980), Vaughan (1989),
or Hecht and Zajac (1974). Plane parallel (Fabry-Pe´rot) and wedge (Fizeau)
multiple-beam resonators are discussed to provide a link between optical and
x-ray multiple-beam interference devices.
5.2.1 Plane resonators
Consider a plate of a thickness
 
with parallel surfaces coated with thin layers
of high reflectivity which play the role of mirrors, see Fig. 5.1. These could be
thin metal films or multi-layer dielectric films. It is assumed here for simplic-
ity, that the mirrors are infinitely thin and are not absorbing. The refractive
index of the medium filling the gap between the mirrors is 

, and of the sur-
rounding medium is  , respectively. Let the amplitude-reflection coefficients
of the mirrors be  and the amplitude-transmission coefficients be  , for a wave




 be the corresponding coefficients for a wave traveling from the gap to
the surrounding medium.
The transmission of a plane monochromatic wave through the system of







, and some other parameters.
The radiation passing through the first mirror experiences multiple reflec-
tions between the mirrors before it escapes through one of them, as is shown
schematically in Fig. 5.1. It should be noted that the rays are actually lines
drawn perpendicular to the wavefronts and thus to the optical fields.
The amplitude of the transmitted wave after having experienced
M
succes-
















is the phase difference between adjacent rays, with  being the difference
in optical path lengths between adjacent rays, &  ﬂﬁ %) is the wavenum-
ber, and )    ﬂﬁ 
























































The total amplitude of the radiation transmitted through the system of two
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"! . Using these notations one arrives at the following expression for


































will be termed henceforth the Airy phase.
The transmissivity of the system 
	  $ 
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(5.7)












One should note that in the absence of absorption, which was assumed pre-
viously, the parameter    . Equation (5.8) is widely known in optics as
the Airy formula, which describes the intensity distribution of the transmitted
pattern due to multiple reflections in a system of two parallel plane reflecting
surfaces.
By using similar considerations and summations of the reflected wave trains
one can obtain the equation for the reflectivity of the system of the two mir-
rors. In the absence of absorption, however, it can be easily calculated using



















Figure 5.2: Multiple-beam fringes in transmitted light as a function of the Airy
phase

shown for a few orders of interference 	 . The curves are calculated
according to eq. (5.8) for different values of the mirrors’ reflectivity  and

.
The behavior of transmissivity (5.8) as a function of the Airy phase is shown
in Fig. 5.2, calculated for different values of  and

, respectively. The trans-
mitted intensity is a periodic function of

with a period of ﬂﬁ . The fringes of
the order of interference 	   , 	 , and 	   are shown. The transmission max-
ima (interference fringes) are sharper the higher the reflectivity of the mirrors
 . Alternatively, the higher the reflectivity, the more multiply-reflected waves
contribute to the net signal, and the sharper are the fringes. This demonstrates
in particular the great significance of multiple-beam interference and its differ-
ence from the more usual two-beam interference. If the reflectivity approaches
unity, the number of interfering beams increases and the transmission becomes
very small except in the immediate vicinity of the maxima of total transmis-
sion. The interference pattern consists of narrow bright fringes on an almost
completely dark background.
The ratio of the separation of adjacent fringes ( ﬂﬁ ) and the full-width at
half-maximum
 


















Fabry and Pe´rot (1899) have proposed the use of two parallel mirrors of
high reflectivity as a high-resolution spectrometer based on multiple-beam in-
terference. Because of the extreme sharpness of the multiple-beam interference
fringes, such devices have an enhanced resolving power.
One can observe interference fringes by changing the spacing
 
between
the mirrors. If the spacing can be scanned, such devices are usually called





eq. (5.5) - the interference pattern on the
 
-scale is similar to that of Fig. 5.2.
Let us assume for simplicity that 

  and    , i.e., the mirrors are in











 	 ) 	   & * & 
   (5.11)
Thus the highest transmittance is achieved if the condition of standing wave
formation between the mirrors is fulfilled. This is the usual resonator condition
in optics. It is equivalent to Bragg’s law1, see eq. (2.64). Due to this property
and due to the enhanced resolving power, Fabry-Pe´rot resonators have been
applied since their advent to the comparison of different wavelengths and to
the measurement of wavelengths in terms of the standard meter. For more
details see, e.g., (Vaughan 1989).
Alternatively, one can fix the spacing and change the frequency of the in-
cident radiation. If the spacing is fixed, such devices are usually called Fabry-
Pe´rot e´talons 2. Also in this case the interference pattern for transmitted light
on the frequency (energy) scale will be similar to that of Fig. 5.2. The separa-










1One could think of the parallel atomic planes reflecting x-rays in a crystal in the Bragg
diffraction mode as a kind of Fabry-Pe´rot resonator. A significant difference is the very low
reflectivity of the atomic planes which is however compensated by their great number. In
fact Bragg diffraction from a crystal could be compared with the performance of a multiple
(consisting of many reflecting planes) Fabry-Pe´rot resonator.
2Unless otherwise indicated, the name Fabry-Pe´rot resonator or simply resonator is used
for both options.
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One can estimate that at normal incidence with mirrors spaced by 1 cm the
free spectral range is        eV. With a reflectivity of   "!#! the finesse
 
 
	 and therefore the spectral width of the transmission lines is in the sub-
micro-electronvolt range. This demonstrates the high resolving power of opti-
cal Fabry-Pe´rot resonators . It is for this reason, that they were intensively and
extensively applied over the 20th century to study fine and hyperfine structure
of atomic spectra, among other applications.
a b c
Figure 5.3: Simulations of the multiple-beam fringes of equal inclination in
transmission.
The fringes can be also observed on the angular scale. Assuming monochro-
matic light and taking again for simplicity 









 	  . Thus the fringes of equal inclination are ob-















Figure 5.3 shows simulations of the multiple-beam fringes of equal inclination
using the Airy formula (5.8) with

    and   "!  , respectively. The
centers of the graphs correspond to normal incidence:
 
 ﬁ   

  . Fig-
ure 5.3a represents the case for which the interference order 	     appears
nearest to the center ring. In Fig. 5.3b it is seen exactly at the center (

  ),
while in Fig. 5.3c it does not appear at all. Physically these situations hap-
pen when the wavelength of the light increases gradually from (a) to (c), or
equivalently, the spacing between the mirrors decreases from (a) to (c).
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At near-normal incidence, where the approximation  
	






valid, the Airy phase has a quadratic dependence on the incidence angle

.
As a result the fringes of equal inclination are not equidistant, as is clearly seen
in Fig. 5.3. Also, the angular widths of the fringes are larger the closer they are






 #    (5.15)
Equation (5.9) and the quadratic dependence of the Airy phase was used to





of the central fringe can be given as
 
   ﬃ 	
 
.
These formulae demonstrate that the use of the Fabry-Pe´rot resonator as
a high resolution interference filter is most favorable under near-normal inci-
dence conditions where the angular width of the transmission resonances is
largest.
5.2.2 Wedge resonators
The discussion of multiple-beam interference in the preceeding section was
confined to the condition of parallel mirrors. Naturally the question arises,
what happens to multiple-beam interference if the mirrors are not parallel? It
is of practical importance to obtain an answer to the question: what inclination
of the mirrors do not yet destroy the very sharp Fabry-Pe´rot fringes?
For a fixed wavelength and a fixed incidence angle, the light is either trans-
mitted or not through a Fabry-Pe´rot resonator, depending on how well it sat-
isfies the resonator condition (5.11). If one of the plates is tilted slightly, the
spacing varies across the plate, and transmission takes place if the condition
(5.11) is fulfilled. Thus the transmission pattern observed behind the resonator
is a contour map of the resonator spacing. If the plates are flat, the contours are
straight lines. This arrangement of a Fabry-Pe´rot resonator with tilted plates,
also called in the literature a multiple-beam Fizeau resonator, is most useful
for testing surfaces (Tolansky 1960).
The first detailed study of the multiple-beam wedge fringes, was made by
Brossel (1947a) and Brossel (1947b). As outlined in these papers, phase lag
due to the wedge angle can create asymmetry and subsidiary fringes. The first
detailed numerical evaluation of a multiple-beam fringe profile was carried
out by Kinosita (1953). Rogers (1982) has performed more detailed calculations
of the shape and location of multiple-beam transmission Fizeau fringes. Moos
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et al. (1963) have demonstrated sharp wedge fringes for plate separations as
large as 20 cm. A useful general account of multiple-beam interferometry can
be found in (Born and Wolf 1980), (Polster 1969) and (Vaughan 1989).
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5.3 Perfect x-ray Fabry-Pe´rot resonator
In the x-ray spectral region high reflectivity may be achieved either by em-
ploying scattering at grazing incidence or using Bragg diffraction from single
crystals. In the latter case normal incidence to reflecting planes is possible.
Thus in the x-ray spectral region, crystals should take over the role of high
reflectivity mirrors.
5.3.1 General equations
The perfect x-ray Fabry-Pe´rot resonator is a device which consists of two per-





, separated by a gap of width
 #
filled with a non-diffracting medium - Fig. 5.4a. It is assumed that the crys-
tals are made of the same material. The reflecting atomic planes in the second
crystal plate are assumed to be perfectly parallel to the planes in the first crys-
tal plate and have the same temperature.
The relative position of the crystal plates in space can be described by a
translation vector   . The translation is defined in such a way that     corre-











One can also introduce another translation vector   defined in such a way
that     corresponds to a configuration where the entrance surfaces (for the
incoming x-rays) of both crystals coincide. Additionally, it is required that the
positions of atoms coincide in the overlapping volumes of both crystals. The











  is a translation period of
the crystal lattice. As before,   are the basis vectors of the crystal unit cell, and

 any integers. As vector

connects points on the front and the rear surface










Bragg reflection from the crystals takes place. The incident beam is re-
flected either directly from the first crystal or after multiple reflections between
the crystals of the resonator, see Fig. 5.5. Similarly, the incident beam is either
transmitted directly or after multiple reflections between the crystals. The am-
plitude  
	 of the radiation field reflected from the x-ray Fabry-Pe´rot resonator
and the amplitude 
	 of the radiation transmitted through the x-ray Fabry-
Pe´rot resonator is a superposition of the probability amplitudes of all possible
multiple scattering paths. With each path, a probability amplitude is associ-
ated with an incident beam for arrival at the detector. It is a product of succes-











Figure 5.4: (a) Arrangement of crystals in an x-ray Fabry-Pe´rot resonator. Two





are separated by a gap
 
;   is an
internal normal to the crystal surface. Reflecting atomic planes are shown by
the set of parallel lines. The relative position of the crystals can be described by
two different translation vectors, which are, respectively,   and   . Translation
vector     corresponds to a configuration where the front surfaces of both
crystals and the reflecting atomic planes coincide in the overlapping volumes.
Translation vector     corresponds to a configuration where both crystals





, as shown in panel (b).

     is a translation period of the crystal lattice.
the gap. The scheme of multiple scattering paths and the amplitudes of the













, etc., are shown in Fig. 5.5.





 and transmission amplitude  ﬀ ﬀ 
 
 for radi-
ation incident on the front surface of the first crystal are given by eqs. (2.37),










 for radiation incident on the rear
surface of the first crystal are given by eqs. (2.48), and (2.47), respectively.
The second crystal is shifted by the translation vector   from the position
where the front surfaces and reflecting atomic planes coincide for both crystals.



















radiation incident on the front surface of the second crystal. As it was argued
in sec. 2.2.2, the transmission amplitudes for the second crystal are given by









The transmission amplitudes for radiation propagating through the gap in
the direction #ﬀ of the incident and in the direction 






























Figure 5.5: An x-ray Fabry-Pe´rot resonator with two parallel single crystal






rated by a gap
 
filled with non-diffracting medium. The scheme of multiple























































  . Here 2

is the Fourier component of zero order of the
electric susceptibility of the medium filling the gap, cf. eq.(2.3), and (2.4).
By using the notation of Fig. 5.5, and assuming that all reflected and respec-
tively transmitted beams are superimposed, one obtains for the reflection and
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Combining eq. (5.21) with eqs. (2.36)-(2.37), (2.47)-(2.48), (2.53), and (5.16) one















































































































   .
One may verify that for zero gap (
 
  ) and in the absence of the trans-
lation of the second crystal relative to the first one (     ), the reflection and
transmission amplitudes satisfy the obvious relation
















i.e. 	 and  






. The same result is obtained for a nonzero gap,
provided 	  ﬂﬁ     & *

 " and 2

  .
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, the transmission amplitude (5.22)



















	 . From eq. (5.24) the phase
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In a manner similar to the optical case discussed in sec. 5.2, the phase

is
termed as the x-ray Airy phase, or simply Airy phase unless this produces
ambiguity.
Remarkably, the expression (5.28) for the transmission amplitude of the x-
ray Fabry-Pe´rot resonator is identical to that of the optical Fabry-Pe´rot reso-
nator, cf. eq. (5.4). What is different is the physical content of the parameters
entering these formulae and their dependence on the incident photon energy,
glancing angle, mirror characteristics, etc.
























With eqs.(5.22), (5.23) and (5.28), one may write the expressions for the trans-
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Within the Bragg diffraction region,  is close to unity and the parameter

has a large value. In this case, the transmissivity has sharp maxima when
the condition

  ﬁ   


   & * & 
 
  (5.33)
is fulfilled. Hereafter, eq. (5.33) is called the “resonance condition”.




	    
	 . In this case the analysis of the transmissivity and
reflectivity of the x-ray resonator is rather straightforward. In the following
discussion we shall use this approximation to obtain analytical expressions
which will allow us to gain deeper insight into the physics of x-ray Fabry-Pe´rot
resonators. Rigorous equations are used in the following to perform computer
simulations of the transmissivity and reflectivity of the x-ray Fabry-Pe´rot reso-
nator. The theory is implemented in the computer code FPET, available from
the author. As an example, the resonator composed of two   -Al  O  single
crystal plates with a       Bragg reflection is considered.
At this point it is worth noting, that the expressions for the reflectivity and
transmissivity of the x-ray Fabry-Pe´rot resonator obtained above, in particu-
lar eqs. (5.22)-(5.23) and (5.24) are somewhat different from those obtained by
Caticha et al. (1996). The expression for the phase 	 - eq.(5.24) contains an es-
sential   -dependence, which is absent in the relevant formulae of Caticha et
al. (1996). This may lead clearly to different predictions of the properties of the
x-ray resonator.
5.3.2 Comparison with optical resonators
Equation (5.31) is similar to the Airy formula (5.8) which describes multiple-
beam interference phenomena with two identical parallel non-absorbing mir-
rors of high reflectivity. The same Airy equation also describes the perfor-
mance of optical Fabry-Pe´rot resonators. This means that x-ray and optical
Fabry-Pe´rot resonators are described by similar or even identical formulas.
However, one has also to observe significant differences.
First of all, the effective reflection coefficient  takes significant values only
within the range of Bragg reflection and thus varies rapidly with x-ray energy
 , glancing angle

, crystal temperature, etc. Secondly, and this is even more
important, the expression for the x-ray Airy phase

given by eq. (5.29) differs
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from the expression (5.5) known from the theory of the optical Fabry-Pe´rot
resonator.
The difference starts with the first term

  in eq. (5.29) which is unique
in the case of x-ray resonators. This term appears due to the internal structure
of the x-ray mirrors. It describes whether the reflecting atomic planes of the
second crystal mirror are in perfect registry with the atomic planes in the first
one. It describes how coherent the internal structure of the first mirror is with
respect to the second one.
The fourth term in eq. (5.29) is also unique. The most pronounced energy,
angular, and temperature dependence of the Airy phase are expressed via the
  -parameter included in this term. A detailed analysis of the influence of dif-
ferent physical parameters on the Airy phase in the problem of the x-ray Fabry-
Pe´rot resonator is given in the subsequent discussion.
The third term 	 in eq. (5.29) is a phase jump on Bragg reflections, which
is similar to 	 in eq. (5.5) - the phase jump on reflection from optical mirrors.
The latter is a constant, which takes the values  or ﬁ depending on the opti-
cal properties of the mirrors. Unlike this, 	  in Bragg reflection may change
significantly within the range of total reflection. Indeed, for non-absorbing
crystals one can approximate 	  	 where 	 is given by eq. (2.58). As was
discussed in sec. 2.2.3, for thick non-absorbing crystals the phase 	
 changes in
the range from  ﬁ to  within the Bragg reflection peak. Thus, 	  may change
from  ﬂﬁ to  in the same range.
In particular cases, one can find similarities between the optical and x-ray
Airy phases. For this one has to note that the magnitude of the scattering







 one can write










. If one then assumes
symmetric diffraction, i.e.,

   and thus   ﬀ   


, the second term in




















  for the refractive index in the gap and taking $ 2

$  into account one


















in this particular case, the sum of the first and the second terms in eq. (5.29)
can be reduced to the first term of the Airy phase known in the theory of the
optical resonator - eq. (5.5).
5.3.3 Enhanced phase sensitivity
If one assumes (as a first approximation) that the effective reflection coefficient
 is constant, then the transmissivity and reflectivity of the x-ray Fabry-Pe´rot
resonator given by eqs. (5.31)-(5.32) varies only with changing Airy phase

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(5.29) as is shown in Fig. 5.2. The relative position of the mirrors, given by the
translation vector   , the x-ray energy  (or wavelength ) ), the glancing angle







  , and some other terms, have an effect on the phase

.
The influence of each of these parameters on the phase

and thus on the
performance of the x-ray Fabry-Pe´rot resonator will be discussed. As a first
step, however, the transmissivity of the x-ray Fabry-Pe´rot resonator is ana-
lyzed as a function of the Airy phase

without specifying its dependence on
any physical value.
As was already pointed out the transmissivity of the x-ray resonator has





 ﬂﬁ  defined by the resonance condition (5.33). The
resonance values of the phase are separated by ﬂﬁ .
To analyse the shape of the transmission peak as a function of

let us
































Thus the Fabry-Pe´rot resonances have a Lorentzian shape with a maximum


















is the so-called finesse. As in the theory of the optical resonator the
finesse
 
of the x-ray resonator is defined as a ratio of the resonance width to











The higher the reflectivity of the crystal mirrors and the smaller the absorption
in the gap, the larger is the effective reflection coefficient  (5.27), and as a
consequence the larger is the finesse. For example,
 
 ! & for    ! . As is
discussed further, the finesse scales with the effective number  

of multiple




, see sec. 5.3.9.
Equation (5.35) demonstrates the enhanced phase sensitivity of the x-ray
Fabry-Pe´rot resonator. The enhancement factor is
 
. The enhanced phase
sensitivity is a general distinguishing feature of resonators of the Fabry-Pe´rot-
type, which is due to multiple-beam interference.
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The absolute positions of the Fabry-Pe´rot resonances on the phase scale are
fixed, as given by the resonance condition (5.33). On the other hand, the Airy
phase depends practically on all physical parameters of the problem: the en-
ergy of the x rays, the glancing angle, the gap width, the polarizabilities of the
crystal and of the non-diffracting medium in the gap, the crystal temperature,
etc. As a consequence, the absolute positions of the Fabry-Pe´rot resonances, for
instance, on the x-ray energy scale, are a function of all other physical param-
eters. By the same arguments, the positions of the resonances on the angular
scale are also a function of all other physical parameters (including the x-ray
energy). Thus all the parameters should be precisely controlled, in order to
observe the resonance behavior of the x-ray Fabry-Pe´rot resonator.
At this point let us proceed with detailed discussion of the influence of
different physical parameters on the resonance behavior of x-ray Fabry-Pe´rot
resonators.
5.3.4 Influence of the gap width
Three terms of the four in the expression for the Airy phase (5.29) depend on
the relative position of the crystal mirrors, which is given by the translation
vector   . Thus the transmissivity of the x-ray resonator can be changed by
shifting the mirrors relative to each other. Before going into further detail, let
us specify the expression for the Airy phase. It is assumed that the glancing
angle

and the x-ray wavelength ) are fixed at the center of the region of total




 ,       ), as given by the modified Bragg law (2.78).
























The phase jump 	 is omitted in eq. (5.37) as it is not affected by crystal trans-
lations. By also using     2
ﬀ
ﬀ
    

 - eq. (2.61) - and
 
    
 we arrive at


























The first term in (5.38) is henceforth called the “diffractive” phase and the sec-
ond one - the “refractive” phase. The reasons for this are obvious. The diffrac-
tive phase depends on the diffraction vector

, while the refractive phase de-
pends on the difference of the refractive index  # 2 ﬀ   of the crystals and





  of the medium filling the gap. Both terms
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in (5.38) depend on the translation vector   . If the refractive indices in both






 , the refractive phase becomes zero.







alters the phase by ﬂﬁ . This effect is seen clearly in the cal-
culated transmission and reflection spectra in Fig. 5.7 (p. 149). The diffrac-
tive phase which can also be represented as

    ﬁ	 , describes the spa-
tial coherence of the atomic planes in both crystal plates. If    , where
   & * & 


 , the atomic planes in both crystals are in perfect registry
relative to each other. The atomic planes, for instance, are always in perfect
registry if the mirrors are monolithically cut out of a single crystal piece. It
should be noted that a shift   

does not change the diffractive phase.
The refractive phase changes more slowly than the diffractive phase. To
change the refractive phase by ﬂﬁ the gap
 
    





























The refractive phase is   

less sensitive to translations than the diffractive
phase.
A unique property of the x-ray Fabry-Pe´rot resonator shows up when the
reflecting atomic planes and the crystal plate surface (or equivalently their nor-
mals   and

) are not parallel, as is shown in Fig. 5.5. Obviously, according












  . Thus the transmissivity of the
x-ray resonator can be varied by transversal translation without varying the
gap. This property is due to the intrinsic structure of the mirrors of the x-ray
resonator.
Let us consider a particular case when  


, i.e., the crystal surface and
atomic planes are parallel to each other. As a result







Additionally, it is assumed that there is vacuum in the gap, i.e., 2

  . The
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    


 . Substituting both terms into eq. (5.38) one obtains





























  	')  (5.40)
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The results expressed by eqs. (5.39) and (5.40) are remarkable in several ways.
First, the Airy phase is a function of only the gap width and the x-ray wave-
length in vacuum (for a fixed glancing angle). Second, the same resonance
condition as (5.40) is valid for the visible-light Fabry-Pe´rot resonator with the
optical wavelength substituted for the x-ray wavelength )  ; see eq. (5.11). This
fact opens up the possibility of direct comparison of the radiation wavelengths
in visible and hard x-ray spectral regions. This problem is addressed in more
detail in sec. 5.5.
5.3.5 Spectral dependence
Let us consider the wavelength (energy) dependence of the transmissivity of
the x-ray resonator. In the subsequent discussion it is assumed for simplicity
that there is a vacuum gap between the mirrors, i.e., 2

  .































is the effective number of interplanar distances
 

fitting into the gap
of the x-ray Fabry-Pe´rot resonator. For a fixed glancing angle

the center of
the region of total reflection )  is given by the modified Bragg law (2.78). As a
result we arrive at the expression for the Airy phase convenient for the current
analysis:







































, as well as the phase 	

, can be considered constant within
the broad spectral range, cf. discussion in sec. 2.2.3.
Positions of resonances
The positions of the Fabry-Pe´rot resonances on the wavelength (energy) scale
are defined by eq. (5.42) and the resonance condition (5.33). The resonances
can be shifted easily. They are most sensitive to the translation of mirrors,
and this is expressed formally by the first term in (5.42), i.e., by the diffractive
phase. The positions can also be easily shifted by changing the glancing an-
gle. Unlike the absolute position values, the distance between resonances is
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rather constant. Indeed, using the resonance condition (5.33) and neglecting
for a moment the energy (wavelength) dependence of the phase 	  one ob-
tains that the distance between two neighboring points of high transparency
on the wavelength scale is ) ﬀ .
In the theory of optical resonators ) ﬀ is termed the free spectral range. It
is worth noting that the expression for ) ﬀ (5.43) is universal and depends nei-
ther on the glancing angle

nor on the x-ray wavelength ) . As noteworthy
is the fact that the expression for the free spectral range (5.43) is identical to
the expression for the period of thickness oscillations in the wings of the Bragg
reflection curves (2.101) for parallel-sided crystals. The only difference is that
the gap width
 #
is substituted in (5.43) for the crystal thickness
 
. The un-
derlying physics is the same: interference of the radiation fields reflected from




, respectively. The difference is in the number
of reflections from the surfaces. In the case of the x-ray Fabry-Pe´rot resonator
the number of reflections is large, which makes the transmission bandwidth
narrow.
By replacing the wavelength ) in eq. (5.42) with the energy  , the expres-
























































equals simply the gap width
 
. Unlike eq. (5.43), the expression
for the energy dependence of the Airy phase (5.44) is valid only for relatively
small energy deviations        .
The weak energy dependence of the phase 	  was so far neglected in the
analysis. To take it into account we consider the simplified case of crystal mir-
















$  is the
extinction length at the center $   of the region of total reflection – eq. (2.85).




"! . As pointed out in sec. 2.2.3 the
phase 	 changes from  ﬁ to 0 within this region. Because of this phase an
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additional transmission peak should appear within the Bragg peak. As a re-
sult, the actual free spectral range should be slightly less than that given by
eq. (5.45)
The phase 	    can be approximated at the center of the Bragg peak, i.e.
at     , by a first-order Taylor expansion 	      	   ﬀ      ﬀ  	    .
By using ﬂ ﬃ   	  $ , eqs. (2.28), (2.68), 	        ﬁ   , and the definition of
 
  , one arrives at the following expression for the derivative:   	















 at the center of the Bragg peak. Com-
bining all these expressions and substituting them into eq. (5.44) one obtains
for the Airy phase the following approximation

    ﬂﬁ
   ﬀ





























is the improved approximation of the free spectral range. For x-rays with
   keV the extinction lengths are typically    
    m. Therefore, the
modified free spectral range may differ considerably from (5.45), especially for




 # . Equation (5.48) is similar to eq. (20) of Caticha
et al. (1996). It is valid only within the central part of the Bragg reflection
maximum. At the boundaries   	     becomes strongly dependent on photo-
absorption, crystal thickness, etc., and differs from the expression used. The
approximation of a thick transparent mirror is no longer applicable.




vary slightly inside the Bragg
reflection region that leads, for example, to different heights of the peaks. This
is best seen from the results of the subsequent numerical calculations.
The results of the computer simulations of the energy dependence of trans-
mission and reflection at normal incidence to the       reflecting planes
are shown in Fig. 5.6 (left and right panels respectively). The calculations for
different values of the gap
 
between the sapphire mirrors are shown. The






  m. The reflecting atomic planes
in both crystals are assumed to be in perfect registry, i.e.,

    ﬁ  . This is,
e.g., the case where the two thin parallel crystal plates are monolithically cut
from a crystal block such that spatial lattice coherence between the two slabs
is preserved. It is also assumed that it is vacuum between the crystal plates,
i.e. 2

  . Under these conditions only the third and the fourth terms of the
Airy phase (5.29) are significant.
The dependence labeled with (a) correspond to the zero gap situation (
  






. The dependence reveal the
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Figure 5.6: Energy dependence of transmission (left panels) and reflection
(right panels) for an x-ray Fabry-Pe´rot resonator made of two single crys-
tal plates of   -Al  O  .  ﬀ  
	  	 & keV. The incident radiation is a plane
monochromatic wave at normal incidence (

  ) to the reflecting atomic
planes       . The reflecting atomic planes in both crystal plates are in
perfect registry relative to each other, i.e.,








  m, and their temperature     K. The vac-
uum gap between the plates is taken to be (a)
 





 &  
  m, (d)
 #
 	#  	
  m. The appropriate individual crystal curves are
shown for comparison with dashed lines in panels (d).
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region of high reflectivity and respectively very low transmissivity, which are
typical for Bragg diffraction as discussed, e.g., in sec. 2.2.2. For a zero gap the
Bragg curve for backscattering is reproduced. The superimposed oscillation is





, cf. sec. 2.2.4.
The transmission spectra with non-zero gaps marked by (b),(c), or (d) in
Fig. 5.6 show sharp maxima (resonances) in the region of initially low trans-
missivity. The spacing between the resonances decreases inversely propor-
tional to the gap width. The reflection spectra show sharp minima at the same
positions. The sum of both curves is not unity due to photo-absorption. For
the resonator with a gap of 27.2   m there is one transmission resonance with
an energy width of  &     eV – Fig. 5.6(b). The gap is chosen in such a way
that the transmission resonance is exactly at the center of the region.
By increasing the gap the number of resonances increases. The resonator
gaps in the subsequent examples of Fig. 5.6(c) and Fig. 5.6(d) are chosen as odd










   
 
   . Under these conditions the transmission resonances in the
next graphs appear at the same positions and additionally in between.
The calculations demonstrate that in the region of high reflectivity the x-
ray Fabry-Pe´rot resonator behaves similarly to the optical Fabry-Pe´rot reso-
nator. At well defined x-ray energies a system of two strongly reflecting paral-
lel Bragg mirrors becomes transparent.
Single crystal transmission and reflection curves are shown for comparison
with dashed lines in the panels (d). In the very first approximation, the curves
of the x-ray Fabry-Pe´rot resonator look like the reflection and transmission
curves of an individual crystal modulated with a period, which depends on the
distance between the mirrors. This resembles the situation with the diffraction
patterns of a slit and a system of two slits, respectively, see e.g., Born and Wolf
(1980) or Hecht and Zajac (1974).
The condition of perfect coherence

   ﬂﬁ  between the atomic planes
in both crystals was assumed in the simulations shown in fig 5.6. Figure 5.7
shows what happens if the perfect coherence is violated. This occurs when
one of the mirrors is translated by a fraction of the interplanar distance. An
additional shift of the crystal lattice of the second crystal leads to a shift of




along the diffraction vector

produces no change in the energy
spectrum.
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Figure 5.7: Energy dependence of transmission (left panels) and reflection
(right panels) for an x-ray Fabry-Pe´rot resonator made of two single crystal
plates of   -Al  O  .  ﬀ 
	
	 & keV. (a) The same as Fig. 5.6(b). (b) The crys-
tals plates are shifted additionally relative to each other along the scattering
vector

by a translation vector   of a magnitude )    
 





(d) )    
 







  	   A˚.
Resonance widths
The energy width of the resonances decreases with the gap width, as shown
in Fig. 5.6. The resonances in Fig. 5.6(c) have a width of  	     eV. The width
of the resonances in Fig. 5.6(d) is  
    eV. The spectra in Fig. 5.6 show that
the x-ray Fabry-Pe´rot resonator acts as a high-resolution energy filter. The
energy resolution can be improved by increasing the gap width, however, this
increases the number of transmission resonances.
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Such behavior is readily explained. The phase width of the Fabry-Pe´rot
resonances is a constant determined only by the finesse, see (5.35). But on an
energy scale, the free spectral range decreases with gap width. As a result the
resonance width should also decrease. The analytical expression for the energy
width  of a Fabry-Pe´rot resonance can be obtained from the phase width
 
(5.35) and from the linear dependence (5.47) of

on  . The result is
   
 
 (5.49)




























 . The relative spectral width of the Fabry-Pe´rot



















Here we have neglected small extinction and refraction corrections.
The energy width is thus inversely proportional to the effective number


of interplanar distances fitting into the resonator gap. Additionally, this value
is enhanced by the finesse
 
, which in turn is defined by the reflectivity of the
mirrors. The finesse increases with the reflectivity. For a fixed Bragg reflection
this can be achieved either by increasing the thickness of the crystal mirrors or
by cooling the crystals.
Making the Fabry-Pe´rot resonances sharper by changing the crystal thick-
ness is illustrated in Fig. 5.8. The gap between the mirrors is now fixed at
 #
  
  m. The thickness of the mirrors changes from
 
  





  m in panel (d), respectively. The right panels display parts of
the same spectra with enhanced resolution around the resonance at    ﬀ 
  meV. The smallest resonance width is obtained for the thickest crystals. In-
deed, for a crystal thickness
 
  









    






  eV – panel (c); and for
 
   
  m is

   
  eV – panel (d).
However, the energy resolution improves at a cost of decreasing peak trans-






   
  m with a maximum transmissivity of 
 
.
Notably, different Fabry-Pe´rot resonances do not behave in the same way.
With increasing crystal thickness some resonances disappear. Those resonances
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Figure 5.8: Energy dependence of transmission for an x-ray Fabry-Pe´rot reso-










  m, and (d)
 
   
  m.  ﬀ   	 
	 & keV. The
vacuum gap between the plates is
 
   
  m. The incident radiation is
a plane monochromatic wave at normal incidence (
 
  ) to the reflecting
      atomic planes. The reflecting atomic planes in both crystal plates are
in perfect registry relative to each other. The right panels display fragments of
the same spectra with enhanced resolution.
which reside in the vicinity of the highest Bragg reflectivity tend to survive. In
the example of Fig. 5.8 this is the region around    ﬀ    meV. In the
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dynamical theory of x-ray diffraction it is known that the highest reflectivity
within the Bragg peak is at the point where the photo-absorption of the elec-
tromagnetic field inside the crystal reaches its minimum. This anomalously
low photo-absorption is achieved when the field is in the form of a standing
wave with nodes at the atomic planes, see, e.g., (Pinsker 1978).
Even though such behavior is very special, one can also find here similar-
ities between the x-ray and optical resonator: The higher the reflectivity and
the lower the absorption, the sharper are the Fabry-Pe´rot resonances. From
this point of view, Be single crystals would be the best material for the x-ray
resonator. Unfortunately, the crystal lattice perfection of current Be crystals is
not sufficient. The next best choice is diamond. For example, Fig. 5.15 (p. 174)
shows the calculated transmission spectrum of a diamond x-ray resonator.
Due to low photo-absorption and very high Bragg reflectivity strong and nar-
row Fabry-Pe´rot resonances can be expected. Because of the cubic lattice, and
therefore problems with multiple-beam diffraction, diamond resonators can
be used only under near-normal incidence condition.
Thus, the capabilities of x-ray Fabry-Pe´rot resonators as high energy reso-
lution filters surpass by far the capabilities of single Bragg reflections. Indeed,
as mentioned previously in sec. 2.2.3, eq. (2.86), the relative energy resolution




along the extinction length. The relative energy resolution of
Bragg reflections for x-rays of   keV is therefore    
	 at best. In contrast,
the performance of the x-ray Fabry-Pe´rot resonator as an interference filter is
characterized by two enhancement factors; see eq. (5.51). First, the magni-









One more interesting feature should be pointed out. The position of the
resonances shift slightly in the direction of increasing energy with increasing
thickness of the mirrors; see the right panels in Fig. 5.8. This can be attributed
to the fact that the phase jump 	 on the Bragg reflection, which enters the
Airy phase, depends on the thickness of the reflecting mirrors.
Additionally, a comparison of the spectra in Fig. 5.6 may remind one of
the idea of a compound interference filter composed of many serial resonators
with different gaps. By placing such filters successively one after another, one
can hope to obtain a single transmission maximum as for the single interfer-
ence filter with the smallest gap – Fig. 5.6(b). However, the energy width of this
compound filter will be as small as the energy width of the single interference
filter with the largest gap – Fig. 5.6(d). The idea of the compound resonator
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in visible-light optics was introduced and realized by Houston (1927). Such
devices are called multiple or multi-pass resonators (Vaughan 1989).
5.3.6 Time dependence
Time and energy are complementary. Therefore, the sharp energy resonances
of the Fabry-Pe´rot resonator should be observable in the time response. This is
in complete analogy with nowadays established technique: the very sharp nu-
clear resonances are observed either by measuring nuclear resonant energy or
time spectra, see e.g., sec. 4.8. For more details see also review papers (Gerdau
and de Waard 1999/2000).
According to the previous considerations, the transmission spectrum of the
x-ray resonators can be approximated by a set of Lorentzians of an energy
width  , separated by the free spectral range   . By analogy to nuclear res-
onance spectroscopy in the time domain, one could then expect that the time
response of the x-ray Fabry-Pe´rot resonator to the excitation with a

-function-
like radiation pulse should be a decaying exponential function with super-
imposed oscillations. The decay constant is evidently       , or by using









The oscillations are a kind of quantum beating, generally known to be due to
interference of the path amplitudes of scattering via neighboring resonances.
In applications to nuclear resonance scattering they were first discussed by




















Thus the quantum beat period   is equal to the time lag between successive
multiply-scattered beams. One should note here that the time lag is deter-
mined not only by the optical path in the gap


but also includes the part
related to the extinction length
 
 # in both mirrors; see eq. (5.48).




  of an x-ray Fabry-Pe´rot resonator in the forward direction to the excita-
tion with a radiation pulse is given by 
	     $ 
	   $  . Here 
	  is the
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amplitude of the time response. The time dependence of the amplitude is cal-
culated as a Fourier transform of the product of the energy dependence of the




    :
















     (5.55)
By putting  




  of the incident radiation pulse, as a particular case.
The transmission spectrum amplitude of the x-ray Fabry-Pe´rot resonator,




   :
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   
 (5.56)
To obtain an analytical expression for  
	    , we assume for simplicity that  ,
 
, and 	 are energy independent in the region of the Bragg peak   

   
   #

   , where

 is given by (2.84) and (2.83). Outside the region
   . By using eqs. (5.47) and (5.53) the Airy phase can be written:

   






 . Furthermore,  


    
ﬂﬃ

  within the region of total
reflection. The latter means that the spectrum of the incident radiation pulse
is assumed to be much broader than

 . Alternatively, the duration of the
incident pulse is much shorter than the Bragg diffraction from an individual

















  ﬀ   

        (5.57)
Thus the time response amplitude is a sequence of very sharp pulses reappear-
ing every time interval   with the next one attenuated by  . This structure is
clearly due to multiple reflections between the mirrors of the resonator.
Since the time response amplitude is only significant at     one can
substitute     for  . As a result one arrives at



































One obtains finally by using (5.30) for the time response of the resonator















       (5.60)
The characteristic response time of the x-ray Fabry-Pe´rot resonator is  

. If
   then 

         ﬁ 
 










is equivalent to   obtained in eq. (5.52) from the energy width of the
Fabry-Pe´rot resonances.
The separation between the successive pulses   is equivalent to the “period
of quantum beats”, derived in (5.53) from the distance between the Fabry-Pe´rot
resonances. The width of the periodic

-pulses in (5.58) and (5.60) is zero, as













ﬃ  #  
 instead of the

-function for the terms with    .
By using the above derived formulae, one can estimate that for an x-ray
Fabry-Pe´rot resonator with a gap of 5 cm the time lag between successive
multiply-scattered beams is      ps. Thus, in this case, an extinction length
of     m gives only a 0.06% correction to   . If the finesse
 
   , then the
characteristic response time of the resonator is  

ﬂ& ns, which corresponds
to an energy width of the Fabry-Pe´rot resonances  ﬂ&   eV.
One can use eq. (5.55) to perform non-approximated numerical calcula-
tions. Figure 5.9 shows an example of such calculations for an x-ray Fabry-
Pe´rot resonator with the same parameters as used for the evaluation of the
energy spectra in Fig. 5.6. The time dependence labeled with (b) correspond
to a gap
 
   
  m, (c)
 #
 &  
  m, and (d)
 
 	  	
  m. They rep-
resent time responses to the excitation with 0.32 ps radiation pulses (5 meV
spectral width). The corresponding energy transmission spectra of the x-ray
Fabry-Pe´rot resonator are shown in the right panels (the same as in Fig. 5.6).
The dotted lines show the spectrum of the incident radiation pulse.
As is clearly seen, in all three cases the decay is given by an exponen-
tial function. This is attributed to a Lorentzian form of the Fabry-Pe´rot res-
onances on the energy scale. The decay time increases with the gap (with
decreasing free spectral range   ), in agreement with eq. (5.52). This is also in
agreement with the corresponding behavior of the width of the resonances, cf.
sec. 5.3.5. In the case presented in panel (d), where the incident radiation pulse
excites many resonances simultaneously, the decay is modulated by quantum
beats. The period of quantum beats is a reciprocal value of the energy dif-











 . With the extinction length
  
   
  m for the Bragg
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Figure 5.9: Left: the time dependence of transmission of a short radiation
pulse through an x-ray Fabry-Pe´rot resonator. Right: the energy spectrum
of transmission through the resonator (the same as in Fig. 5.6). The dotted
lines show the spectrum of the incident radiation pulse, 5 meV spectral width,
corresponding to a 0.32 ps pulse duration. The x-ray Fabry-Pe´rot resonator is













  m, and (d)
 #
 	#  	
  m. The incident ra-
diation is a plane wave at normal incidence (

 ) to the reflecting      
atomic planes .  ﬀ  
	
	 & keV.
reflection in question, the quantum beat period is 6.7% longer than the time
of flight between the mirrors. This agrees perfectly with the calculated time
dependence in Fig. 5.9(d).
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5.3.7 Angular dependence
The preceeding discussion was general, in the sense that it was not restricted to
any specific glancing angle

. By changing the glancing angle

the Fabry-Pe´rot
resonances are shifted on the energy scale. The divergent incident beam thus
can blur the resonances. In practice it is important to know the admissible
angular divergence of the primary beam which does not yet smear out the
resonances. In other words, knowledge of the angular widths of the Fabry-
Pe´rot resonances is of practical importance.
For a fixed x-ray energy  (wavelength ) ), the center of the angular region
of total reflection is given by

 (2.78). The Airy phase

















 	  (5.61)





(5.35) of the Fabry-Pe´rot resonance.
Let us first assume that
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  , i.e., for

  & 
 
,
the angular width of the Fabry-Pe´rot resonances is very small. Indeed, for a





   A˚, and
 
   , the






















 is still very small. In any
event it is much smaller than the angular divergences of available or planned
x-ray sources. Thus, it is practically impossible to excite selectively separate





From (5.62) the angular width of the resonances can be enhanced drasti-
cally by choosing

 close to ﬁ   . For example, for ﬂ ﬃ  

   
   (the angular
deviation from normal incidence is
 
 ﬁ   

    	   

 ) the corre-
sponding widths are     larger. It is therefore favorable to operate the x-ray
resonator at glancing angles close to ﬁ   .
The effect is most pronounced when











  can be applied. According to eq.(5.61)
the phase













 	  (5.63)
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As a result the angular positions of the resonances are not equidistant and their
widths are not equal.
By using eq. (5.35) and the definition of
 
one obtains for the width of the











By using this equation and eq. 5.51, one can obtain a very simple relation be-
tween the angular acceptance and the relative spectral width 
 








The relation is valid at near-normal incidence to the reflecting planes. It demon-
strates one of the most striking features of these devices. The angular accep-
tance scales with the square root of the spectral resolution! Thus, resonances
with a relative spectral width as small as 
 
	   
 

could still be selectively
excited by an x-ray beam of a     rad divergence. Such beams are routinely
available at modern synchrotron radiation facilities.
This square root dependence is due to the backscattering geometry. A sim-
ilar situation is also observed for single Bragg reflections, see eq. (2.89). The
crucial difference is in the enhanced spectral resolution of the resonators owing
to multiple-beam interference effects.
Figure 5.10 shows an example of numerical calculations. The angular de-
pendence of transmission (left panels) and reflection (right panels) are calcu-
lated with the same parameters for the x-ray Fabry-Pe´rot resonator used in the
calculations of the energy dependence in Fig. 5.6. The difference is that the
x-ray energy is now fixed at   
ﬀ
, i.e., at the energy at which maximum re-
flectivity occurs at normal incidence. The curves labeled with (a) correspond
to a zero gap (
 






dependence show a typical for Bragg back-diffraction broad   mrad region
of high reflectivity and very low transmissivity, respectively, as discussed, e.g.,
in sec. 2.2.2.
The angular dependence of transmission calculated for non-zero gaps are
marked by (b),(c), or (d) in Fig. 5.10. They show maxima in the region of ini-
tially low transmissivity. The reflection curves show sharp minima at the same
positions. The angular widths of the transmission maxima are not constant.
The largest width is observed at near-normal incidence. It decreases rapidly
with increasing incidence angle
 
.
The angular width of the region of high transmissivity at near-normal in-





Figure 5.10: Angular dependence of transmission (left panels) and reflection
(right panels) for an x-ray Fabry-Pe´rot resonator made of two single crystal
plates of   -Al  O  . The radiation is a plane monochromatic wave (    ﬀ 

	
	& keV) at near-normal incidence to the reflecting       atomic planes.
The reflecting       atomic planes in both crystal plates are in perfect reg-
istry relative to each other, i.e.,







  m, and their temperature     K. The vacuum gap between
the plates is taken to be (a)
 
  , (b)
 
   
  m, (c)
 #
 &  
  m, (d)
 #
 	  	
  m.
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Figure 5.11: Angular dependence of transmission (left panels) and reflection
(right panels) for the x-ray Fabry-Pe´rot resonator made of two single crystal









 	#  	
  m. In contrast to Fig. 5.10, the x-ray
energy is changed by






angular width is      rad - Fig. 5.10(b), while for a gap of
  
 	  	
  m
the angular width is      rad - Fig. 5.10(d). However, it is still much larger
than the typical angular divergence of      rad for synchrotron radiation at
third generation facilities. This fact demonstrates that it is favorable to operate
the x-ray resonator as a high energy resolution filter at near-normal incidence,
where the high transmissivity is preserved over a large angular range.
The unfavorable influence of multiple beam diffraction in crystals with the
diamond structure (Si, Ge, diamond, etc) on the performance of the x-ray res-
onator was already discussed. To avoid this problem, Steyerl and Steinhauser
(1979) have proposed operating the resonator slightly off normal incidence. The
recent studies of Shvyd’ko and Gerdau (1999) and Sutter et al. (2001) (see also
sec. 2.4.3) have shown that in some cases one has to deviate the incident beam
as far as      rad from normal incidence to avoid completely the multiple
beam diffraction effects. It is therefore of interest to know how broad is the
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angular region of high transmissivity of the x-ray Fabry-Pe´rot resonator in this
case.
[ rad]






Figure 5.12: Two-dimensional   

 plot of transmissivity of x-rays through
a system of two ideally parallel single crystal plates of   -Al  O  spaced a dis-
tance of 5 cm apart. Crystal plates are     m thick. Crystal surfaces are par-
allel to the (0001) atomic planes. X-rays with an energy  in the vicinity of


  	 
	 & keV incident upon the crystal plates almost normal to the atomic
planes. The angle of deviation from normal incidence is
 
. The Bragg reflec-
tion (0 0 0 30) is used.
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By way of example, the same sapphire resonator is used. The energy of
x-rays has now to be slightly changed by

    meV to    ﬀ 

 , so
that the maximum transmissivity is observed at

 &   
  rad. With this
exception the curves shown in Fig. 5.11 were calculated using the same set
of parameters as for Fig. 5.10. For convenience, the angular dependence in
Fig. 5.11 are shown for a smaller angular range. The results of the calculation
are given only for non-zero gaps, which are labeled as before by (b), (c) and
(d), respectively.
As in the previous case, the width of the angular range of high transmissiv-
ity decreases with gap width. The absolute values of the angular widths are
smaller. For example, for a gap of
 
 	  	
  m - panel (d) - the angular width
is     rad which is already comparable with a typical angular divergence of
x-rays available at third generation synchrotron radiation facilities.
This example shows in particular, cases where one can operate the x-ray
Fabry-Pe´rot resonator off exact normal incidence without deteriorating its per-
formance too much. In practice a decision, whether it is possible or not, de-
pends mostly on the interplay of the angular divergence of the incident beam
and the angular width of high transmissivity which is eventually defined by
the required energy width of the Fabry-Pe´rot resonances.
Two-dimensional picture
To gain more insight into the performance of the x-ray Fabry-Pe´rot resonator
a two-dimensional   

 plot of transmissivity is presented in Fig. 5.12. The
same model of the sapphire x-ray resonator is used. It is a system of two ideally
parallel     m thick single crystal plates in perfect registry. The gap between
the plates is chosen to be 5 cm.
Because of the rather large gap, the widths of the Fabry-Pe´rot resonances
are significantly smaller than in the previous cases. The energy width of the
resonances is about    eV. Despite this fact these very sharp resonances can
be selectively excited by a beam of        rad angular divergence. For this
however, the center of the radiation cone should be directed exactly perpen-
dicular to the reflecting planes (

  ). If this condition is not fulfilled, say
 
 
  rad, a broad distribution of the Fabry-Pe´rot resonances with differ-
ent resonance energies will be excited. This example clearly demonstrates the
advantages of the normal-incidence geometry for selective excitation of the
resonances in x-ray Fabry-Pe´rot resonators.
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5.3.8 Temperature dependence
Another physical parameter, which influences the performance of x-ray Fabry-
Pe´rot resonators is the temperature  . Its influence is brought to bear in two
different ways. First, it changes the interplanar distance
 

   of the reflecting
atomic planes in the crystal mirrors and thus shifts the Bragg peak position.
Second, it changes the relative position of the mirrors, which also changes the
gap width
 #
. This happens because of thermal expansion (contraction) of the
material holding the crystal mirrors in space. The thermal expansion coeffi-














  in the direction of the diffraction vector
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are used in the subsequent considerations.
The change of the interplanar distance
 

   with temperature shifts the











, as derived from Bragg’s law. Let us
assume, that the energy  (or the glancing angle

) of x-rays follows the change
of the temperature in such a way, that the “observation” point is always kept
at the center of the region of total reflection. In such a “reference system”  

and 	 do not change with changing temperature. One can use then eq. (5.37)
or (5.38) for the subsequent analysis of the variation of the Airy phase with

































The first term in the square brackets is due to the variation of the diffractive






 the second term in eq. (5.66) is, generally speaking, about  

times smaller than the first one. In most cases it can be neglected, except for
the case, where the first term is zero.
This happens if the thermal expansion coefficient of the material that holds






. Under this condi-
tion the diffractive phase does not change at all - the first term in the square
brackets is zero. This situation is automatically realized if the two crystal mir-
rors are monolithically cut from a single crystal block such that the spatial
lattice coherence between the two slabs is preserved. Independent of the tem-
perature the reflecting atomic planes in both crystals are in perfect registry, i.e.,

    ﬁ  , and the diffractive phase is insensitive to the temperature. In this
case only the refractive phase changes, however very slowly.
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Thus if the thermal expansion coefficients of the material that holds the
crystal mirrors and that of the crystals themselves are equal, the Fabry-Pe´rot
resonances within the region of total reflection do not move. A small correc-
tion, given by the second term in eq. (5.66) be can neglected. The resonances
move together with the region of total reflection as a whole. This property is
very important for the design of tunable high energy resolution filters based
on the x-ray Fabry-Pe´rot resonator, see sec. 5.5.
5.3.9 Finite number of multiple reflections
In the foregoing discussion an infinite train of successively reflected waves was
used in all calculations of the transmissivity and reflectivity of the resonator -





actually sufficient to obtain a perfect interference pattern.
To simulate a finite number of interfering rays the summation in eq. (5.19)




. Figure 5.13 shows results




. As can be
seen, the interference pattern in Fig. 5.13(b), calculated with 15 reflected rays,
is practically indistinguishable from the interference pattern in Fig. 5.13(a), cal-





  is not a universal number. It is specific for the given resonator.
Numerical simulations show that the minimum number of required reflections
is larger the higher is the reflectivity (or the thickness) of the mirrors, or equiv-
alently, the higher the finesse of the device.
The effective number of reflected beams contributing to the practically com-
plete response of the x-ray Fabry-Pe´rot resonator can be ascertained analyt-
ically by using the time dependence derived in sec. 5.3.6. We shall require
so many reflections, that the remainder do not contribute to the signal by
more than  
 




  . The number of reflected rays is then     














. As follows from eq. (5.67), the finesse
 
is also a measure of the effective
number of reflections in the x-ray Fabry-Pe´rot resonator.
This analytical result is in agreement with the numerical simulations pre-
sented in Fig. 5.13. In this particular case the peak Bragg reflectivity for each
3Intensities in the vicinity of the peaks differ by at most 1%.
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Figure 5.13: Energy dependence of transmission (left panels) and reflection
(right panels) for an x-ray Fabry-Pe´rot resonator made of two single crystal
plates of   -Al  O  . The number of successively reflected rays contributing to




  , (c) 5, (d) 1. The
gap between the crystal plates is
 
   
  m. All other parameters are the
same as used for calculation of the energy spectra in Fig. 5.7
mirror is   & . The finesse can be estimated as
 
 
	 and the effective num-
ber of rays contributing to the interference pattern is     
	 , according to
eq. (5.67).
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5.3.10 A practical expression for the Airy phase
As was ascertained in the present chapter, the Airy phase changes due to dif-
ferent terms: x-ray energy, incidence angle, temperature, gap width, etc. It
is the variation of the Airy phase which eventually causes drastic changes in
the transmissivity of an x-ray Fabry-Pe´rot resonator. As was also realized in
the present chapter, x-ray Fabry-Pe´rot resonators operate favorably at near-
normal incidence (

  ). Furthermore, the energy of x-rays should be tuned
to the region of total Bragg reflection, where Fabry-Pe´rot resonances have the
smallest width. It would be practical to obtain an approximate expression for
the Airy phase under these conditions.
For this we shall use the general expression (5.41) and assume that at nor-
mal incidence to the reflecting atomic planes of the crystal mirrors the center
of the region of total reflection is at an x-ray wavelength )   
 

     


or at an x-ray energy    	
 *) , respectively. If we define relatively small
deviations of x-ray energy from   as 
      ﬀﬀ   , and remember that at






  , then we arrive at the


















 	   (5.68)
with  

and 	 as previously defined.
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5.4 Imperfect x-ray Fabry-Pe´rot resonator
The performance of the perfect x-ray Fabry-Pe´rot resonator was discussed at
length in the previous section. Here we consider the influence of possible im-
perfections, such as surface roughness of the crystal mirrors, the inhomogene-
ity of their thickness, errors in the parallelism of the atomic planes in the crystal
mirrors, and last but not least, the difference in temperatures of the reflecting
crystals.
To gain a better insight into the physical nature of the problem, it is advan-
tageous to perform analytical calculations. The particular case of symmetric
(

  ) normal incidence (

 ﬁ   ) Bragg diffraction is discussed.
5.4.1 Roughness of internal surfaces
The roughness of a surface may be characterized by the height 	 of the devia-
tion of the surface from the mean value. Let us consider first the roughness of
the internal surfaces of the x-ray Fabry-Pe´rot resonator. Due to the roughness
of the internal surfaces, x rays hitting different points of the resonator sense
different gap widths
 
. As was pointed out in the previous section the Airy
phase, and thus the positions and widths of the Fabry-Pe´rot resonances, are
very sensitive to
 
- eq.(5.38). Thus the roughness of the internal surfaces,
or more correctly, the inhomogeneous gap width, can blur the resonances. It
is clear that the surface roughness does not affect the diffractive phase, as it
does not change the coherence of the reflecting atomic planes. The roughness
influences the refractive phase.




 	 . The phase
difference for these two values is estimated with eq.(5.38) as














has to be less than
 
, the width of the Fabry-Pe´rot
resonances on the





























A very interesting consequence of the derived expression is that the perfor-
mance of the x-ray resonator may be not influenced by surface roughness at
all, if the gap is filled with a material of the same electric susceptibility as that






 . This feature of the x-ray resonator was already
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pointed out by Steyerl and Steinhauser (1979), who have proposed filling the
gap with liquids of sufficiently high electronic density but low x-ray absorp-
tion cross section. It should be noted that the low photo-absorption of the
liquids is a very important issue. The photo-absorption in the gap, which is
formally expressed via the imaginary part of the electric susceptibility 2
ﬀ ﬀ
 , de-
creases  and thus the finesse
 
. This can be easily seen from eqs. (5.27) and
(5.36).
The admissible surface roughness given by (5.70) could be relatively large,
even for a vacuum gap 2
ﬀ

  . For example, for the       Bragg reflection
in Al  O  $ 2
ﬀ
ﬀ






 ﬂ&  A˚, and by taking the finesse
 
   ,
one obtains #	  #   m. This estimate agrees with the computer simulations
performed by Kohn et al. (2000).
A roughness of      m is routine for modern micro-technology. How-
ever, this concerns freely accessible surfaces. If the x-ray Fabry-Pe´rot resonator
is monolithically cut out of a single crystal block, it could be a problem to man-
ufacture internal surfaces with such a small roughness. It should be noted that
the surface roughness required by eq. (5.70) has to be preserved over the area
of the crystal surfaces illuminated by the incident x-rays.
The x-ray Fabry-Pe´rot resonator is less sensitive to the roughness of the
external surfaces. What is actually important, is not the roughness itself, but
the inhomogeneous mirror thickness due to the roughness of the internal and
external surfaces.
5.4.2 Inhomogeneous mirror thickness
Alternating mirror thicknesses change the effective reflection coefficient  of
the mirrors and the phase jump 	 . The variation of the phase jump 	
changes the Airy phase and shifts the Fabry-Pe´rot resonances; see right panels
in Fig. 5.8. This effect clearly imposes some constraints on the admissible inho-
mogeneity of a mirror’s thickness. The limits are determined first of all by the
sharpness of the Fabry-Pe´rot resonances. The requirement on the thickness ho-
mogeneity is not very stringent. For example, for the case of the

   
  eV
broad resonance in Fig. 5.8(d) an error of      m in the homogeneity of the
mirror’s thickness would be admissible.
5.4.3 Non-parallel mirrors
When the x-ray resonator is built of two separate single crystal plates, a major
problem is to keep the reflecting planes in different mirrors parallel to each
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other. As will be shown the angle   which describes admissible deviations
from parallel alignment, is very small despite the fact that Bragg back diffrac-
tion of a single crystal plate has a large angular width.
Following Kohn et al. (2000), the error in parallelism of the reflecting planes
in the two crystals can be considered as a crystal lattice defect which leads to a
displacement   -ﬂ  of the atoms from their ideal positions. Here we assume,
as before, that the   -axis is normal while the  -axis and $ -axis are parallel to
the surface of the crystal plate. A rotation of the crystal plate around the $ -axis




 by a small angle   results in the displacement field

)





    

  (5.71)
Such a displacement leads to a broken coherence of the atomic planes in both
crystals, which results in an additional shift of the Airy phase (in fact of the
diffractive phase):

   


      ﬂﬁ	      
 







The existence of a phase shift varying in space along the surface of the x-ray
resonator leads to a variation of the transmissivity. The admissible angular
error in parallelism which does not destroy the peaks of transmissivity is de-


















is the linear dimension of the resonator surface illuminated with the
incident x-rays. Alternatively,

could be also interpreted as the width of the
x-ray detector.









   ,
 

  	  A˚, and

  mm one obtains       

rad. This
is a very stringent condition. Eq. (5.74) implies that it is favorable to work
with beams of small cross section. For example, by reducing

to     m the
admissible angle increases to    rad.
5.4.4 Temperature gradients
It may happen that the crystal plates of the x-ray resonator have a slightly
different temperature. Let the difference be

 . There are at least two negative
effects of such a temperature gradient on the performance of the resonator.
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First, the interplanar distance
 

changes with crystal temperature. This







 . In the limiting case, if the temperature difference is too large,
the regions in both crystal do not overlap and no multiple scattering and thus
no interference effects take place. The width of the region of total reflection
in weakly-absorbing and thick crystals is
















  $ one obtain the following estimate for the tolerable












  and $

$   . Let us consider the example of the sapphire
x-ray resonator with the       Bragg reflection for which $ 2





At    ! K the thermal expansion coefficient is






admissible temperature difference is

    K.
The second effect arises if the diffraction vector

is not parallel to the
surface normal   . We will assume that the angle between the vectors is  -
Fig. 2.1. As was discussed in sec. 2.2.1 - eqs. (2.23) and (2.24) - the virtual
reflecting planes are at an angle

 & $  $  

  	 $
 

$ to the relevant atomic
planes. If the temperature of the crystals is different, then the parameter   is
different as well. As a result, the virtual reflecting planes in the crystals are not




























 of eq. (2.75), and by






Now one can use the result of the previous section, in which the admis-
sible error in parallelism of the reflecting planes was estimated. Combining
inequality (5.74) with eq. (5.76) and taking   


one arrives at the following













By using the numerical examples of the present and the previous section one
obtains

   mK/ ﬂ

 . If ﬂ

   (   	 
 
), then one obtains a very de-
manding requirement:

    mK. The requirement becomes less stringent
for small angles  . E.g., if       ( ﬂ

   ) then

    mK. Still, the
admissible temperature difference is small and requires precise temperature
control of the resonator crystals.
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5.5 Exemplary applications
In conclusion to this chapter, we would like to propose some applications of
x-ray Fabry-Pe´rot resonators. Not all possibilities are discussed. Applications
such as Fourier spectroscopy and some others will be discussed elsewhere. We
concentrate primarily on the three following types of applications.
The first type of application deals with direct measurements of radiation
wavelengths in the x-ray spectral region in terms of visible light wavelengths.
In particular, direct measurements of the wavelengths of Mo¨ssbauer photons
in terms of the wavelength of an iodine stabilized He-Ne laser are considered.
The problem of the Mo¨ssbauer wavelength standard for atomic scales was dis-
cussed in sec. 4.2. In sec. 5.5.1 we propose an instrument, which will allow
implementation of this program.
The second type of application deals with monochromatic x rays. X rays
with a      eV bandpass have a coherence length of about 2 mm and could
be used for instance in x-ray holography, as will be discussed in sec. 5.5.2 in
connection with diamond interference filters.
Studies of dynamics of biological macromolecules, and phonon spectra in
condensed matter, employ inelastic neutron and inelastic x-ray scattering tech-
niques. These techniques use monochromatic radiation. The spectrum of inci-
dent photons is transformed by the samples due to inelastic scattering. The en-
ergy analysis of the scattered radiation provides information on the dynamics
of atoms; see, e.g., recent review articles of Sette et al. (1998) and Burkel (2000)
for more details. Instruments for inelastic x-ray scattering with   meV-
resolution are currently available. Concrete designs of instruments for inelastic
x-ray scattering with  
    eV resolution are proposed in sec. 5.5.3.
The third type of application deals with phase contrast imaging and is dis-
cussed in sec. 5.5.4.
5.5.1 X-ray to visible light wavelength ratios
Since their introduction Fabry-Pe´rot resonators have been used in metrology
to link radiation wavelengths of visible light with the standard meter; see e.g.,
(Vaughan 1989). Nowadays the length standard is defined via the speed of
light in vacuum 
 . Using high-precision frequency measurements it is possi-
ble to determine the wavelength )   
   of an iodine stabilized He-Ne laser
with a relative uncertainty of    
  
. Length measurements are then per-
formed in terms of )  . We have discussed in detail in sec. 4.2 the problem of
the secondary length standard for atomic scales and of the advantages of us-
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ing the wavelength of Mo¨ssbauer radiation of

	 Fe nuclei for this purpose. Its
value was measured with a relative uncertainty of   ! ppm by using the lat-
tice constant of silicon as a transfer standard, see sec. 4.4. However, the direct
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optical mirrors
Figure 5.14: Scheme for measurement of the wavelength of the

	 Fe Mo¨ssbauer
radiation in terms of the wavelength of the iodine stabilized He-Ne laser.
The problem could be solved by building a specially designed Fabry-Pe´rot
interferometer for both Mo¨ssbauer and visible light photons. The idea could
be implemented in the following way. A Fabry-Pe´rot interferometer for Mo¨ss-
bauer photons is built by using sapphire crystal mirrors of normal incidence
with the    	  & Bragg back reflection at 371.6 K, see tab. 3.1. Sapphire is
transparent for visible light photons. Therefore, the crystals could be used
simultaneously as substrates for reference mirrors for the laser photons. As
a result, one could have Fabry-Pe´rot interferometers for both the Mo¨ssbauer




Mo¨ssbauer and laser photons
  
 are slightly different, but an arbitrary absolute




According to eqs. (5.40) and (5.11), the Fabry-Pe´rot transmission resonances








( 	   & * &     ). Here ) stands either for the wavelength of
Mo¨ssbauer photons ) or for visible light photons )  . By varying the gap and
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counting Fabry-Pe´rot transmission resonances with both Mo¨ssbauer and laser
photon detectors, one can measure directly the wavelength of the Mo¨ssbauer
photons )  in terms of the wavelength )  of the He-Ne laser photons. One
should take care, that the angles of incidence

for both types of photons do
not differ too much from each other.
5.5.2   eV energy resolution interference filters
The higher the reflectivity of the mirrors the larger is the finesse of the res-
onator and thus the sharper are the Fabry-Pe´rot resonances. This rule applies
to Fabry-Pe´rot resonators in any spectral range. Bragg reflection optics al-
lows one to achieve very high reflectivities. As was discussed in sec. 2.2.3,
the reflectivity of a non-absorbing crystal with thickness larger than the ex-
tinction length approaches 100%. Unfortunately, one can never avoid photo-




 of the extinction length to the photo-absorption length the closer one
approaches the 100% limit. The best values are achieved for diamond (C) and
beryllium (Be) crystals. Be crystals of a good crystal quality are not available.
Good diamond single crystals are already available and their quality is steadily
improving (Ishikawa et al. 2000, Sellschop et al. 2000). Bragg back reflections
in diamond crystals clearly suffer from multiple-beam diffraction at the exact
normal incidence, as in silicon crystals. One has to employ Bragg reflections
slightly off the exact normal incidence, see Fig. 5.11.
Figure 5.15 shows the performance for 12 keV x-rays of the Fabry-Pe´rot
interference filters built from diamond single crystals. The most impressive
feature of the diamond filters demonstrated by this graph is the possibility
of obtaining resonances with a finesse of     4. The resonance widths are
less than      eV. The peak transmissivity is    % for the resonance with an
energy width of 	    eV, see Fig. 5.15(b). It is a technical challenge to realize
such a microstructure. The difficult problem is to manufacture a gap of a few
tens of microns with 10 nm precision. The latter is necessary to prevent blur-
ring the very sharp resonances. Obviously, such   eV filters should be used in
combination with meV monochromators, which have first to select one of the
Fabry-Pe´rot resonances.
Diamond crystals used in backscattering Bragg reflection optics have the
same drawbacks as silicon crystals. We have mentioned the problem of mul-
tiple-beam Bragg diffraction. The problem of tunability of backscattering en-
4The finesse values achievable with sapphire backscattering mirrors are about 	   . For
silicon crystals they are typically about a factor of two less.
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ergies is even more severe in this case, since the lattice constant of diamond
and the thermal expansion coefficient are about two times smaller than those
of silicon crystals. Interference filters using diamond single crystals could be
applied only in those cases where no specific x-ray energies are required. If
this is required, sapphire single crystals are the better choice.
One of the possible applications of such   eV filters could be x-ray hologra-





















Figure 5.15: Energy dependence of transmission though a Fabry-Pe´rot inter-
ference filter made of two single crystal plates of diamond - left panels. The
right panels show the parts of the same spectra in a narrower energy range.
The vacuum gap between the plates is taken to be
 
  	
  m. The dot-
ted line shows the sensitivity of the resonances to the variation of the gap by
 
  m. The reflecting atomic planes in both crystal plates are in perfect reg-
istry relative to each other, i.e.,














  m, and their temperatures are
    K. The incident radiation is a plane monochromatic wave at normal
incidence (

  ) to the (444) reflecting atomic planes. 0ﬀ    	  keV.
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based synchrotron radiation sources will provide radiation with full transverse
coherence, and about 1 mm  in cross-section (LCLS 1998, Materlik and Tschen-
tscher 2001). The above described interference filters could be used to obtain
photons with a coherence length of about 1 mm, and thus completely coherent
in a volume of 1 mm  .
5.5.3 Instruments for inelastic x-ray scattering
The monochromator and the analyzer are the main components of instruments
employed to study the dynamics of matter by inelastic x-ray scattering. Bragg
back-scattering is used both for monochromatization and analysis, see e.g.,
(Burkel 1991, Sinn 2001) and references therein. The backscattering crystal an-
alyzers should be curved to increase the solid angle of acceptance. It is a major
problem to manufacture such curved analyzers without deteriorating the in-
trinsic energy resolution of the Bragg back reflection used. To push the energy
resolution of such instruments into the sub-meV range is very difficult, see e.g.
(Masciovecchio et al. 1996, Alp et al. 2000b, 2001a, Baron et al. 2001b).
Alternatively, the energy analysis of x rays could be performed by using
nuclear resonance absorption. For example, the nuclear resonances listed in
table 3.1 can be employed for this purpose. If one of these isotopes is present
in the sample under study, it can be used as a built-in analyzer. This tech-
nique pioneered by Seto et al. (1995) and Sturhahn et al. (1995) is being inten-
sively developed; see the review papers of Chumakov and Sturhahn (1999),
Sturhahn and Kohn (1999) and Alp et al. (2001b). One can use the nuclei also
as external analyzers. In application to x-ray inelastic scattering, this possi-
bility was demonstrated by Chumakov et al. (1996a). The energy resolution
of such analyzers is extremely sharp – in the sub-   eV range – as determined
by the energy width of the nuclear resonances. In this case the energy reso-
lution of x-ray monochromators has to match the resolution of the analyzers.
Ro¨hlsberger et al. (1997) have demonstrated a   eV-monochromator tunable
about 14.4 keV in the meV range, by using nuclear resonant scattering from a
rotating medium. Yabashi et al. (2001) have recently demonstrated a      eV
silicon crystal monochromator for 14.4 keV. These monochromators require x-
rays of very small divergence and cross-section.
We propose here an alternative solution employing Fabry-Pe´rot interfer-
ence filters. Perhaps the most remarkable feature of these devices is their rel-
atively large angular acceptance. Furthermore, they can be operated at a nu-
clear resonance energy. This enables one to use nuclear resonant analyzers.









Figure 5.16: Schematic of an experimental arrangement for measuring spectra
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Figure 5.17: Left: Energy dependence of transmission through a sapphire
Fabry-Pe´rot interference filter (solid line) with the    	  & Bragg reflection;
gap width
 #
  & 








     & K; and ﬀ  
	 	   keV. The dotted line shows the reflectiv-
ity of the backscattering meV-monochromator with the Bragg reflection   -
Al  O  (1 6 7¯ 22) at     K. Right: the central region on an expanded scale.
The dashed line is a product of the transmissivity of the interference filter and
the reflectivity of the meV-monochromator, i.e., the instrumental function.
resonance in





Employing the 14.4 keV

	 Fe nuclear resonance
Monochromatization with a Fabry-Pe´rot interference filter is achieved in two
stages, as shown in Fig. 5.16. At first, a meV-monochromator is used to monochro-
matize the radiation to a bandpass of the free spectral range of the interference
filter. At the second stage the interference filter is employed, see Fig. 5.17, to
achieve the highest monochromatization.
Figure 5.16 shows a possible experimental arrangement with a single-bounce
backscattering meV-monochromator. The single-bounce type is advantageous
because of smaller losses and a larger angular acceptance. The (1 6 7¯ 22) re-
flection in   -Al  O  at      K with an energy width of 1.9 meV can be
used to match the energy of the

	 Fe nuclear resonance; see table 3.1. The
energy width of the reflection determines the minimum value of the free spec-
tral range and therefore the maximum gap width of the interference filter. To
make the Fabry-Pe´rot resonances sharper, the Bragg reflection with the high-
est reflectivity should be used for the mirrors of the interference filter. For
the given x-ray energy, the best choice is the    	  & reflection in   -Al  O  .
The sharpness of the resonances can be also tailored by changing the thickness
of the mirrors. Details of the design of the Fabry-Pe´rot interference filter are
given in Fig. 5.17 and its caption.
The energy of the radiation selected in this way are changed by scanning
synchronously the temperatures of the   -Al  O  crystals in the meV-mono-





 given in Tab. 3.1.
To avoid mechanical adjustment of the mirrors of the interference filter, it
is most practical to cut them out of a single crystal block. The main technical
challenge is to manufacture the gap width with high precision. In order not to




& &  nm, see eq. (5.70). Fortunately, the specified tolerance should be
adhered to over a rather small area - the area illuminated by the incident beam.
The thickness of the mirrors should be uniform with a tolerance of  &    m.




  , see Fig. 5.17(b). Despite the smallness of this value, the
angular acceptance of the monochromator system which is defined by the an-







   
  rad, see eq. (5.65). Beams of even smaller divergence are rou-
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Figure 5.18: Left: energy dependence of transmission through a sapphire




  m; crystal thickness (a)
 
   
  m, (b)
 
   
  m;
    &"! K; and ﬀ    &  ! keV. The dotted line (left) shows the reflec-
tivity of the backscattering meV-monochromator with the Bragg reflection   -
Al  O ﬂ     	  at    & ! K. Right: the central region on an expanded scale.
The dashed line is a product of the transmissivity of the interference filter and
the reflectivity of the meV-monochromator, i.e. the instrumental function.
Employing the 23.8 keV
  
Sn nuclear resonance
Figure 5.18 shows the results of calculations, which demonstrate the perfor-
mance of a monochromator system matched to the 23.8 keV nuclear resonance
in
  
Sn. Details of the Fabry-Pe´rot interference filter and of the single-bounce
meV-monochromator are given in the caption for Fig. 5.18.
The relative spectral resolution obtainable with such a filter is 
 




, see Fig. 5.18(b). Despite the smallness of this value, the angular accep-
tance of the system defined by the angular width of the Fabry-Pe´rot resonances




	   
  rad.
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5.5.4 Phase contrast imaging
Fabry-Pe´rot-type interferometers possess enhanced phase sensitivity due to
multiple-beam interference, as described in sec. 5.3.3. The phase width of the
Fabry-Pe´rot transmission resonances is a factor
 
smaller than the width of the
two-beam interference fringes. This enhanced sensitivity opens up new pos-
sibilities for phase-contrast imaging. The higher the finesse of the resonator
the higher is its phase sensitivity. One achieves very high finesse values by us-
ing diamond single crystals as Bragg reflection mirrors (at slightly off-normal
incidence).
The finesse of the diamond resonator with the parameters given in Fig. 5.15
is
 
    . Even a very small change of the gap width of   nm results in
a distinct change in the resonance positions. An equivalent effect is caused
by a    nm layer of carbon inserted into the resonator gap. This is a pure
phase shift effect. Any other material will cause a similar effect however with
the magnitude dependent on the atomic number   of the atoms of the ma-
terial5. Such behavior can be used for phase contrast imaging. At this point
one should mention that nowadays phase contrast imaging is successfully per-
formed using Bonse-Hart x-ray interferometers. For more details see (Bonse
and Hart 1965a,b, Hart 1975, Bonse 1997). Being a two-beam interference de-
vice, it does not possess however the enhanced phase sensitivity of the Fabry-
Pe´rot resonator.
One needs monochromatic x-rays to record phase contrast images using
x-ray resonators. The spectral width of the x-rays should be less than the reso-
nance width.
Alternatively, phase contrast imaging can be performed by employing a
compound Fabry-Pe´rot interference filter, as shown in Fig. 5.19. The spectrum
of the incident x-rays should be initially narrowed only to a bandpass of the
Bragg reflection of the interference filter. For this one can use the same Bragg
reflection at normal or near-normal incidence from the same kind of crystal.
The gap widths in the compound interference filter should be equal, so that
the positions of the transmission resonances of each part are the same. The
insertion of a phase shifter (a sample) into any of its parts will cause a shift
of the the transmission resonances. As a result, the transmissivity of the com-
bined system will change. Such device may provide phase contrast-enhanced
images of very small objects.










Figure 5.19: Phase contrast imaging with a compound x-ray Fabry-Pe´rot inter-
ference filter. The mV-monochromator is used to select x-rays falling into the
spectral range of the Bragg reflection of the resonator mirrors.
Chapter 6
Towards achieving x-ray resonators
The physics underlying the x-ray Fabry-Pe´rot resonators have been addressed
in the preceeding chapter. We have understood the technical challenges of the
implementation of such devices. Earlier, we have ascertained that sapphire is a
proper material for the construction of Bragg back-reflection mirrors. The de-
sired performance of the sapphire mirrors has been successfully demonstrated.
Everything is in principle ready to launch a first attack on the experimental re-
alization of x-ray Fabry-Pe´rot resonators. In the current chapter results of the
development of a test device and of first experiments with this device are pre-
sented.
The concept of the test device is presented in sec. 6.1. In sec. 6.2 we describe
the procedure of manufacturing thin sapphire resonator mirrors, the design of
a two-axis nanoradian goniometer for angular adjustment of the mirrors, the
temperature control of the mirrors,     ps fast detectors, and the layout of
the experimental setup. In sec. 6.3 the results of the first experiments with the
test x-ray resonators are presented.
6.1 Concept of the test device
What device we are actually going to test? There are many options.
For instance, one is confronted with the alternative: should the mirrors be
monolithically cut out of a single crystal piece, or should they be indepen-
dently adjustable? Both alternatives are of interest for future applications dis-
cussed in sec. 5.5. Both alternatives also have their own difficulties in realiza-
tion.
We have decided to built our test device with independently adjustable
mirrors. First, this allows a better quality control of the sapphire mirrors. Sec-
ondly, it allows one to study the sensitivity to angular misalignment of the
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mirrors – a very important issue for future applications.
Another alternative with which one is confronted: how to observe the
Fabry-Pe´rot resonances? One option would be to use monochromatic x rays.
However, an x-ray monochromator with a bandpass smaller than the width of
the Fabry-Pe´rot resonances is problematic. One could certainly think of Mo¨ss-
bauer photons which have neV spectral width. Instead of this, one can use
very short radiation pulses to measure the time response of the resonator. As
we have discussed in sec. 5.3.6, the time response provides information on
the width of the resonances and on the magnitude of the free spectral range.
Furthermore, detection of the time response offers a possibility of direct obser-
vation of the multiple reflections. The longest time response (the largest num-
ber of multiple reflections) should be observed for perfectly aligned mirrors.
Therefore, one can perform angular adjustment of the mirrors by maximizing
the duration of the time response. We have chosen this option, as it also al-
lows one to be more generic and not to be bound to the specific energies of
Mo¨ssbauer transitions.
The duration of x-ray radiation pulses at modern synchrotron radiation
facilities is typically 50 to 150 ps. The time resolution of the available x-ray
detectors is in the same range1. To resolve the multiple reflections on the time
scale, the back and forth time-of-flight between the mirrors should be larger
than the pulse width and the detector time resolution. This dictates that the
gap width
 #
should be a few centimeters. We have chosen for our test device
a gap of
 
  cm. The time delay between two successively reflected beams
is    
 #
 
    	 ps. The free spectral range under these conditions is   
 #!
  eV.
For the Bragg reflection, we have selected the       reflection. It has a





	 & keV. For a crystal with a thickness of     m the peak reflec-
tivity

  &  (Fig. 2.13). The resonator with mirrors of such reflectivity has
a finesse of
 
    & . The expected resonance width     
 
is       eV
and the response time       is  ﬂ&#! ns. The relative spectral resolution
of the resonances 
 
	    

is       
  
. The angular acceptance of the






	 is     rad
[eq. (5.65)].
The parameters given above agree with those obtained from numerical
model calculations with the computer code FPET. Model calculations for x-ray
Fabry-Pe´rot resonators with the       Bragg reflection have been presented
1We do not consider here streak cameras which possess in fact better time resolution but
very low efficiency.
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Figure 6.1: Top: schematic of a test x-ray resonator with   -Al  O ﬂ     
mirrors. Center and bottom: the appearance of the Fabry-Pe´rot resonances on
the x-ray energy (left), and incidence angle (right) scales. The bottom graphs
are the central parts marked in grey in the upper graphs on an expanded scale.
in sec. 5.3. In particular, a two-dimensional   

 plot of transmissivity of x-
rays through a resonator with two ideally parallel    m thick sapphire crystal
mirrors spaced a distance
 
  cm apart, is shown in Fig. 5.12.
Figure 6.1 shows a schematic view of the test resonator and the appearance
of the Fabry-Pe´rot resonances on the x-ray energy and incidence angle scales.
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6.2 Instrumentation
To implement the test resonator one “merely” needs thin wafers of perfect sap-
phire aligned in parallel and kept at the same temperature. To observe the time
response of the test device one needs x-ray detectors with a time resolution of
better than    ps. We present here technical details of the required instrumen-
tation.
6.2.1 Manufacturing sapphire mirrors
Concept
For the given Bragg       back reflection, the optimal thickness of the
sapphire mirrors is  	       m, as shown in Fig. 5.8. Such thin crystals
are not easy to produce and to handle. Luckily, the mirrors have to have only
a small area – about 10 mm  – a little bit more than the cross-section of the
incident x-ray beam.
Instead of manufacturing thin wafers, a technique of thinning down a large
sapphire disk is employed. In this way, the thin mirror is framed by a thick ring
and is safe to handle.
What should be also respected in the production, is the angle between the
reflecting       atomic planes and the mirror surface  . It should be as
small as possible to simplify the adjustment of the parallelism of the atomic
planes of the resonator crystal mirrors. Since the angular range of the nanora-
dian stage used for this adjustment is 0.7 mrad (  	
 
) – see next section for
more details – the mismatch  should be less than this value. This is a serious
technological problem.
To mitigate this problem, the following procedure is applied. Each pair
of resonator mirrors is produced monolithically from the same sapphire disk.
Then disk is cut into two independent mirrors. We shall term such mirrors
as “twin-mirrors”. Each pair of twin-mirrors has the same angular mismatch
 . Due to this property, in the reversed position of the second mirror (i.e., the
direction of the surface normal is reversed) there exists an angle of rotation
about its surface normal at which the atomic planes in both mirrors are exactly
parallel.
To prove this statement, let us consider the following geometrical prob-
lem. Assume, a pair of twin-mirrors is mounted as one crystal block (not
yet cut into parts) on a surface of an imaginary parallel-sided plate. The sur-
face normal of the plate is      
  which is simultaneously the normal





















are not parallel. There
is a small angle  between them - the aforementioned mismatch. In the follow-
ing we assume that    and
 
takes arbitrary values. Now, imagine that the
mirrors are separated and one of them is mounted on the opposite surface of
the parallel-sided plate. The diffraction vector of this crystal is  

ﬀ . The ques-
tion now is: Is it possible by rotating of the second crystal around   by, say, an
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   #  (6.1)
If   
 
 ﬁ then the atomic planes in the both crystals are parallel.
The following important inferences can by extracted from the simple math-
ematically formulated model. The atomic planes of the twin-mirrors mounted
on the opposite surfaces of a parallel-sided plate can be adjusted to be parallel
despite the non-zero mismatch  by a rotation of one of the mirrors about its
surface normal. Still, as follows from eq. (6.1), the smaller the mismatch  the
easier it is to find the angular range of   where the atomic planes are parallel
to a certain degree.
Production steps
HEMEX sapphire disks of   mm diameter and   mm thick are cut parallel
to the       atomic planes with an accuracy      . Four cylindrical blind
holes (    mm deep and 5 mm in diameter) are made from one side. Circular
cuts 8 mm in diameter and 1.5 mm deep are made from the other side (around
the blind holes) whose purpose is to release strain in the thin parts. Cross-
sections of the ready-to-use mirrors are shown in Figs. 6.2 and 6.3, where they
are termed as M   and M  .) The defective layers which have been introduced
by the machining are removed with the help of chemical polishing in a 1:1
H  SO   :H  PO   solution at 560 K (Reisman et al. 1971). Typically       m of
the surface layers are removed from both sides.
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The crystal surface from the other side of the blind hole is regarded as the
inner surface of the resonator. It was mechanically polished to achieve the
required roughness of      m (as described in sec. 5.4) and the required
thickness of      m. After mechanical polishing the sapphire disks were
once more chemically polished for a short time of    min. This procedure
drastically improves the Bragg reflectivity of the mechanically polished side.
The thickness variation of the mirrors due to non-uniform flatness of the
opposite surface is     m. However, such a thickness variation is admissible,
as described in sec. 5.4.
The crystal perfection of the thinned down parts was checked with the help
of x-ray white beam topography. If there are a minimum of two dislocation-
free parts, the disk is selected and cut into four independent pieces each con-
taining the thin part. The dislocation free pair, as shown for instance in Fig. 3.6,
is used for the twin mirrors of the test x-ray resonator.
6.2.2 Two-axis monolithic nanoradian stage
The reflecting atomic planes of the crystal mirrors should be adjusted to be par-
allel with sub-   rad or even nanoradian accuracy, as was discussed in sec. 5.4.
The higher the finesse the more stringent is the requirement. However, they
should be not only adjusted; the atomic planes should also be kept parallel
with this accuracy.
An important additional issue is the angular range over which the crystals
should be tilted. The required range is defined in our case by the angular mis-
match  between the reflecting atomic planes and the surface of the sapphire
crystal mirrors, which inevitably exists. We have proceeded from the assump-
tion that the crystal mirrors with a mismatch of not more than 1 mrad could
be manufactured.
Therefore, the task was to build a two-dimensional rotation stage with 
 nrad resolution and   mrad range (dynamic range  

). Commercially
such devices are not available.
The atomic planes of the mirrors M   and M  of the x-ray Fabry-Pe´rot inter-
ferometer are adjusted parallel to each other using a specially designed mono-
lithic nanoradian angular rotation stage. A cross section of the stage is shown
in Fig. 6.2; a perspective view with a cross section is shown in Fig. 6.3. As the
name suggests, the smallest angular step of the stage is about 1 nrad. Flexural
pivots instead of ball bearings are used to provide sub-nanometer repeata-
bility. A flexured pivot is a frictionless linkage based on elastic deformation,
also known as a weak-link. A general discussion of the monolithic rotation
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and translation mechanisms can be found, e.g., in the publications of Tanaka





















Figure 6.2: Cross section of the monolithic nanoradian stage (nS) for parallel
adjustment of the sapphire mirrors M   and M  . Details see in text.
The nanoradian stage is machined out of a single block of Pernifer36   in-
var alloy2. Invar is used to minimise instabilities due to temperature gradients
and temperature fluctuations. Two-dimensional rotation of the mirror M  rel-
ative to M   is performed with the help of a two-dimensional circular notched
flexure hinge – H. The rotation is activated by bending or releasing the leaf
springs S  and S  cut out of the monolith. This is carried out by the linear
drives C   and F   . The index   takes values A or B representing one of two mu-
2Pernifer36 

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Figure 6.3: Monolithic nanoradian stage for parallel adjustment of the sapphire
mirrors M   and M  . Left: perspective view. Right: perspective view with cross
section.
tually perpendicular axis of the flexure hinge. Two pairs of springs are used.
One pair – for each axis. One of the two leaf springs in each pair is used for
fine (F) and another for coarse (C) motion to reach the required angular reso-
lution and angular range, respectively. In the initial position the leaf springs
are preloaded, so that the driving points are shifted by 0.5 mm from their free
state. We have limited the total range of the linear motion to   mm not so as
to go over the elastic deformation boundary in invar. Four linear drivers (two
for each axis) are mounted on the stage to drive the springs.
A Picomotor   – a piezo-driven micrometer screw (C   ) – with a 20 nm
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to 40 nm step 3 – is used for the coarse motion over the whole 1 mm range.
The Picomotor   requires no holding power to keep the attained position.
Therefore, it is noiseless, which is very important.
The fine motion is performed by a closed-loop controlled piezo linear stage
actuator (F   ) – LISA   4. The LISA   stage allows translations of up to 38   m
reproducible with an accuracy of better than 1 nm. The smallest nominal step
size of the LISA stages is 0.1 nm. The displacements are measured with an
accuracy of 0.1 nm with the help of built-in capacitive sensors.
By choosing the dimensions of the pivot of the flexure hinge and the di-
mensions of leaf springs (length, thickness, width) the specified parameters of
angular rotation could be reached. The simulation of the circular flexure hinge
are performed by using the results of Smith et al. (1997). The dimensions have
been chosen to obtain a transmission factor of the linear to angular motion of
1 mrad/mm.
The performance of the nanoradian stage is demonstrated in Fig.6.4, where
the dependence of the tilt angle

  of the head of the nanoradian stage is mea-
sured as a function of the linear translation

 of the driving point of one
of the leaf springs. The linear translation was done with the Picomotor  
and measured using the Heidenhain incremental sensor CT-2501 with 50 nm
resolution. The corresponding angular inclination of the head of the nanora-
dian stage was measured with an optical autocollimator and an optical mirror
mounted at the position of the crystal mirror M  . The linear dependence of
the tilt angle vs translation was observed for both axes. Both axes show an
approximately equal transmission factor of   '&    rad/mm, a value very
close to the designed value 5. Thus the angular resolution of the nanoradian
stage is 0.7 nrad. The maximal angular range is       rad.
Both flat surfaces of the nanoradian stage to which the mirrors are attached
have been polished. In the unloaded state (the leaf springs are not loaded), the
surfaces are parallel to each other with an accuracy of     rad.
3Picomotor 

is the trademark of New Focus, Inc. Santa Clara, CA 95051-0905. Rotating
shaft, model MRA8321. The range of linear motion is  	 	 mm, the step size is not repro-
ducible.
4LISA NanoAutomation Stage Actuators, Model P-753.31C. LISA 

is the trademark
of Physik Instrumente (PI) GmbH, Auf der Ro¨merstraße, 76228 Karlsruhe, Germany.
www.physikinstrumente.com
5The distance from the center of the stage to the driving point of the leaf spring is  	 mm.
A rigid 41 mm long lever would produce a rotation of   
    mrad for every 1 mm. The “gear
ratio” of the nanoradian stage is   .
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Figure 6.4: Calibration of the nanoradian stage by using an optical autocolli-
mator.
6.2.3 Temperature control
The Bragg energy changes with temperature at a rate of    &  meV/mK for
the       reflection. The energy width of the reflection is    meV. There-
fore, the temperature of both crystal mirrors should be equal and stable within
   mK so as not to shift their reflectivity peaks apart by more than 1 meV.
We have used a combination of passive and active temperature controls.
The nanoradian stage with the sapphire mirrors (the resonator) was ther-
mally isolated from the environment. For this the resonator was mounted in-
side two concentric stainless steel sealed tanks. The internal one that houses
the resonator was filled with air, and the external one was evacuated. The
walls of the internal tank were heated with surface heaters to a temperature
slightly higher than the ambient temperature. The temperature was measured
at one position with a PT100 thermo-resistor. At this point the temperature was
maintained constant with 1 mK accuracy by using computer control (Lucht
1998).
The sapphire mirrors were attached to the flat surfaces of the nanoradian
stage with the help of copper holders which also incorporated wire heaters
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Ht   and Ht  , see Fig. 6.3. The PT100 sensors were mounted on each copper
holder. Its sensitive part was about 1 mm away from the sapphire mirror. The
temperature of each copper holder in the immediate vicinity of the sensor was
stabilized to an accuracy of 1 mK by using the heaters and computer control.
The temperature equality was checked directly by measuring the energy de-
pendence of Bragg reflectivity independently for each mirror, as shown, in
Fig. 2.13.
6.2.4 Fast detectors
To observe exact Bragg backscattering semitransparent EG&G C30703F APDs
with 0.7 ns time resolution were used, as described in sec. 2.3.
This time resolution however was not sufficient to observe the multiple re-
flections in the test device. For this purpose we have used faster silicon APDs
from Hamamatsu Photonics6. The active thickness of the Hamamatsu devices
is smaller. As a result they are faster although less efficient. The Hamamatsu
APD S5343 with a     m active layer (    mm) provides the best time reso-
lution close to 100 ps (Kishimoto 1991, 1992). Recently the Hamamatsu low-
capacitance APD S5344SPL with a thicker      m active layer and larger
area (    mm) has been tested by Baron (2000). It showed better efficiency and
nearly the same time resolution as the S5343 devices.
By using    ps synchrotron radiation pulses at HASYLAB, we have
measured an overall duration of the time response of 200-220 ps (FWHM) for
both S5343 and S5344SPL APDs. The intrinsic time resolution of both Hama-
matsu APDs could be estimated to be      ps.
6.2.5 Experimental setup
Figure 6.5 shows the schematic view of experiments on x-ray resonators. They
were performed at the wiggler beamline BW4 at HASYLAB (DESY, Hamburg).
X rays from the BW4 wiggler were monochromatized to a 2 eV band with
a Si(111) monochromator (both the wiggler and the monochromator are not
shown in Fig. 6.5). By using the nested meV-monochromator the bandpass of
the x-ray spectrum was further narrowed down to  meV, see sec. 2.3. The
bandpass was narrower than the energy width of the reflectivity curve for the
      Bragg reflection, see Fig. 2.13, which then allowed one to select a
certain region of the reflectivity curve by tuning the meV-monochromator.
6Hamamatsu Photonics K.K., Solid State Division, 1126-1, Ichinio-cho, Hamamatsu City,
435-91 Japan. www.hamamatsu.com
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The vertical divergence of the beam (in the plane of Fig. 6.5) was   
 
  rad. It was defined by the angular acceptance of the Bragg reflections in
the eV- and meV-monochromators. The horizontal divergence of the beam was
narrowed down to the same        rad by installing a Si(111) channel-cut
crystal (with horizontal scattering plane) before the meV-monochromator. The
size of the beam could be changed by using a system of slits (S).
Monochromatized and collimated x rays impinge upon the x-ray resonator
(XR). The x-ray resonator comprised first of all the sapphire       twin-
mirrors attached to the nanoradian stage. The stage together with the linear
actuators, temperature sensors, heaters, etc., was placed inside two concentric
sealed tanks. The external tank was evacuated. An absorber could be automat-
ically inserted between the resonator mirrors. This was helpful to distinguish
between the back-reflection signals originating from the different mirrors. The
x-ray resonator was installed on a two-circle goniometer  2 

 , allowing a vari-
ation of the incidence angle of the x rays.
The semitransparent EG&G C30703F APD (D   ) with a time resolution of
0.7 ns was used to monitor the incident and reflected beams. The Hamamatsu
-10 m -9.3 m -8.6 m 0 m 0.4 m 0.9 m
S AmeV D1 XR D2 R
Figure 6.5: Schematic view of experiments on x-ray resonators. X rays
monochromatized to a bandwidth of  meV with a nested monochromator
(meV) impinge upon an x-ray resonator (XR). Detectors D   and D  monitor
the reflected and transmitted x rays. An aperture (A) is used as autocollimator
to adjust exact back-scattering from the resonator mirrors. A reflector (R) is
used to redirect x rays back into the resonator. The resonator and reflector are
installed on two-circle goniometers.
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S5344SPL APD (D  ) with a time resolution of     ns was used to monitor
the radiation transmitted through the resonator.
An apertures (A) of proper diameter could be installed downstream from
D   . The aperture was used as an autocollimator to adjust exact back reflection
from the resonator mirrors. The distance from the aperture to the resonator
was about 8 m. With an aperture of     mm it was possible to adjust the
reflecting atomic planes of the sapphire mirrors perpendicular to the incident
beam with an accuracy of      rad. The following procedure was used. At
first, by using the  2 

 two-circle goniometer the       atomic planes of the
mirror M  , as shown in Fig. 6.2, were set perpendicular to the incident beam
by observing backscattering through the aperture. The same procedure was
repeated with the mirror M   7. If the difference in the angular positions for ex-
act Bragg back-scattering from the the mirrors M   and M  was larger than the
0.7 mrad range of the nanoradian stage, the mirror M   was manually rotated
about its surface normal until the difference became smaller. The difference
was reduced further to     rad by tilting the mirror M  with the help of the
nanoradian stage. A finer parallel adjustment was performed by observation
of the time dependence of transmission, as described in the next section.
The possibility of redirecting the x rays back into the resonator by using a
reflector (R) was also implemented. The idea behind this was to analyse the
radiation filtered by the resonator with the help of the resonator itself. The
reflector was a thick   -Al  O  crystal. The same       Bragg reflection
was employed. The crystal was placed in the oven, as described in sec. 2.3. Its
temperature was controlled in the same way as the temperature of the sapphire
mirrors of the resonator. The angular position for exact back reflection was
adjusted with the 0.5 mm aperture (A).
The temperatures of both resonator mirrors and of the reflector were ad-
justed in such a way, that the peak reflectivity of the three crystals occurred at
the same x-ray energy.
7To distinguish between the signals originating from different mirrors, their temperatures
and thus the peak reflectivities were detuned. Also, the absorber could be automatically in-
serted between the resonator mirrors.
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6.3 Experiments on x-ray resonators
6.3.1 Time response
Two x-ray cavities with pairs of mirrors of different thicknesses were tested.
X-ray cavity with     m thick mirrors
The measured peak reflectivity of these mirrors is

  &  , as shown in
Fig. 2.13(b). The finesse of a resonator with mirrors of such reflectivity is
 

   & – see eq. (5.36). The gap width between the mirrors is
  
    &   mm.
One expects a quantum beat period of       ns, response time     &#! ns,
and the resonance width      eV, respectively.
The cavity is excited by 150 ps radiation pulses. The left panels in Fig. 6.6
show the measured time response of the cavity in transmission (circles). The
right panels in Fig. 6.6 show the energy dependence of the mirror reflectivity
(circles) and the spectral distribution of the incident x-ray photons (solid line
normalized to the maximum of the reflectivity curve). In Fig. 6.6(a), the center
 of the spectral distribution of the incident radiation pulses is tuned to the
peak reflectivity of the sapphire mirrors:  

  . In Fig. 6.6(b), it is detuned
  

 	 meV off, in (c)   

 ! meV off, and in (d)   

    meV
off the reflectivity peak, respectively.
The Bragg reflectivity of the mirrors changes with the energy of the incident
radiation. Far from the Bragg reflection region the reflectivity is very low and
the incident radiation pulses traversed the cavity without reflections and any
delay - see Fig. 6.6(d). This graph represents in fact the time dependence of the
incident radiation.
The closer the energy of x rays is to the reflectivity maximum the more
significant changes occur. Satellite pulses reappearing every  & &  ps with
descending strength are observed. The time period agrees with the estimated
value of the back-and-forth time-of-flight in the gap of the x-ray cavity. The ob-
served periodic signals are the x-ray pulses due to multiple reflections, which
contribute to the formation of sharp interference resonances, provided the
pulses are mutually coherent.
More than 30 successively reflected beams are observed when the x-ray
energy coincides with the reflectivity maximum, see Fig. 6.6(a). The time re-
sponse attenuates nearly exponentially. It deviates from the exponential law
at the beginning. The finite spectral width of the incident photons accounts for
that, as discussed later. The number 30 is limited only by the intensity of the
x-ray source used. The decay time is   "! &   ns. The long response time
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Figure 6.6: Left: time response of an x-ray cavity with     m thick sapphire
mirrors (circles). The solid lines (sharp peaks) are the theoretical fits, without
convolution with the time instrumental function. Right: energy dependence of
the reflectivity of the cavity mirrors (dots) and the spectrum of incident x-ray
photons (solid line normalized to the maximum of the reflectivity curve). The
center of the spectral distribution  of the incident radiation pulses is tuned (a)
to the peak reflectivity of the mirrors:  

  , (b) detuned  

 	 meV
off, (c)   

 ! meV off, and (d)   

    meV off the peak reflectivity,
respectively. Spectral width of the incident radiation pulses is 7 meV, pulse
duration is 150 ps.
or alternatively the large number of observed multiply reflected beams is the
necessary condition for the formation of sharp interference resonances. Such a
decay time corresponds to an energy width of      eV for the transmis-
sion resonances. It is noteworthy that, the observed decay time agrees very
well with the above estimates.
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The solid lines in the left panels of Fig. 6.6 (seen as a set of very sharp
peaks) show the numerically calculated theoretical time spectrum. Each cal-
culated time spectrum looks like a set of equidistantly distributed peaks with
descending amplitudes. In fact these are very sharp    ps pulses. Their
narrowness is due to the interference of a very large number (    ) of Fabry-
Pe´rot resonances simultaneously excited by the 7 meV broad incident radi-
ation spectrum. The calculation procedure was described in sec. 5.3.6. The
incident pulse duration is taken to be 0.22 ps, deduced from the 7 meV spec-
tral width. No convolution with the instrumental function (real pulse width
and detector resolution) is made. The parameters of the test sapphire x-ray
resonator are used in the calculations. The amplitudes of the calculated time
spectra agree very well with the measured ones. The best fit of the decay rate
is achieved by assuming  &   m thick mirrors. This differs slightly from the
value of     m obtained from the fit of the reflectivity curve in Fig. 2.13(b).
The deviation from the exponential form at the beginning of the time de-
pendence is due to the fact that the Bragg reflectivity varies significantly in
the vicinity of its peak value over the 7 meV region corresponding to the spec-
tral width of the incident photons. The decay becomes purely exponential for
photons with narrower bandwidths. Alternatively, the decay becomes purely
exponential if the region of the Bragg reflectivity gets broader. This happens,
if the mirrors are thinned down, as described below.
X-ray cavity with #!   m thick mirrors
The measured peak reflectivity of the mirrors with a thickness of  !%&   m is

 " ! , as shown in Fig. 2.13(a). The finesse of the resonator with mirrors of
such reflectivity is
 
& 	 . The gap between the mirrors is
  
     mm. One
expects a quantum beat period of       ns, response time     	  ns, and
resonance width    	   eV, respectively.
Figure 6.7 shows the measured time response of the x-ray cavity with #!   m
thick mirrors. The center of the spectral distribution of the incident x-ray pho-
tons is tuned to the peak reflectivity of the mirrors. The time response is purely
exponential. A slightly increased period of of )&   ns between the suc-
cessive peaks is observed, compared to the previous case. This agrees with the
aforementioned estimate, since the gap between the mirrors is increased by
2 mm.
More significantly, the application of thinner mirrors results in a shorter
decay time of     	 	'&   ns. This is consistent with the fact that thinner
mirrors have a lower Bragg reflectivity, and as a result a shorter decay time.
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Figure 6.7: Left: time response of an x-ray cavity with #!   m thick sapphire
mirrors (circles). The solid lines is the theoretical fit, without convolution with
the time instrumental function. The peak at 4 ns is due to a spurious electron
bunch in the storage ring. Right: energy dependence of the reflectivity of the
cavity mirrors (dots) and the spectrum of incident x-ray photons (solid line).
The center  of the spectral distribution of the incident radiation pulses is
tuned to the peak reflectivity of the mirrors:  

  . Spectral width of the
incident radiation pulses is 7 meV, pulse duration is 150 ps.
One should note that the opposite behavior has been observed in the attempt
to build an x-ray resonator consisting of silicon mirrors (Liss et al. 2000). In
our experiment, the observed decay time agrees very well with the estimated
one. A decay time of     	 	 &   ns corresponds to an energy width of
    	
  eV for the transmission resonances.
The solid lines in Fig. 6.7(left) represent the theoretical time spectrum. It is
a set of very short    ps periodic pulses with descending amplitudes. The
amplitude values agree very well with the experiment. The best fit requires
	
  m thick mirrors. Again, it is slightly larger than the value obtained from
the fit of the reflectivity curve in 2.13(a). This small discrepancy could be
attributed to a slightly too high value of the Debye-Waller factor used in the
theoretical calculations.
6.3.2 Effects of angular and temperature mismatch
A priori, it is obvious that the time response with the longest decay time will
be observed if both mirrors of the x-ray cavity operate with the highest reflec-
tivity. For this not only the energy of x rays should be tuned to the reflectivity
maximum, but also the reflecting atomic planes should be parallel and the re-
flectivity maxima of both mirrors should coincide.
In the discussion of the experimental results in the preceeding section it
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was implicit that the reflecting atomic planes in the sapphire mirrors have been
adjusted parallel to each other and the temperature of the mirrors were equal.
In fact the presented data were taken under such mirror settings which yielded
the longest decay times, as depicted in Fig. 6.6(a) and Fig. 6.7.
How is such state is reached? For this, a time window        

 is
selected in which the count rate is much lower than in the vicinity of    .
Only x-ray photons appearing in this time interval are counted. The angular
position of the mirror M  , see Figs. 6.2 and 6.3, is varied by using the nanora-
dian stage to maximize the count rate in the selected time window. Then the
window is shifted to even later time       and the procedure is repeated.
The procedure is repeated until the count rate is still sufficient to draw a more




  rad. This accuracy was limited by the brilliance of the
x-ray source. The accuracy can be increased by a factor of        by using
much more brilliant third generation synchrotron radiation facilities.
Figure 6.8 shows examples of what happens to the time response if the
mirrors are misaligned. The data were recorded when no perfect alignment
and consequently the maximum decay time of  ! ns was not yet reached.
By using a similar procedure, the temperature of the mirrors can be equal-
ized. Figure 6.9 shows examples of the time response if the mirrors tempera-
tures are mismatched.




  rad in the angular alignment of the mirrors is
sufficient to observe at least 30 successively reflected beams with intensities
in agreement with the theory. In sec. 5.3.9, it was shown that the interference
of    
 
successively reflected beams is sufficient for the formation of the
perfect Fabry-Pe´rot resonances. The finesse of the test cavity with     m thick
mirrors is
 
    & . Therefore, the observed number of beams is more than
enough to produce the expected  	   eV sharp Fabry-Pe´rot resonances. A
similar conclusion applies also for the test cavity with #!   m thick mirrors.
Thus, all necessary the attributes of x-ray resonators which can be observed
in the time responses have been observed in the preceeding experiments. It is
still a question, whether these attributes are sufficient.
6.3.3 Transmission spectrum in different time windows
The measured time responses demonstrate that the incident x-ray photons
with energies closest to the reflectivity peak are captured in the cavities for
the longest time. This implies, that the energy spectrum of the transmitted
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105 = 0.84 ns
(a)
Figure 6.8: Time response of an x-ray cavity with     m thick sapphire mirrors
for different relative angular settings of the interferometer mirrors: (a) provid-
ing the longest response time, (b)

     	
  rad off, and (c)

    	
  rad
off. The x-ray energy is tuned to the transmission minimum. The dotted lines
indicate the decay rate with the largest time constant     & 	 ns. The solid
lines and the time constants   indicate the actual values.
photons should depend on the time delay at which it is observed – the larger
the time delay the sharper should be the spectrum.
Figure 6.10 shows the transmissivity of the x-ray cavity with     m thick
sapphire mirrors (circles) as a function of the energy of incident x-ray photons.
In fact, the center  of the spectral distribution of the incident x-ray photons
was varied. The incident photons have a spectral bandwidth of   meV,
which is almost three orders of magnitude larger than the width of the reso-
nances expected in such a cavity. Therefore, discrete Fabry-Pe´rot resonances
could not be observed. The transmissivity was measured by counting the pho-
tons in different time windows. Figure 6.10(a) presents the energy dependence
when all the photons are counted, independent of time. The energy depen-
dence reveals a minimum at the same position where the reflectivity shows a
maximum.
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Figure 6.9: Left: time response of an x-ray cavity with #!   m thick sapphire
mirrors. The temperature of the mirrors is (a) equal (with 10 mK accuracy),
or differs by (b) 40 mK , and (c) 60 mK. The dotted lines indicate the decay
rate with the largest time constant     	 	 ns. The solid lines and the time
constants   indicate the actual values. Pronounced peak at   	 ns is a due to
a spurious electron bunch. Right: energy dependence of the reflectivity of both
cavity mirrors (dots) and the spectrum of incident x-ray photons (solid line).

 is the mismatch of the peak reflectivities resulting from the temperature
mismatch.
Figures 6.10(b) and 6.10(c) show the energy dependence of transmission of
the photons which have escaped from the cavity with a time delay larger than
0.55 ns after excitation at    and larger than 3.4 ns, respectively. In place of
the minimum a maximum is observed. The width of this maximum decreases
with the delay. Interestingly, no further reduction of the energy width is ob-
served by further increasing the delay. Such behavior is reasonable, since the
spectrum can not be sharper than the spectrum of the incident photons. The
measured width of 6.7 meV in Fig. 6.10(c) agrees with the width of the inci-
dent radiation spectrum. The intrinsic width of the spectrum of transmission
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through the x-ray cavity is much less than this value.
This technique can be used for monochromatization of x rays. However,
one should distinguish it from the Fabry-Pe´rot mechanism, since it does not
require coherence between the reflected beams. Due to this fact, it is less effi-
cient.
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E = 27 meV
Figure 6.10: Transmission through the x-ray cavity with     m thick sapphire
mirrors (circles) vs energy of incident x-ray photons. The transmitted photons
are counted (a) in the whole time range, (b) with a 0.55 ns delay, and (c) with
a 3.4 ns delay after excitation. The insets show the time dependence of the
time response at  

and the corresponding time range where the photons
are counted. Solid lines are fits with Lorentzians with a width of

 . The
background is due to spurious bunches.
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6.3.4 Repeated transmission through x-ray cavity
The observed time responses indicate the perfect performance of the x-ray cav-
ity. The time responses agree very well with the theoretical predictions. The
almost nanosecond decay times observed indicate that     eV sharp Fabry-
Pe´rot resonances could have been excited. Direct evidence of this, however,
is important. Unfortunately, x-ray monochromators with   eV resolution re-
quired for this purpose are not available. As a way out of this problem, we
propose using the resonator as an auto-analyzer, i.e., to analyze the radiation
created by the resonator with the resonator itself. Furthermore, instead of ob-
serving the resonances on the energy scale, we need to observe them on the
equivalent angular scale.
To do so, the photons passed through the x-ray cavity are re-directed back
and observed with the detector D   from the other side, as shown in Fig. 6.5.
The resonators are transparent to the photons re-directed exactly on the same
way back, i.e., exactly at the same incidence angle. However, if the incidence
angle is changed the transparency should change as well. A picture of emerg-
ing and submerging Fabry-Pe´rot transmission resonances with changing inci-
dence angle should be observed, as shown in Fig. 6.1(bottom right) (see also
Fig. 5.12). The picture applies for an incident plane wave. In the experiment,
one should observe a convolution with the divergence of the incident beam.
A back-reflection crystal (R) is used to reverse the direction of the x rays
passed through the x-ray cavity. The angle at which the photons re-enter the
device can be varied by rotation about the
 
- or 	 -axis of the two-circle go-
niometer. Both, the horizontal and vertical divergence of the x rays is     rad.
This is sufficient to observe the central Fabry-Pe´rot resonance at
 
  - see
Fig. 6.1(bottom right). The other resonances with intrinsic widths of      rad
could hardly be resolved.
Figure 6.11 shows the distribution of events on the time scale as seen by
detector D   . The signal corresponding to the primary beam is not shown. The
first peak at   corresponds to those photons directly reflected from the
x-ray cavity. The second peak at      ns (grey area) is due to the photons
reflected from the reflector, and which have thus passed twice through the
x-ray cavity. This additional 6.0 ns delay is due to the back-and-forth time-of-
flight of the photons between the x-ray cavity and the reflector. The multiple
reflections between the mirrors of the x-ray cavity are not seen, because of
the insufficient for this time resolution (0.7 ns) of the detector D   . All other
peaks in Fig. 6.11 appear due to multiple reflections between the reflector and
x-ray cavity. Thus, by counting the events belonging only to the first peak at
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Figure 6.11: Events in the detector D   as a function of time.
   , one measures the reflectivity of the x-ray cavity. By counting the events
belonging to the second peak at     ns, one measures the back-and-forth
transmission through the x-ray cavity.
With the help of the autocollimator (A), the mirrors of the x-ray cavity and
the reflector are set normal to the direction of the incident beam. It is then re-
moved and the photons twice transmitted through the x-ray cavity are counted
as a function of the reflection angle
 
of the reflector.
Figure 6.12 shows the effect of the repeated transmission through the x-ray





and the incidence angle

of x rays re-entering the x-




. The transmission curve shows a maximum
at normal incidence when the mirrors are adjusted nominally parallel to each





     &  
  rad. This is more than an order of magnitude
larger than the expected     rad intrinsic width of the central Fabry-Pe´rot
resonance, cf. Fig. 6.1(bottom, right), and the      rad divergence of the
beam.
No other mechanism other than the Fabry-Pe´rot mechanism is known which
would provide enhanced transparency of a system of highly reflecting mir-
rors. Therefore, the cumulation of transmissivity observed while approaching
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Figure 6.12: Repeated transmission through the x-ray cavity vs reflection angle
 




is the incidence angle for x rays re-entering the x-ray
cavity): (a) the mirrors of the x-ray cavity are adjusted nominally parallel to
each other (b) one sapphire mirror is tilted by  
	   rad. The solid line is a
fit with a Gaussian ( 
   rad FWHM). The horizontal dotted line shows the
count-rate in the detector when the cavity is removed from the beam.
the maximum reflectivity of individual mirrors is very strong evidence of the
proper performance of the x-ray cavity. However, the much larger width than
expected of the transmission curve suggests, that the selective excitation of the
Fabry-Pe´rot resonances has not yet been achieved.
Most probable, to obtain the selected excitation the resonator mirrors should
be adjusted parallel with better than

   
  rad accuracy. To achieve this, use
of much more brilliant third generation synchrotron radiation facilities is re-
quired. These experiments are in progress.
Concluding remarks
In this report, we have reviewed important advances on the route towards
achieving x-ray resonators. X-ray resonators are highly desirable for high-
resolution spectroscopy and interferometry. In the hard x-ray range   eV en-
ergy resolution can be obtained by employing such devices. This will enable
studies of the dynamics of biological macromolecules, and the phonon spectra
in condensed matter with much higher energy resolution than before. This will
allow one to measure with very high precision wavelengths in the x-ray spec-
tral region in terms of visible light wavelengths, which is an important task in
nano-metrology. Phase-contrast imaging with enhanced sensitivity and x-ray
holography using x-rays fully coherent in   mm  volume will be possible.
The main elements of an x-ray resonator are normal incidence x-ray mir-
rors of high reflectivity arranged parallel and separated by a gap. Back reflec-
tion geometry is essential to minimize the effect of the finite beam divergence
on the spectral resolution of x-ray resonators. To realize x-ray resonators it was
necessary: i) to study exact Bragg backscattering of x rays and to devise tech-
niques for its observation; ii) to find and to test a single crystal material that
could be used for construction of high reflectivity x-ray backscattering mirrors
in a wide spectral range, iii) to develop further the theory of x-ray Fabry-Pe´rot
resonators, to extend it to practical cases, and to understand all the technical
challenges of realization of x-ray resonators; iv) to design, built and study a
test device.
The first major task was to achieve normal incidence x-ray mirrors of high
reflectivity. The project was initiated at a time when Bragg backscattering of x
rays was already well developed both in theory and experiment. Application
of backscattering, primarily in high energy-resolution optics, was also an es-
tablished technique. However, the main experimental work has been done un-
der near-normal incidence conditions. Surprisingly exact Bragg backscattering
regime has been neglected. We have developed an experimental method for
studying exact Bragg backscattering, which uses semitransparent detectors
and time-of-flight techniques. Our studies demonstrated that while approach-
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ing normal incidence to the reflecting atomic planes in silicon crystals the
peak reflectivity drops because of the increasing role of multiple-beam Bragg
diffraction, and also the energy spectrum undergoes undesirable changes. This
has a dramatic impact on the practical use of exact Bragg backscattering. Sili-
con crystals that are widely used in x-ray crystal optics are unsuitable for use
in the exact backscattering geometry.
Silicon crystals suffer from other drawbacks. It is difficult to find a match-
ing Bragg back reflections for the required x-ray energy, and the reflectivity of
silicon crystals in the backscattering geometry drops rapidly with increasing
x-ray energy, and falls to below   % at 40 keV.
To overcome these problems, we proposed using crystals with lower (non-
cubic) crystal symmetry, higher Debye temperature, and small photo-absorp-
tion. Sapphire (   -Al  O  ) is the best choice among the commercially available
crystals.   -Al  O  crystals permit Bragg backscattering for a wide variety of en-
ergies above
 
  keV. Furthermore, the problem with multiple-beam diffrac-
tion is not as severe as with silicon crystals. Most importantly, the reflectivity
of sapphire crystals is high even for hard x-rays. At 40 keV Bragg reflectivity is
still  & 
 
. Sapphire crystals have great potential for high energy resolution
x-ray optics in the 10-70 keV spectral range. For this, however, i) crystals of
good quality and ii) precise data on the crystal lattice constants are required.
Quality assessment of the commercially available sapphire crystals was
performed using white beam x-ray topography and reflectivity measurements.
It was shown that sapphire crystals with less than one dislocation per 1 mm 
are available. Such crystals reveal practically theoretical reflectivity at normal
incidence for x ray photons with energies    keV. Reflectivity of a minimum
of 86% was measured. Thus, normal incidence mirrors of high reflectivity was
achieved for x rays with energies    keV.
The next task was to measure precisely values of the sapphire lattice con-
stants and their temperature dependence. These are required since in many
applications specific photon energies are used, and it is necessary to predict
Miller indices of the back reflections and the relevant crystal temperatures for
this x-ray energies. A relative uncertainty in absolute measurements of the
lattice constants to better than 1 ppm was required.
At this point, we realized that precision length measurements at atomic
scales are not easy to implement. First, the existing silicon length standard is
not so easy to reproduce, even with a moderate relative uncertainty of 1 ppm.
Secondly, to gauge interatomic distances, one needs radiation with a well-defined
wavelength rather than an etalon of a well-defined material. Thus, it is desir-
able to have access to an easy reproducible wavelength standard for atomic scales.
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The wavelength of the 14.4 keV

	 Fe Mo¨ssbauer radiation would be ideal. An
important first step leading to its practical use was the precise measurement of
the absolute value of the wavelength. We have used silicon as a transfer stan-
dard and have measured the Mo¨ssbauer wavelength with respect to the silicon
lattice constant. For this, a Bragg backscattering technique was devised which
enables the comparison of lattice constants with the radiation wavelength to
better than 0.2 ppm relative uncertainty. By using this technique the wave-
length of the Mo¨ssbauer radiation was measured with a relative uncertainty





By using the Mo¨ssbauer wavelength standard and the backscattering tech-
nique, we have measured with up to 0.2 ppm relative uncertainty the lattice
constants of sapphire over a broad temperature range. Thus, the problem con-
cerning the precise crystal data of sapphire was solved.
By using these data precise predictions of the Miller indices of the back re-
flections and the relevant crystal temperatures were made for specific energies
of Mo¨ssbauer transitions over the 6 to 50 keV range. This is of importance
for nuclear resonant scattering techniques that require high energy resolution
monochromators at these specific energies.
As an example of such applications, the sapphire backscattering monochro-
mator was employed to observe for the first time nuclear resonant forward
scattering of synchrotron radiation from the 25.6 keV level of
  
Dy. Electron
spin dynamics in Dy-metal in the slow-relaxation regime was observed and
studied using this technique.
A precise knowledge of the lattice constants of sapphire as well as the abil-
ity of sapphire crystals to back-reflect x-rays of any energy was used also to de-
termine the wavelength of Mo¨ssbauer radiation from other isotopes. By using




Sn: 51.920811(39) pm, and
  
Dy: 48.334336(19) pm
were measured. The relative uncertainty achieved is in a range of 0.4-0.7 ppm.
Together with the wavelength of the

	 Fe Mo¨ssbauer photons they provide a
set of reference wavelengths in the hard x-ray range of the electromagnetic ra-
diation spectrum with a uniquely small uncertainty and easy reproducibility.
Now returning to our main goal – x-ray resonators. The next task was to
understand the technical challenges of the implementation of such devices.
For this, the physics underlying x-ray Fabry-Pe´rot resonators was addressed.
Although theories of x-ray Fabry-Pe´rot resonators were in existence, they were
not complete and in some points erroneous. We have derived expressions for
the transmissivity and reflectivity of the perfect x-ray resonator using a geo-
metrical approach based on the summation of the probability amplitudes of
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multiple reflections. The introduction of a new very important phase factor
was found to be necessary. A detailed analytical analysis was performed. In
particular, the position and width of the Fabry-Pe´rot transmission resonances
were calculated analytically as a function of gap between the mirrors, x-ray
energy, angle of incidence, and temperature.
A very new aspect of the theory presented in this report is the analysis
of the time response of x-ray resonators. It was shown that by measuring the
time response it is possible to characterize the performance of x-ray resonators.
Observation of the time response plays an important role in the experiments
on x-ray Fabry-Pe´rot resonators presented in the report. A comprehensive set
of numerical simulations with the computer code FPET of the energy, time
and angular dependence has been carried out to characterize the performance
of x-ray Fabry-Pe´rot resonators.
The theory was completed by considering the influence of possible imper-
fections, such as the roughness of the crystal surfaces, errors in the parallelism
of the atomic planes, and unequal mirror temperatures.
The concept of a test device was worked out. To implement the test res-
onator one “merely” needs      m thin wafers of perfect sapphire aligned
in parallel with nano-radian accuracy and kept within a few mK at the same
temperature. To observe the time response of the test device one needs x-ray
detectors with a time resolution of better than    ps. A procedure for manu-
facturing the thin sapphire resonator mirrors was devised and implemented.
A two-axis goniometer allowing angular adjustment of the resonator mirrors
with nano-radian precision was designed and built. The mK temperature con-
trol of the mirrors, and     ps fast detectors were tested.
We have succeeded in designing and building a test x-ray resonator for
hard x-rays (  
	 keV) with independently adjustable crystal mirrors. The
key element of the x-ray resonator is normal incidence mirrors of high reflec-
tivity. Sapphire (   -Al  O  ) single crystals are used in this role. Bragg backscat-
tering from sapphire crystals provides high reflectivity. The time response of
the resonator to the excitation with short synchrotron radiation pulses was
studied. The time response of the resonator with a decay time as long as 0.9 ns
was observed. The time behavior of the test device is well described by the
theory of the perfect x-ray Fabry-Pe´rot resonator and indicates that x-ray reso-
nances with a resonance width of     eV were excited.
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There is still some way to go before we will be able to leave the realm of
demonstration experiments. The physical principles are clear, however, many
technological problems still have to be solved before x-ray resonators can be
used as instruments for high-resolution spectroscopy and interferometry.
Hamburg, Rissen, 2001. Yuri Shvyd’ko
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